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FLUOROMETRIC DETERMINATION OF CHLOROFORM AND TCE IN
WATER WITH A PORTABLE FLUOROMETER
i iuiw toairsitiI
The determination of volatile chlorinated organic species such as chloroform
(C11C13) and trichloroethylene (TCE) in drinking water, surface water, and ground
water is important because of the potential toxicity of these species. This thesis is
concerned with the development of new methodology and instrumentation for
determination of CHC13 and TCE that can be used in the field.
Disinfection of water by chlorination causes production of chloroform and
some other halogenated disinfection by-products such as bromoform (CHBr3),
bromodichioromethane (CI4BrC12), dibromochioromethane (CHBr2C1), and some
haloacetic acids. In finished drinking water, the maximum contaminant level (MCL)
of total trihalomethanes (THMs) which is the sum of chloroform, bromoform,
bromodichloromethane, and dibromochioromethane is regulated by Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) not to exceed 80 pg/L (8). In fact, chloroform is the major
contaminant accounting for 75 to 95% of total THMs (9) and typical concentration of
chloroform in drinking water is in a range of 2 to 44 .tg/L (10).2
Rook (11) reported first in 1974 that chloroform was a disinfection by-product
as a result of water chlorination. After the discovery of disinfection by-products, the
impacts of the chemicals on public health have been studied. Human exposure to
THMs brings concerns about possible adverse reproductive outcomes such as birth
defects (12-14). Disinfection by-products, when present at appropriate levels, have
been shown to exhibit carcinogenic properties in laboratory animals (14-15).
Another compound of public concern is TCE. TCE is not likely to be found in
drinking water unless the source water used for water production is already
contaminated with TCE. The concentration of TCE in drinking water is regulated not
to exceed 5 ig/L (17). The EPA has classified TCE as cancer-suspected compound.
Because TCE and chloroform can cause serious health problems, they are periodically
monitored. TCE and chloroform are subjected to the same laws: the Safe Drinking
Water Act (SWDA). the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), and the
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act.
1.1 Analytical Methods
EPA defmed standard methods for determination of chloroform, TCE, and
other regulated volatile organic compounds (VOCs) based on gas chromatography
(GC) with purge-and-trap preconcentration and various detection systems including
the electron capture detector, electrolytic conductivity detector, and mass
spectrometer. These methods require highly skilled operators, relatively expensiveand complex instruments, and are time consuming. In addition, the methods are
developed for laboratory-based analysis and are prohibitively expensive for periodic
monitoring for some small water facilities. Most instruments are also not very
portable for field applications.
Commercial portable GCs are available for field study of VOCs; however, the
cost of instruments is fairly high, US$ 9,000-90,000(18), compared to bench top
instruments. Several companies including Inficon, Agilent Technologies, Photovac,
and Sentex System Inc. manufacture portable GCs with various detectors. Most of the
GC detectors used for bench top instrument are also available for portable GCs. The
weight of portable GC can range from 15 to 50 lbs. A portable gas tank or a
disposable gas bottle is used to provide a carrier gas. Portable GCs provide detection
limits for VOCs in ppb range or lower. For example, the HAPSITE portable GC
(Inficon) has a mass spectrometer detector and weighs about 35 lbs. The instrument
provides detection limits for most chlorinated VOCs in a range of 5 to 10 ppb with a
headspace sampling technique (19). The cost of the instrument is US$ 75,000or
higher.
Spectrometric determination of chloroform and TCE in water is the only
demonstrated alternate to GC methods. The potential advantages ofa spectrometric
instrument relative to GC methods include lower material and manufacturing costs,
higher sample throughput, lower weight (more portable), and less complexity. The
limitations include less selectivity withouta separation step and less analyticalinformation because only one targeted species rather than many VOCs are determined
in a given analysis.
Spectrometric methods to date are based on the Fujiwara reaction or some
variation of this reaction. The Fujiwara reaction has long been used for determination
of some simple halogenated aliphatic compounds. The reaction of halogenated
compounds such as chloroform with a reagent composed of pyridine, base, and water
to produce red-colored species was first discovered by Fujiwara (1). The red-colored
product allows spectrometric determination of chloroform. With an appropriate
sampling technique and an optimized reagent and detection system, determination of
chloroform in water at part per billion (ppb) levels can be achieved with application of
Fujiwara reaction (2-7).
Several research groups have constructed in-house portable spectrometer for
determination of TCE and chloroform (6-7, 28) and at least two conmiercial products
have been reported. AccuSensor, a portable spectrometer, once manufactured by ORS
Environmental Systems, Inc., was made for measurement of TCE in water based on
Fujiwara reaction (20). A cap which contained the reagent was screwed on the top of
a 40-mL VOA vial filled with water sample and the vial was shaken for about 45 s
allowing gas-phase TCE to diffuse into the reagent. After that the reagent cap was
placed into the spectrometer to measure the absorbance of the solution after 5mm.
The technique provided a detection limit of TCE less than 5 ppb.
Burge Environmental Inc. currently markets a system based on the Fujiwara
reaction and an optrode detection system. To perform TCE analysis, a reagent is5
pumped into the optrode which submerged into a water sample. TCE diffuses from
the water sample into the reagent through a Teflon membrane. The absorbance of the
solution is measured after 2mmof the reaction time and the detection limit for TCE
of 0.5 ng/mL.
1.2 Fujiwara Chemistry
Many studies have concerned with the chemistry and analytical applications of
the Fujiwara reaction. Chloroform reacts with the Fujiwara reagent composed of
pyridine, water, and base to produce a red-colored species that has a strong absorption
band about 540 mm This fact has enabled the spectrometric determination of
chloroform since about 1950. Some other gem-halogenated solvents also react with
Fujiwara reagent and the reaction can be used for determination of those compounds
(2, 21). For example, TCE can also be determined with similar chemistry although the
monitored species is different and has an absorption maximum at 556 nm.
In 1986, researchers at Laence Livermore National Laboratory reported that
the red-colored species fluoresces at 600 mn with the excitation 540 nm allowing
fluorometric determination of chloroform (6-7). The researchers developed several
Fiber Optic Chemical Sensors (FOCS) for determination of chloroform and TCE.
The reaction mechanism has been studied to understand Fujiwara reaction.
Some intermediates and products of the reaction were separated with techniques suchas thin layer chromatography and high performance liquid chromatography (22-23).
Structures of some of the reaction intermediates and products were identified by uv-
vis spectrophotometry, nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry, and mass
spectrometry (24-25).
Reaction of chloroform with a reagent based on pyridine yields absorption
maxima at 370, 420, and 530 nm. The product and intermediate with the absorption
bands at 370 and 420 nm are glutaconaldehyde (OCHCHCH=CHCH=O) and
OCH=NCH=CHCH=CHC=O, respectively. The intermediate is responsible for
absorption band at 530 nmis OCH=CHCH=CllCH=NCHNCH=CHCHCHCHO
and this intermediate fluoresces at 600 nm.
At least three reaction mechanisms have been proposed (3, 24-26) and are
sunmiarized in a recent thesis (5). Only the mechanism most recently proposed by
Yang (3) is discussed here and is shown in Figure 1.1. In this mechanism, chloroform
reacts with hydroxide ion yielding dichiorocarbene which behaves as an electrophile.
Pyridine, as a nucleophile, is attacked by the carbene resulted in pyridium ylide (I).
Pyridyl carbene (II) can be formed by losing one chloride ion on intermediate (I). The
intermediate (II) then reacts with another pyridine molecule generating dipyridyl anion
(III). Losing chloride ion, intermediate (III) transforms into dipyridium carbene (IV)
which is attacked by hydroxide ion yielding ylide (V). Imine (VI) is subsequently
formed by hydrolyzing ylide (V). Reaction of intermediate (VI) with hydroxide ion
results in imine (VII) which undergoes ring cleavage to intermediate (VIII). FurtherCHC13OH
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Figure 1.1 Fujiwara mechanism proposed by Yang (3). I, ylide; II, divalent carbene;
111, dipyridyl anion; TV, dipyridium carbene; V, ylide; VI, VII, and VIII, imine; IX and
X, aniidine salt; XI, glutaconaldehyde.8
reaction of intermediate (VIII) yields the red intermediate (IX), the yellow
intermediate (X), and the product (XI).
In early work, the Fujiwara reagent was based on a mixture of pyridine and
aqueous base which separated into two phases because pyridine is slightly soluble in
water. When chloroform was added into the reagent mixture, the red-colored species
developed in the organic phase which was subsequently transferred into spectrometric
cell for a measurement. This step created some difficulties in the measurement
procedure. In later work, the water to pyridine volume ratio was adjusted to be about
one or less to avoid phase separation. The one-phase reagent was reported to provide
better sensitivity than two-phase reagent (21).
In 1986, organic bases such as tetramethylanimonium hydroxide and
tetrabutylammonium hydroxide were introduced into the reagent mixture because they
are more soluble than inorganic base in pyridine. Organic solvents including dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) (2-4) and methanol (2) were also incorporated into the reagent
mixture to eliminate phase separation. Variation of the chemical composition in
Fujiwara reagent affects the reactivity of the reagent to chloroform. Mixing the
organic solvent in the reagent mixture to obtain a single-phase reagent reduces the
volatility of pyridine and minimizes some health problems to the user due to pyridine
vapor.1.3 Pyridme Derivative Reagents
Two factors have driven a search for a replacement for pyridine in the Fujiwara
reaction. First is the toxicity and volatility of pyridine. Second is the lack of
selectivity of the pyridine reagent. Although the overall selectivity of the traditional
pyridine reagent is very good, this reagent does react with several other gem-
halogenated compounds such asCHBr3and CHBrC12. A number of pyridine
derivatives have been investigated for their reactivity to chloroform (3-4, 27) and TCE
(3, 5). About 53 pyridine derivatives were studied at Oregon State University (OSU).
At OSU, Johnson (27) in 1990 was the first to study reagents based on 35
pyridine derivatives. For reagent mixtures, the pyridine derivative was dissolved in
acetronitrile according to its solubility with tetrabutylammonium hydroxide as the
base. The concentration of pyridine derivative in the reagent varied from 0.3 to 50%.
The reaction of many of these derivatives with chloroform could be monitored
spectrophotometricaily.
Later, some of pyridine derivatives tested by Johnson (27) and some new
pyridine derivatives were evaluated in more detail for reaction with chloroform with
different solvents and reagent compositions by two different researchers. Siemion (4)
used water or DMSO as a solvent and sodium hydroxide as the base in the reagent,
while Yang (3) employed DMSO and sodium hydroxide in the reagent mixture. Most
of the derivatives dissolved in acetronitrile asa solvent in the reagent were somewhat
reactive to chloroform. The reagent based on 2-cyanopyridine were found to bea10
potential reagent for determination of TCE; however, the reagent was unstable and lost
its reactivity within a day.
In 1999, seven formerly tested and eight new pyridine derivatives were
investigated for their reactivity to chloroform and TCE (5). The reaction was
spectrometrically and spectrofluorometrically monitored. It was found that a reagent
based on 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea responded to chloroform in a similar fashion to the
reagent based on pyridine, but was much less reactive to ICE. Reagents based on
nicotinamide and isonicotinamide were more reactive to TCE than chloroform. In
addition, the reagent based on isonicotinamide was highly selective to TCE. Base and
water concentrations in the reagent were varied to optimize the reagent response to
chloroform or TCE.
1.4 Sampling Systems
To achieve detection limits below -100 ng/mL in the determination of
chloroform or TCE in water, a sample solution cannot be mixed directly with the
reagent and some preconcentration is required. For maximum response (calibration
sensitivity), the total amount of water in most pyridine based or pyridine derivative
based reagent is only 2 to 16% (5). Consequently, directmixinglimits the volume of
sample solution to 0.02 to 0.16 mL in 1.00 mL of the reagent/sample mixture and the
analyte concentration in the reagent mixture will be a factor of 6.3 to 50 lower than its
original concentration. Because the in-cell detection limit for chloroform or TCE in11
the best optimized reagents isl ng/mL for chloroform with the pyridine reagent, 65
ng/mL for chloroform with the l-(3-pyridlymethyl)urea reagent, and -260 nglmL for
TCE with the isonicotinamide reagent, the effective detection limit in the original
sample because of the dilution of the sample in the reagent is typically over 30 nglmL
for chloroform with the pyridine reagent (3% water), over 0.3 tg/mL for chloroform
with the 1-(3-pyridlymethyl)urea reagent (16% water), and over 10 tg/mL for TCE
with the isonicotinamide reagent (2% water), respectively. Moreover, these effective
detection limits are not really achievable because the reagent requires time to stabilize
after water is added (i.e., the background absorbance at the monitored wavelength
changes for some time even without chloroform in the water added).
To determine chloroform in samples at sub-100 ng/mL levels, transfer and
preconcentration of chloroform is required. To date, these steps have been
implemented by vapor phase transport of chloroform from a relatively large volume of
sample (250 to 815 mL) to a smaller volume of reagent (1-2 mL). Louch (2) and
Siemion (4) employed the passive sampling technique to determine chloroform in
aqueous samples. In this technique, a sample solution (815 mL) was placed inside a
Mason jar and a sampling chamber with the Fujiwara reagent contained in reagent
reservoir was placed above the sample solution. Chloroform in the gas phase from
and above sample solution diffused through the sampling ports in the sampling
chamber and into the reagent. The fluorescence signal from the red intermediate
species was monitored with fiber optics and a fluorometric detection system. A two-
fiber configuration was used where one fiber passed excitation radiation (-540 rim)12
from a light source into the reagent and the other fiber directed emission radiation to
the detection system. With this technique and optimized reagents, detection limits of
chloroform were reported to be 0.08 (14) and 1.0 ng!mL (4) based on measuring the
rate of change of the fluorescence signal over a period of 5 to 8mm.Other
researchers (6-7, 26, 28) also reported the use of FOCSs for determination of
chloroform in water.
In 1997, Yang (3) developed a purge-and-trap (P&T) technique to sample,
preconcentrate, and determine chloroform in water. A water sample (20 mL) was
purged in a sparger with N2 to strip chloroform out of the sample solution. The
chloroform in the gas phase was trapped into a standard P&T trap (Tenax). After
completion of sample purge (67% efficiency of trapping in 6mm),the trap was heated
and the desorbed chloroform was directly transferred by N2 into the reagent ina
cuvette where it was trapped and reacted with a Fujiwara reagent. The fluorescent
species was monitored by a commercial spectrofluorometer for -6mm.A detection
limit for chloroform of 0.15 ng/mL was obtained with this technique and optimized
reagent.
In 2000, a direct purge and membrane sampling techniques were developed by
Prayoonpokarach (5) for determination of chloroform and TCE in water sample. In
the direct purge technique, the sample solution (20 mL) ina sparger was purged with
N2 and the vapor phase chloroform was directly transferred into the reagent ina
cuvette with the apparatus shown in Figure 1,2. This technique is similar to that used
by Yang except that the reagent is used as the chloroform trap instead ofa standardN
Lwara reagent
,arger
iple solution
13
Figure 1.2 Diagram of the apparatus for the direct purge technique. A sample solution
in a sparger is bubbled with N2 and the outlet gas from the sparger is directed into the
Fujiwara reagent.14
P&T trap. Eliminating the separate trap systems, which includesa valve switch
system, provision for heating and cooling the trap, and a controller, greatly simplifies
the apparatus and increases sample throughput. The efficiency trapping of chloroform
by the reagent with a 12mmsparge was 70% and comparable to that obtained with the
solid phase trap in the conventional P&T apparatus. The fluorescent species produced
during the reaction was monitored with a commercial spectrofluorometer or a laser-
based fluorometer. With this technique, the best detection limit for chloroform was
0.1 ng/mL with a reagent based on pyridine and 6.5 nglmL with a reagent basedon 1-
(3- pyridylmethyl)urea. The detection limit of TCE was 26 ng/mL with reagent based
on isonicotinamide.
In the membrane sampling technique as shown in Figure 1.3, a commercial
membrane sampling device, which is a hollow silicone rubber membrane wound
around a grooved metal support, was submerged into a sample solution. One end of
the membrane tubing was connected to a carrier gas tank and the other end was
connected to tubing directed into the reagent. During sampling, chloroform diffuses
through the membrane from aqueous phaseintogas phase inside the membrane. The
gas-phase chloroform is transported into the reagent by N2. The technique provideda
transfer rate and a detection limit for chloroform comparable to that provided with the
direct purge technique. The primary advantage of the membrane sampling technique
is that it involves less sampling manipulation and could be used for continuous
monitoring in a flow stream.Sample sob
Magnetic
N2outlet gas
agent
ne sampling device
15
Figure 1.3 Sampling of chloroform with membrane sampling device. The membrane
sampling device is immersed in a sample solution allowing chloroform to diffuse
through the membrane. Chloroform in gas phase inside the membrane is transferred
into the reagent in a cuvette byN2.16
1.5 Outline of Thesis
In this thesis, studies were directed towards developing a portable fluorometer
for field determination of chloroform and TCE in water based on Fujiwara reaction.
Instrumental components and configurations and reagents based on pyridine or
pyridine derivative were studied to optimize the response to the analytes. Laboratory
analysis of chloroform and TCE was also considered.
Three sampling techniques, purge or sparge with N2, membrane sampling, and
passive transfer sampling, are discussed in Chapter 2. Transfer rates of chloroform
and TCE with different sampling techniques are compared. For each sampling
technique, numerous factors that affected the transfer rate were evaluated and
optimized. The effect of CO2 on the response of reagents to the analytes and methods
to eliminate CO2 in sampling system were studied. Different halogenated solvents
were tested for their reactivity with reagents based on pyridine and pyridine
derivatives.
In Chapter 3, the design of a portable fluorometer and the choice of
instrumental components and configurations are presented. The type and
configuration of optical components were studied and optimized for maximum
fluorescent response and signal-to-noise ratio for monitoring the fluorescent species.
A miniature heater system was developed for heating the reagent solution in the
fluorometer. The design, heater material, and heating efficiency are presented.
Calibration and determination of chloroform and TCE with the portable fluorometer
are also discussed.17
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CHAPTER 2 EVALUATION OF PYRIDINE DERIVATIVE REAGENTS AM)
INVESTIGATION OF SAMPLINGIPRECONCENTRATION TECHNIQUES
FOR DETERMINATION OF CHLOROFORM AND TRICHLROETHYLENE
IN WATER
2.1 Introduction
Sample preparation is one of the most important steps in quantitative analysis.
In aqueous samples, analytes can be separated and often preconcentrated with
common techniques such as liquid-liquid extraction, pure-and-trap (P&T), solid-phase
extraction (SPE), and solid-phase microextraction (SPME) (1). For volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) in water, headspace sampling (e.g., static or P&T) is primarily
used to extract the analytes (2). In P&T, a water sample is placed ina sparger and
purged with inert gas, typically helium or nitrogen. The volatile analytesare
transferred to the gas and collected on an absorbenttrapsuch as Tenax and charcoal.
After preconcentration, the analytes are thermally desorbed from the trap and
transferred into a separation system such as gas chromatograph (GC). Other
separation methods including SPME, membrane separation, and passive transfer have
also been used for sampling of VOCs in water (3).
Louch (4) and Siemion (5) employed the passive transfer technique to
determine chloroform in water. For passive sampling, vapor-phase chloroform in the
headspace above the sample solution is allowed to diffuse into the Fujiwara reagent in
a reagent reservoir. The sample solution was placed in a Mason jar and a samplingchamber with Fujiwara reagent in a reagent reservoir and sampling ports was
positioned above the sample solution. The sampling chamber was capped witha lid
that contained two fiber optics that dipped into the reagent. Reaction of chloroform
and Fujiwara reagent resulted in a long-lived fluorescent species which was monitored
with this fiber optic chemical sensor (FOCS). Both the reagent and sample solution
were stirred to promote transfer of chloroform.
The passive sampling technique was first used to determine chloroform by
researchers at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (6). Initially the FOCS
consisted of one fiber optic with a capillary at its tip that containeda Fujiwara reagent.
An air bubble or membrane separated the reagent from the sample. No stirringwas
involved.
ORS Environmental Systems, Inc., implemented the passive sampling
technique for determination of TCE in water with a portable spectrometer (7). Acap
which contained a reagent was screwed on the top ofa 40-mL VOA vial filled with
water sample and the vial was shaken for about 45 s allowing gas-phase TCE to
diffuse into the reagent. The reagent cap was then placed in the spectrometer foran
absorption measurement.
Yang (8) used a P&T technique coupled witha spectrofluorometer to
determine chloroform based on Fujiwara reaction. After the sample solutionwas
purged and chloroform was adsorbed on a trap, the trapwas immediately heated and
the thermally desorbed chloroform was directed into the Fujiwara reagent contained in21
a cuvette. The cuvette was transferred to a spectrofluorometer where the red-colored
product formed from the reaction was monitored.
Direct purge and membrane sampling techniques were utilized by
Prayoonpokarach (9) to determine chloroform and trichioroethylene (TCE) in. water.
The direct purge technique is similar to the P&T technique except that during the
purge step, chloroform or TCE is directly transferred into the Fujiwara reagent instead
of first trapping it on the adsorbent of the trap in typical P&T. In fact, the Fujiwara
reagent is used both as a trap where chloroform is collected and the means to convert
chloroform or TCE into a species that can be monitored.
For the membrane sampling technique, hollow fiber membrane tubing wound
around grooved metal support is submerged intoa sample solution. Chloroform in the
aqueous phase partitions across the membrane into the gas phase inside the membrane
tubing. Nitrogen from a tank flows through the membrane to collect and transfer
chloroform into the Fujiwara reagent in the cuvette. The sample solution is stirred to
promote efficient transfer.
In this research, water and base concentrations in reagents based on pyridine
derivatives were varied to study their effects on the response of the reagents to
chloroform or TCE. Because the reactivity of reagents is affected by carbon dioxide
(CO2) in the sampling system, methods were examined for elimination of CO2.
Response of reagents based on pyridine, 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea, and isonicotinamide
to selected halogenated solvents was tested. Three sampling techniques, directpurge,22
passive transfer, and membrane sampling, were investigated. Transfer characteristics
of each sampling technique are compared.23
2.2 Experimental
2.2.1 Reagents
Chloroform (99.4%), TCE (100%), carbon tetrachioride (100%), and 1,1,1-
trichioroethane (93.5%) were obtained from J. T. Baker. Bromoform (>99%), 1,2-
dichloroethane (>99%), bromodichloromethane (98%), 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea
(98%), cis-dichioroethylene, and isonicotinamide (99%) were obtained from Aldrich.
For some studies, isonicotinamide (>99%) from Fluka was used. Pyridine (99.9%),
dimethyl sulfoxide (99.9%), and dichloromethane (99.9%) were purchased from
Fisher Scientific. Methanol (99.9%) and sodium hydroxide pellets (98.7%) were
manufactured by Mallinckdrodt. Tetrachloroethylene (>99%) was obtained from
Acros. Ascarite II with a mesh range 20-3 0 was purchased from Thomas Scientific.
Deionized water used for solution preparation was generated from Millipore Milli-Q
system with house deionized water as the source water.
2.2.2 Halogenated Solvent Standards and Sample Solutions
Standard solutions of halogenated solvents were prepared by adding the
appropriate volume of neat halogenated solvent with a microsyringe (Hamilton) to 924
mL of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) contained in a 1O-mL volumetric flask. The final
concentration of halogenated compound standards was 1 mg/mL except chloroform
for which the concentration of the standard solution was 2.5 mg/mt. For example,
chloroform and TCE the volumes injected were 17.0 and 6.9 1iL, respectively. After
injection, DMSO was added to bring up the volume. The standard solutionwas then
transferred to a vial (2 dram, 7.4 mL) and sealed with a locked-type septumcap
(Mininert valve, Ailtech).
A series of standards of chloroform and TCE of lower concentration were
made by dilution of the 2.5 mg/mt chloroform and the 1 mg/mL TCE standard,
respectively. Standards solutions were kept in the lock-type septum capped vials with
minimal headspace. All standard solutions were stored ina refrigerator after
preparation to minimize volatilization of halogenated compounds andwere made once
every four weeks. Standard solutions of chloroform and TCE in methanol were
prepared in similar fashion. For all standard solutions of halogenated solvent made in
DMSO, the solutions had to be thawed at room temperature before used because the
solutions froze during stored in the refrigerator (the freezing point of DMSO is 18.5
Sample solutions were made by injecting the appropriate amount ofa standard
solution of chloroform or TCE in methanol witha microsyringe into Millipore water
contained in a 50-mL volumetric flask or a volume-calibrated sample container. For
some sample solutions, 1 or 2 M sodium hydroxide solution was added into the
solution to adjust the pH to -1 1 before chloroformor TCE was spikedintothe water.2.2.3 Reagent Mixtures
Reagents based on pyridine or pyridme derivatives were prepared by the
procedure developed by Yang (8) although the composition varied from the original
reference. For the pyridine reagent, 12.5 mL of pyridine was added with a graduated
cylinder into a 25-mL volumetric flask that containedl0 mL of DMSO. Sodium
hydroxide solution, normally 0.50 to 0.80 mL of 0.12 M NaOH, was added into the
solution with an EppendorfEDP2 automatic pipet and then more of DMSO was added
to bring up the solution to volume. The reagent was transferredintoa 50-mL beaker
with a 1-cm stir bar, sealed with parafilm, and gently stirred for 10 mm with a
magnetic stirrer (VWR DRYLA-DUAL). More detailed information about
preparations of reagents is found in Appendix L.
After the reagent was thoroughly mixed, particles or precipitate in the reagent
were removed by filtering. About 15 mL of the solution was drawn into a 20-mL
glass syringe and a 0.45-pm polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) syringe filter (Fisher
Scientific) was attached to the luer fitting of the syringe. The filtrate was collected in
a 40-mL 1-Chem bottle. The bottle was then capped with a Teflon-lined septum lid
and sealed more with parafilm.26
2.2.4 Instrumentation
Fluorometric measurements were made with a commercial spectrofluorometer,
an Aminco-Bowman luminescence spectrometer (Series II) or an in-house filter
fluorometer. For the commercial spectrofluorometer, a 150-W Xe are lamp was used
as an excitation source and all measurements were made with 1 6-nm excitation
bandpass and 8-nm emission bandpass.
A block diagram showing the primaiy components of filter fluorometer is
shown in Figure 2.1. This fluorometer is a revised model of the original filter
fluorometer used in this laboratory (denoted FFA) (9) and is denoted version FFB.
There are several differences. First, the laser source is replaced byan LED. An LED
is much more compact and stable than the laser, which reduces drifi and flicker in the
analytical and background signals. Alsoa reference photodetector and a ratio circuit
are not needed to compensate for some of the source instability. Second, for some
measurements an Ocean Optics cell compartment (CUV-ALL) was replaced by a
homemade Rulon cell compartment with a Rulon lid.
As illustrated in Figure 2.2, the cell compartment has a 1.3 cm x 1.3 cm square
hole milled through a cylinder of Rulon, 4-cmtalland 3.9-cm od, and a lens assembly
is screwed into each of two ports (3/8-24). The lens assemblieswere taken from the
Ocean Optics cell compartment and includea 0.5-cm diameter visible lens with an
number of 2. The new cell compartment and the lid were designedso that the
fluorescence signal can be simultaneously monitored whileN2with27
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Figure 2.1 Diagram of the filter fluorometer (FFB). Excitation radiation from the LED
was focused by the lens and directed to the Fujiwara reagent in the cuvette placed
inside the cell compartment attached to the magnetic stirrer. A miniature stir bar was
used to provide mixing of the reagent. The excitation filter was used only with the
blue LED as the excitation source. The emission radiation was collected and passed to
the emission filter by the liquid light guide and detected by a photomultiplier tube
(PMT). The signal from the PMT was sent to the 1-V converter and the output signal
was recorded by a recorder or acquired by a laptop computer.0-ring
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Figure 2.2 Diagram of filter fluorometer B. The Rulon cell compartment has a square
hole machined through the body to fit with a standard 1-cm cuvette. An Ocean Optics
lens assembly with a visible lens was screwed into each of two threaded ports with the
center of the port located about 0.5 cm above the base of the cell compartment. One
assembly was used to hold the LED and the other was used to couple with the liquid
light guide. The LED in a Deirin cylinder, 0.6-cm diameter and 1.5-cm long, was
pushed into the lens assembly and fixed by tightening a screw. The lid of the
fluorometer has two threaded holes to fit with 1/4-28 nuts where the gas was
transferred in and out the fluorometer. A notch connected between the two holes was
made for venting the gas out of the cuvette because the lid placed on the fluorometer
was in contact with the mouth of the cuvette. The height, od, and id of the lid are 3.4,
4.4, and 3.9 cm, respectively.29
chloroform or TCE vapor is directed into the cell compartment with either direct purge
(sparger) or the membrane sampling. For some studies, an improved version of the
filter fluorometer, denoted FFC, was used and this instrument is described elsewhere
in this thesis (10).
For the filter fluorometer, a green (Nichia, 0323 7S2-GT) LED or a blue LED
(LEDtronics, L200CUB500-3.8V) was used as a light source. With the green LED as
the excitation source, the emission radiation was directed by a 3-mm liquid light guide
(Translight, TL 16137) to a 600-nm interference filter (Andover, 40-nm halfwidth and
od of 0.5 in) before the photomultiplier tube (PMT) (Hamamatsu, R928). This
replaced the 400-rim optical fiber used in version FFA and provided higher
throughput The PMT was containedina Heath PMT housing (EU-701-93) which
was previously modified with a SMA input and a filter holder (8). A Keithley power
supply (model 224) was used to power the PMT. When the blue LED was used as the
excitation source, a plastic filter (Rosco, #349 Fisher Fuchsia) was used to filter the
excitation radiation. A piece was cut to 1.2 x 3.8 cm and inserted between the sample
cell and the sample holder. The emission radiation was filtered by 520-nm cut-on
filter (Coherent, od of 0.5 in). A 3.5-mL glass cuvette (Spectrocell Corp., RF- 1010-I),
a 3.5-mL vial, 32 mm in height and 12-mm od (Ailtech), or a vial with a neck cut off
was used as the reagent container. For some applications, the cuvette and the vial
were sealed with and open-top screw cap with a PTFE/silicone liner. The reagent in
the cell was stirred with a 0.8-cm magnetic bar by a Cole-Palmer (T-4656-00)
magnetic stirrer with a controller (T-1578-04) or a Hanna magnetic stirrer (HI-190M).30
With the filter fluorometer, the fluorescence signal from the PMTwas sent to a
signal processor built by Louch (4) or Magner (11). The signal processor built by
Louch included a ratio circuit (not used) and a current-to-voltage converter witha
feedback resistor and a capacitor set at 10 M and 0.1 jxF, respectively. The output
signal was recorded on a chart recorder (Linear) or digitized and acquired withan
analog-to-digital converter (ComputerBoards, PCM-DAS 16D116) and a laptop
computer (Hewlett Packard, OMNIBOOK 5700CT) with a program written by
Cantrell (12).
For direct purge studies, part of P&T apparatus constructed by Yang (3) was
used. The apparatus consists of two major components: a mass flow controller
(Porter, VD100) and a 25-mL sparger (Tekmar, #14-2337-024). A basic diagram of
the apparatus is shown in Figure 2.3. The mass flow controller was connected toa
tank of compressed N2 (99.9%) with the pressure regulated to 40 psi andwas used to
control flow rate of N2 in a range of 0-100 mL/min. The outlet gas from the mass flow
controller was transferred in and out of the sparger through PEEK tubing with 1/16-in
od and 0.03-in id. Sample solution in the sparger was loaded and unloaded througha
three-way valve attached on the top of the sparger. The valve positionwas used to
switch between two external ports with luer fittings to deliver and withdraw the
sample. One common port was vertically attached to a stainless steel tube with 1/8-in
od and 26 cm long that extended close to the bottom of the sparger near the flit. A 20-
niL glass syringe (MULTIFIT) was used to transfer the sample solution in and out of
the sparger. The CO2 trap is discussed ina later section.31
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Figure 2.3 Diagram of direct purge apparatus. A sample solution ina sparger is
purged withN2with a flow rate regulated by the mass flow controller and the purged
gas is transferred into the Fujiwara reagent.32
For the studies with membrane sampling, a commercial or a modified
membrane sampling device (MSD) were used to separate chloroform from a water
sample. For the commercial MSD or CMSD (Global FIA), hollow silicone membrane
tubing with a 0.020 or 0.047-in id and l50 cm long is wound arounda spiral grooved
metal support with a 0.6-in od and 6-in length. The two opened ends of the membrane
tubing were connected to gas transfer lines, PEEK tubing with a 1/16-in od anda 0.03-
in id. The end of one gas transfer line was connected to themass flow controller for
N2while the other end directed the gas from the membrane tubeintothe Fujiwara
reagent.
Figure 2.4A shows the apparatus for studies with the commercial MSD that has
been described previously (9). For some studies, a container made of Teflon ina
cylindrical shape replaced the flask to allow a reduced sample volume (details ina
later section).
The modified MSD (MMSD) designed by Ingle and Hinke (13) is shown in
Figure 2.4 B. A piece of membrane tubing -150 cm long and similar to that used in
the CMSD was wound careflully with slight tension for 9 revolutions around two
grooved metal rods of the membrane support assembly. The two ends of the
membrane tubing were attached to ports in the Teflon lid. Extra cautionwas used at
the contact points between the membrane and the metal rods so that the membrane
tubing was not extensively stretched and pressed against the metal rods. Excessive
tension was found to seal the tubing and stop the gas flow.Noutlet gas
CO2trap
A
/ Fujiwara reagent
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magneticbarL
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Figure 2.4 Membrane sampling device apparatus. The membrane is immersed ina
sample solution allowing chloroform or TCE to diffuse into the gas phase inside the
membrane. Vapor-phase chloroform or TCE is transferred into Fujiwara reagent by
N2.A, commercial membrane sampling device in a 500-mL flask. B, modified
membrane sampling device apparatus. The part of the Teflon lid that seals into the
same container has an od of 7.2 cm and a height of 1.9 cm. The part above has an od
of 7.8 cm and a height of 0.7 cm.34
The rectangular membrane support assembly consisted of two grooved rods
screwed into two Teflon rods. The metal rods havea diameter of 0.4 cm, a length of
4.5 cm, and 27 grooves. The two metal rodsare mounted 3.3 cm apart into the two
Teflon square rods, 0.6 x 0.6 x 4.4 cm. The membrane support assembly is raised by
two Teflon standoffs, od of 0.6 cm and a height of 0.4 cm, and is secured to the lid by
two metal screws that pass through the membrane assembly and the standoffs. Four
ports were drilled through the lid. Two of the four ports were used for connection of
the membrane tubing to the gas transferred lines to bring thegas in and out of the
membrane device. These ports are threaded to accepta 1/16-in Swagelok male union.
The other two ports were used for injection of chloroform standardsor for continuous
sampling in which the sample solution flowed in and out of the sample container.
These two ports are threaded and made to fit with 1/4-28 male tubingnuts.
A Teflon container or a cut glass beaker was used as a sample container for the
study with the modified MSD. The Teflon containerwas made bymillinga Teflon
cylinder to obtain the sample container withan id of 7.3 cm and a depth of 3.7 cm.
The cut beaker was made by machine cuta mouth of a 500-mL beaker. The id and the
depth of the cut beaker are the same as those of the Teflon container. An internal
volume of both sample containers after placing the membrane device into the sample
container is -70 mL.
Various types of sampling apparatus were used in passive sampling studies.
The Mason jar apparatus used by Siemion (5), but without the fiber optics,was
employed in this study and a diagram is shown in Figure 2.5. The cylindricalknurled li(1
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Figure 2.5 Mason jar apparatus used for passive transfer studies. The Rulon sampling
chamber 1 (RSC1) with a reagent reservoir located at the center is surrounded by 3
sampling ports which allow the exposure of Fujiwara reagent to chloroform in the
headspace above sample solution. Magnetic stir bars provide homogeneous mixing of
the sample solution and the reagent36
Rulon sampling chamber (1.9-cm od) is denoted Rulon sampling chamber 1 (RSC1)
has three sampling ports (holes in bottom) which allow chloroform to diffuse from
headspace above the sample solution into the sampling chamber. The reagent
reservoir located in the center of the sampling chamber is surrounded by the sampling
ports and has a 0.5-in id and a 0.63-in depth. The reservoir was designed to contain 2
mL of the reagent with cuv-o-stir driver attached under the reservoir to provide
reagent mixing with a 0.8-cm mini stir bar. Two knurled lid screws are mounted on
top of the sampling chamber's lid to help remove the lid which seals tightly to the
chamber because of the 0-ring. The part of the lid that fitsintothe sample chamber
has an od of 3.5 cm and an 0-ring in a groove. A round Rulon plug with a diameter of
1.4 cm and a height of 1.3 cm fits into the hole in the middle of the sampling
chamber's lid. It is removed to load and unload the reagent by a syringe.
The sampling chamber slipsintoa special mounting collar and Teflon stopper
that is pressed fit into the Mason jar's mouth and secured by the jar's metal lid with
the center plate removed. The part of the Teflon stopper that seals into the jar has an
od of 7.5 cm and a height of 2.5 cm. A small hole drilled through the Teflon stopper
serves as the injectionportfor syringe injection of chloroform standard into the water
in the jar. The injection port is threaded and sealed by a screw. Two different sizes of
Mason jar, 1-L and 0.5-L, were used in the studies. A 2-in long stir bar was used to
provide a well-mixed sample solution in the jar. Cut beakers with an id of 7.3 cm to
fit the Teflon stopper were also used as a sample container in the studies.37
Diagrams of the other two passive transfer sampling devices used in the studies
are shown in Figure 2.6. In these devices, the sample solution is not placed in a
separate container, but surrounds the reagent solution reservoir and the sample
solution cannot be directly stirred. These designs enable smaller sample volumesto
be used. In Figure 2.6A, the Rulon sample chamber 2 (RSC2) consists of three major
parts: lid, container body, and base. The lid of the sample chamber was made similar
to that illustrated in Figure 2.5 except that two holes were drilled through the lid and
tapped for 1/4-28 male fittings. These holesare used as an injection port for injection
of chloroform standard into the water in the sample chamberor to connect PEEK
tubing to circulate gas out of the headspace and bubble it back into the sample solution
with an external air pump (Spectrex, model 4612). The holeswere sealed by 1/4-28
plugs. A Rulon cylinder with an id of 3.5cm, an od of 3.8 cm, and a height of 5.8 cm
was used as the body of the sample chamber. The aluminum base of the sample
chamber with a thickness of 1.5cm was designed with a square depression (1-cm
depth) to hold a square reagent cuvette (1-cm cuvette) at the center of the container.
The container body, lid, and base were assembled together by pressing the lid and the
base into the Rulon body. The 0-ringson the lid and the base were compressed
forming a gas-tight seal.
Figure 2.6B shows a diagram of the passive transfer apparatus modified from
the sampling chamber 1 used in Mason jar apparatus; this apparatus will be denoted
the Rulon sample chamber 3 (RSC3) anduses the same lid described for Figure 2.6A.
Three glass rods, 0.7-cm id and 1-cm tall,were used to plug sampling ports of theinjection or gas
circulatioi
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Figure 2.6 Sample chambers for passive transfer studies with small solution volumes,
10-30 mL. A, the Rulon sample chamber 2 (RSC2) consists of three main separate
parts: lid, body, and base. The container was designed to use with a 1-cm cuvette as
the reagent container. Two ports on the lid were used as an injection portor
connection to a miniature pump to circulate the gas in the headspace. B, the design of
the Rulon sample chamber 3 (RSC3) was adapted from the sampling chamber of the
Mason jar apparatus (Figure 2.5) with glass rods plugged into the sampling ports to
seal the bottom of the container.39
sampling chamber. An ultrasonic bath (Fisher Scientific, FS3O)was used to provide
mixing of sample solution because the design of the sample chamber limited stirring
of sample solution by magnetic stir bar. Stirring of the reagent for both Rulon sample
chambers was provided by 0.8-cm stir bar with cuv-o-stir driver.
For some studies with the membrane sampling device, filter fluorometer Cwas
used as a sampling chamber where the bottom of the cylindrical chamberwas mounted
on top of the lid of a Teflon sample container with an id of 5.2 cm and an internal
volume of 38.2 mL. The lid of the sample container and the bottom of the sampling
chamber are sealed with an 0-ring and have an aperture allowing chloroformto
transfer from headspace of the sampling chamber into the reagent contained ina vial.
The sampling chamber lid includes injection port in the center. This combination ofa
fluorometer, sampling chamber, and sample container providea passive sampling
device similar to the Mason jar apparatus (Figure 2.5) except that smaller sample
volumes can be used the fluorescence signalcan be monitored during chloroform
transfer. The details of the apparatus are described elsewhere in this thesis (10).
2.2.5Effectof Water and Sodium Hydroxide Concentrationon Reactivity of Reagents
Based on Pyridine Derivatives
The reaction kinetics of a given reagent and chloroformor TCE were studied
by injection of a standard solution of chloroformor TCE into the reagent to obtain an
in-cell concentration of 25 p.g/mL. After injection the fluorescence signalwas40
monitored up to 1 hr. The base and water concentrations of the reagentwere varied to
evaluate their effect on the response for chloroform or TCE.
2.2.6 Effect of Carbon Dioxide on Fujiwara Reagent Reactivity and Carbon Dioxide
Trap
The effect of carbon dioxide(CO2)in a sampling system on the reagent
reactivity was studied with the directpurge technique and the passive transfer
technique. With the sparger, 20-mL solution of 12.5 ng/mL chloroform inwater was
drawn into a 25-mL gas-tight syringe (Hamilton) and transferred intoa 25-mL sparger
through the stainless steel tube (see Figure 2.3). The sample solutionwas sparged
with N2 at flow rate of 20 mt/mm for 12 mmas timed by a stop watch. The outlet gas
from the sparger was directed into 2 mL of Fujiwara reagent ina cuvette with a
stainless steel tube (0.08-cm od) inserted through the cuvette septumcap. The distal
end of the tube was placed close to the bottom of the cuvette. A syringe needlewas
inserted through the septum into the headspaceas a vent. The Fujiwara reagent used
for the studies composed of 50% (v/v) pyridine in DMSO, 3.6 mM NaOH,and 1.67 M
water.
To minimize CO2 reaching the reagent, 1 M sodium hydroxide solution
contained in a 3.5-mL cuvette (Spectrocell, RF-1010-1) sealed withan open-top screw
cap and a PTFE!silicone liner (Alltech, 590744) or Ascarite packed in a glass column
(3-mm id and 10-cm long) was placed between thesparger and the reagent cuvette as41
shown in Figure 2.7. The volume of sodium hydroxide solutionwas varied to observe
its effect on the recovery of chloroform.
The red reaction intermediate was monitored with the spectrofluorometer. The
excitation and the emission wavelengths were 540 and 600 nm, respectively. The
Fujiwara reagent was used as a reagent blank and the emission signal of the blankwas
recorded for 60 s with the data point interval time of 10 s. The recorded six signals
were averaged and used as a mean blank signal. To obtain the blank signal for the
direct purge technique, 20 mL of Millipore water was treatedas the sample solution.
The fluorescence signal was monitored overa period of 400 s with a data point
interval time of 10 s and the Millipore blank signal was subtracted from the signal at
400 s to obtain the actual signal from theresponse of chlorofonn.
To clean the sparger between the run of each sample solution, about 25 mL of
Millipore water was injected into and removed from the sparger three times. For
cleaning of the reagent cuvette, the cuvettewas rinsed by Millipore water at least three
times and one time with acetone to dry the cell. The cell was then rinsed two times by
DMSO before the new reagent was put into the cell.
With passive sampling, a specified volume of a Millipore water was added to
the 1-qt (denoted I L) Mason jar. The sampling chamber (RSC1, Figure 2.5)was
sealed into the top of the jar. The pyridine reagentwas added to the chamber and
exposed to the headspace gas for 12 mm. Next,a chloroform standard was directly
injected into the reagent and the fluorescence signalwas monitored for 7 mm.
Various parameters were varied including the sample volume and the time the reagenteagent
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Figure 2.7 Diagram of the direct purge apparatus with different carbon dioxide traps.
TheN2exiting the sparger contained CO2 and was directed into a column packed with
Ascarite or a cuvette with 1 M sodium hydroxide solution to eliminateCO2in the gas
stream before the gas reached the Fujiwara reagent.43
was exposed to the beadspace gas before addition of chloroform. The effects of
adjusting the sample pH to 11, of purging the sample withN2at 200 mL/min, and of
agitating the sample solution inan ultrasonic bath were also evaluated. The volume of
N2purged through the sample solution to replace the air in the headspacewas selected
to be five times greater than the headspace volume. To replace the headspace of 70,
490, and 870 mL with N2, the samplewas purged for 1.8, 12.3, and 21.8 mm,
respectively.
2.2.7 Trapping Efficiency of Reagents Basedon Pyridine and Pyridine Derivative
To employ the direct purge technique for determination of chloroform and
TCE in part per billion levels in water, the reagent had to trapa reasonable amount of
the analytes within an appropriate sampling time. To evaluate the trapping efficiency
of the reagent based on pyridine, 20 mL of 50 ng/mL chloroform in Milliporewater
was sparged with N2. The pH of sample solution was adjusted to 11. Gas existing
from the sparger was directed into 2 mL of 1 M NaOH contained ina cuvette (Figure
2.7) before being transferred into the reagent. The reagentwas 50% (vlv) pyridine in
DMSO, 3.6 mM NaOH, and 1.67 M water andwas contained in another cuvette
placed in filter fluorometer B. Thepurge time and gas flow rate were varied.
For TCE, the ability of solvents, DMSO, toluene, and 1,2-dichioroethane anda
reagent based on isomeotinamide (20% (wfv) isonicotinamide in DMSO, 10 mM44
NaOH, and I M water) to trap TCE were studied. A 20-mL sample solution of 1
ig/mL TCE in Millipore water adjusted to pH 11 was purged withN2at flow rate of
20 mL/min. The gas exiting from thesparger was directed into the ICE trap which
consisted of 1 mL of the solvents or 2 mL of the isomcotinamide reagent contained in
a i-cm standard cuvette with a septum cap in filter fluorometer B. After the sample
purge with solvents as the TCE trap, to determine the amount of TCE trapped, an
aliquot of 20 p.L of the solvent mixturewas spiked into the isomeotinamide reagent.
The dependence of TCE recovery on the purge timewas studied with DMSO as the
TCE trap.
For some studies with the isonicotinamide reagent, the reagent cuvettewas
removed after the purge and placed in a water bath set to 40°C. After 8mm,the
cuvette was placed back in the fluorometer and the fluorescence signal was monitored
for 360 s at which point the signal reached the plateau. Itwas confirmed that the
difference in the blank signals before and after heating the reagentwas insignificant.
To define the fluorescence signal equivalent to 100% transfer, an amount of
chloroform or TCE standard solution equivalent to the amount in the purged sample
solution was injected into 2 mL reagent. Insome cases, such as to determine a method
blank, Millipore water was treated asa sample solution, and the reagent was exposed
to the gas exiting from the sparger before injection of a chloroform or TCE standard.
The effect of the position of gas transfer line on trapping efficiency of reagents
based on pyridine and isonicotinamidewere studied. During the purge, the distal end
of the gas transferlinewas submerged near the bottom of the cuvette or placed a few45
millimeters above the reagent. The reagentwas well stirred while the gas was
transferred into or above the reagent.
Loss of TCE due to TCE not being trapped by the reagent solvent during the
purge was evaluated. A TCE standard was injected into 1 mL of DMSO or methanol
in a cuvette with a septum cap to obtainan in-cell concentration of 20 tg/mL TCE.
Next, the mixture was purged withaN2flow rate of 20 mL/min for 12 or 24 mm.
Before and after the solvent mixturewas purged, an aliquot of 20 jiL of the mixture in
the cuvette was spiked into the isonicotinamidereagent contained in another cuvette to
detennine the amount of TCE thatwas removed.
2.2.8 Interference Study
Several halogenated solvents were tested for their reactivity to reagents based
on pyridine, 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea, and isonicotinamide. An aliquot of standard
solution of chloroforom, TCE, carbon tetrachloride, 1,1,1 -trichloroetbane,tetra-
chioroethylene, bromoform, cis-dichlorothene, dichioroniethane,or bromodichioro-
methane was injected into 2 mL of the pyridine, 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)-urea,or
isonicotinamide reagent to obtainan in-cell concentration of 5 to 10 ig/mL of the
halogenated solvent. After injection, the solutionwas monitored with the
spectrofluorometer for 400 s with the reagent basedon pyridine and 1-(3-pyridyl-
methyl)urea and for 1800 s with the reagent basedon isonicotinamide.46
2.2.9 Sampling of Chloroform with the Membrane Sampling Device
The effect on the fluorescence signal of the time that the membrane was
soaked in the sample solution before N2 flow was initiated was studied. The
commercial membrane sampling device (CMSD) was immersed into 503 mL of 0.1
gg/mL chloroform in water adjusted to pH 11 (see Figure 2.4A). After the membrane
was soaked or immersed in the sample solution for several times between 0 to 12 mm,
N2 ata flow rate of 10 mL/min was passed through the membrane tubing and
chloroform in the gas phase was transferred into the Fujiwara reagent for selected
times.
The effect of treating the membrane before chloroform sampling on transfer
characteristics of the membrane was also studied. The CMSD was submerged in 503
mL of Millipore water, 1% methanol in Millipore water, or 0.1 pg/mL
dichioromethane in Millipore water for 12mmbefore a standard solution of
chloroform was spiked into the solution to obtain a concentration of 0.1 jig/mL
chloroform in the sample solution. The pH of the solution was adjusted to 11. About
1mmafter the injection of chloroform,N2flow at 10 mL/min was initiated through
the membrane and chloroform was transferredintoto the Fujiwara reagent for 3 min.
The effect of gas flow rate on transfer rate of chloroform was also studied in
the typical operation mode where the membrane was soaked in the sample solution for
about 1 min before N2 flow started. N2 flow rates of 5 and 10 mL/min were used in
these studies. The sampling time was varied in a range of 0-40 min.2.2.10 TransportofChloroform with Direct Purge, Membrane Sampling, and Passive
Transfer Techniques
To evaluate the efficiency of the sampling technique used to sample
chloroform in water sample, the transfer rate of chloroform into the reagent was
evaluated. Three sampling techniques, direct purge, membrane sampling, and passive
transfer, were examined. The direct purge method was implemented with apparatus
illustrated in Figure 2.3 as discussed in section 2.2.4. Primary conditions included a
sample of concentration of 100 ng/mL, a N2 flow rate of 20 mL/min, a sample size of
20 mL, a sampling time of 12 mm, and use of a CO2 trap (1 M NaOH in a cuvette).
Studies of passive transfer sampling were conducted with various sampling
configurations based on sampling chambers shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. With the
Mason jar apparatus (Figure 2.5), Millipore water was added to the 0.5-L or l-L
Mason jar leaving headspace above the water according to the volume of water in the
jar. The volume of water was varied in a range of 0-0.9 L and the beadspace volume
was varied in a range of 0.07-0.9 L. The sampling chamber was inserted into the
mounting collar and the water was purged through the sampling ports in the bottom of
the chamber withN2at a flow rate of 200 mL/min. The average volume ofN2was
five times of that of the headspace volume to remove the air in the headspace. Next,
the pH of the water was adjusted to 11 by addition of a small volume of 1 M sodium
hydroxide solution. A standard solution of chloroform was injected into the water to
obtain a fmal concentration of 0.1 pjg/mI chloroform. The solution was sonicated in
the ultrasonic bath for 5 mm allowing the chloroform in the headspace to equilibratewith the chloroform in the solution and the headspace CO2 to be absorbed. Then, the
Fujiwara reagent was added to reagent reservoir in the sampling chamber and exposed
to chloroform for 12 mm. After this exposure, the reagent was transferred bya
syringe from the reagent reservoir into the cuvette and the fluorescence signalwas
monitored with the spectrofluorometer for 400s.
The effect of stirring on transfer rate of chloroform was also investigated.
l3oth an ultrasonic bath and a magnetic stirrerwere evaluated for mixing the reagent
and the sample solution. Cut beakerswere also used as sample containers to evaluate
smaller sample volumes.
For passive transfer studies with the sample chamber RSC2 (Figure 2.6A), the
container was filled with 20 or 30 mL of 0.1 ig/mL chloroform solutionat pH 11 and
2 mL of Fujiwara reagent in the cuvettewas placed at the center of the container. The
container was sealed with the Rulon lid and then sonicated in the ultrasonic bath for 12
mmduring which the reagent was exposed to chloroform in the headspace. After 12
mm, the cuvette was removed from the sample chamber and placed in the
spectrofluorometer to monitor fluorescence signal for 400s. Similar studies were
conducted with the sample chamber RSC3 (Figure 2.6B) except that the sample
volume was reduced to 10 mL (0.1 jtg/mL chloroform at pH ii).
To obtain the reference (calibration) signal for all passive transfer studies,
Millipore water was treated as the sample solution and thesame measurement
procedures were repeated. After the reagentwas exposed to the gas in the headspace
for 12 mm, the appropriate amount of standard chloroformwas injected into thereagent and the fluorescence signal was monitored by the spectrofluorometer. Insome
studies, the amount of chloroform injected into the reagentwas equivalent to that in
the sample solution.
For studies of the membrane sampling device, the procedure with the CMSD
was similar to that outlined in section 2.2.9 except that a cylindrical Teflon container
replaced the flask to allow smaller sample volumes to be used. As shown in Figure
2.8A, the solid bottom of the Teflon container has two threaded holes to fit 1/4-28
tubing nuts. An o-ring was inserted ina groove of the inside wall near the top of the
opening to seal the CMSD.
Mixingof the sample solution in the cylindrical Teflon containerwas provided
either by shaking with a vortex mixer (Scientific Products, S 8220)or by circulation of
the sample solution by a pump (Fluid Metering, model RHY). With thevortex mixer,
the Teflon container was filled with 20 mL of 0.1 p.g/mL chloroform solution adjusted
to pH 11 and the CMSD was inserted. After the assembled devicewas vibrated -4
mun,N2flow through the membrane at 10 mLlrnin was started and chloroformwas
transferred into the reagent in the cuvette for 12 miii.
For the studies with the pump (Figure 2.8B), 50-rnL ofa 0.1 jig/mL
chloroform solution was drawn froma beaker by the pump and transferred into the
Teflon container through 1/8-in od PEEK tubing witha flow rate of 80 mL/min. The
outlet solution drained back into the beaker for recirculation. The beaker that
contained the sample solution was covered and sealed with paraflim. The sampling
time for chloroform was 12 mm.50
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Figure 2.8 Membrane sampling device studied with cylindrical Teflon sample
container. The id is 2.1 cm, the od is 3.2 cm, and the height is 15.1 cm. A, mixing of
the sample solution was provided by mechanical shaker. B, circulation bya pump
provided mixing of the sample solution.51
For the studies with modified membrane sampling device (MMSD) (Figure
2.4B), the MMSD was immersed for 12mmin a 0.1 pg/mL chloroform solution
adjusted to pH 11 beforeN2flow started. The volume of sample solution was 70 mL
and either a cut beaker or a Teflon sample container was used. The sample solution
was stirred with 2-inch stir bar during sampling. The samplingtime was 12 mm and
the N2 flow rate was 10 mL/min.
Headspace sampling with MMSI) was also studied using the cut beaker as a
sample container. With a smaller sample volume, the membrane support assembly is
above the sample solution. A sample volume of 1 mL of 2.0 p.g/mL or 20 mL of 0.1
g/mL chloroform solution adjusted to pH 11 was stirred for 5 mm allowing
equilibrium of chloroform in the solution and chloroform in headspace to establish
before N2 flow through the membrane started. Chloroform was sampled for 12 mm
with aN2flow rate of 10 mL/min.
For the reference (calibration) signal, Millipore water was treated as the
sample solution. Fujiwara reagent was bubbled with the gas exiting from the
membrane device for 12mmbefore the appropriate amount of a chloroform standard
was spiked into the reagent. The fluorescence signal wasmonitored by the
spectrofluorometer and used as a reference signal.52
2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Effect of Sodium Hydroxide and Water Concentration on the Response of
Reagents Based on Pyridine Derivatives
The concentrations of water and sodium hydroxide were varied to optimize the
fluorescence response of pyridme derivative reagents to chloroform or TCE. The
starting points were based on the "optimized" reagent first proposed in a previous
thesis (9). Further optimization was deemed necessary because the previous
optimization was based on a small data set.
The results for the isonicotinamide reagent are shown in Figure 2.9. The
reagent with 1 M 1120 and 10 niM NaOH provided the maximum response to TCE and
was used for further studies. The fluorescence signal reached its maximum in about
30 mm and after that the signal decayed slowly. The signal at 60 mm was about 14%
lower than that at 30mm.The reaction kinetics tended to be slow for the reagents
with 4 M H20. The reagent with 0.5 M H20 and 10 mM NaOH yielded the fastest
reaction kinetics, but it provided the lowest TCE response, about a factor of 6 less than
that obtained with the reagent with 1 M H20 and 10 mM NaOH. The reagent with 1
M H20 reacted faster when the concentration of NaOH was increased from 5 to 10 and
15 mM. The optimized reagent is still the same composition as the previous
"optimized" reagent.ri
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Figure 2.9 Effect of water and base concentrations on the response of the
isonicotinamide reagent on TCE at room temperature. The rn-cell concentration of
TCE was 25 tg/mL and the isomcotrnamide concentration was 20% (w/v) in DMSO.
The excitation and emission wavelength were 420 and 520 nm, respectively. The
PMT bias voltage was 500 V. A, reaction kinetics. B, fluorescence signal at 1200 s.54
For the l-.(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent, further optimization was directed to
obtaining a reagent that provided higher signal stability after the monitored species
reached its maximum concentration. Reagents with higher water concentration
provided higher fluorescence signals, but it took longer to reach the maximum signal
as shown in Figure 2.10. The time to reach the maximum fluorescence signal was
mm for the reagent with 8 M H20 and at least 20 mm longer with the reagent
composed of 15 M H20. After the maximum signal was reached, the fluorescence
signal decreased slowly.
With a constant water concentration in the reagent, the maximum fluorescence
signal tended to increase with lower base concentrations. However, the previous study
(9) suggested that further reduction of sodium hydroxide concentration would
decrease the observed response.
Precipitates were observed in the reagent composed of 5% (w/v) 1 -(3-pyridyl-
methyl)urea and higher water concentration (over 10 M H20) even when the reagent
was filtered through 0.45-jim filter after preparation. The precipitates could be due to
the low solubility of l-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea in water. The amount of l-(3-pyridyl-
methyl)urea was reduced to 2.5% (w/v) to avoid precipitation in the reagent; however,
the maximum fluorescence signal also decreased by about a factor of 2 compared to
that with the reagent composed of 5% (w/v) 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea in DMSO, 12 M
H20, and 5 mM NaOH. A reagent composed of 2.5% (w/v) 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea
in DMSO, 12 M 1120, and 5 mM NaOH was chosen for further study. Compared to
the previous "optimized" reagent with 5% (w/v) 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea in DMSO, 81.4
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Figure 2.10 Effect of water and sodium hydroxide concentrations on the response of 1-
(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent to chloroform. The fluorescence signal was monitored
with the filter fluorometer B. The green LED was used as the excitation source and
the emission radiation was filtered by the 580-nm cut-on filter. The PMT bias voltage
was 400 V. The in-cell concentration of chloroform was 0.75 ig/mL and the l-(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea was 5% (w/v) in DMSO except for the reagent with 12 M 1120 and
5 mM NaOH which has 2.5% (w/v) l-(3-pyridylniethyl)urea in DMSO. The
boldfaced labels denote the initial and final optimized reagent.
M 1120, and 10 mM NaOH, this reagent provides a signal at 7 mm -3.4 times greater
and the signal decays more slowly after it reaches its maximum.56
2.3.2 Effect of Carbon Dioxide on Reagent Reactivity and Carbon Dioxide Trap
Carbon dioxide is found in two parts of the sparger sampling system (Figure
2.7): dissolved CO2 in water and CO2 in dead space inside the sparger. CO2 is carried
to the reagent along with the chloroform and reacts with hydroxide ion. Neutralization
of hydroxide ion by CO2 changes the hydroxide concentration in the reagent and
affects the response to chloroform. The reagent response to chloroform can increase
or decrease depending on the exact reagent composition. The reagent optimization
(Figure 2.10) demonstrated that the response goes through a maximum when the base
concentration is decreased. The absorption of CO2 by the reagent can increase the
response if the reagent base concentration yielding maximum response is slightly less
than the initial reagent base concentration.
In previous work with the direct purge technique (9), dissolved CO2 in the 20-
mL sample solution and CO2 in dead space in the sparger were estimated to be 0.2 and
1.1 p.mol, respectively. If all CO2 was purged and trapped in 2-mL of the reagent, the
in-cell concentration of CO2 would be 0.65 mM and equivalent to 1.3 mM NaOH.
Note that the pyridine reagent used in the study had nominal base concentration of 3.6
mM.
To eliminateCO2in the gas stream before directing the gas into the reagent,
the gas exiting from the sparger was passed through two types of CO2 traps,a column
packed with Ascarite or a cuvette contained 1 'M NaOH solution (see Figure 2.7). The
data in Table 2.1, shows that trapping of CO2 is critical. Without a CO2 trap, the57
Table 2.1 Effect of CO2 traps on reactivity of the pyridine reagent.a
Relativeresponseb
No trap Ascarite
trap
1 M NaOH (atrap
ln. 2mL
Purge blank solution 0.21 1.0 1.0 1.0
Purge sample solution - 0.43 0.72 0.71
Purge sample solution, pH 11 - 0.l0c, 0.40 0.71
aConcentration of chloroform in 20-mL sample solution was 12.5 ng/mL. Purge time
was 12 mm, Signal at 400 s is mean of duplicate runs and the average difference in
response between two equivalent runs is -3%. Reagent was 50% (viv) pyridine in
DMSO, 3.6 mM NaOH, and 1.67 M 1120.
bRelative response is defined as the ratio of a measured signal to a "reference" signal
obtained by direct injection of a chloroform standard into the reagent that provides the
equivalent amount of chloroform that is in the sample solution. For sample solutions,
the signal obtained from a direct purge of sample solution is compared to signal
obtained from direct purge of a blank (Millipore water) following by direct injection.
In the case of a purge of the blank, the relative response is the ratio of the signal
obtained from a purge of the blank followed by a direct injection to the signal obtained
from direct injection without a purge. The in-cell concentration of chloroform from
direct injection without purging was 125 nglmL.
The glass column was tightly packed with Ascarite.
observed signal is equivalent to -20% of that expected because of the CO2 absorbed
by the reagent during the purge of the blank. Relative responses were thesame when
the purged gas was passed through either type of CO2 trap before bubbling thegas into
the reagent.
With sample solutions, the relative response of chloroform was higher with the
NaOH trap relative to the Ascarite trap. Variation of the volume of NaOH solutionused as a trap had no significant effect on the relative response of chloroform and
suggests that NaOFI solution removed most of the CO2 from the gas stream.
When the sample solution was adjusted to pH 11 to keep CO2 from escaping, the
response with the NaOH trap was unaffected. However, with the Ascarite trap, the
response varied between Ascarite columns that were packed differently. The more
tightly packed column partially blocked the flow ofgas creating back pressure and a
lower flow rate of the gas bubbled into the reagent (visually observed). The amount of
chloroform transferred in a given time was less. Because Ascarite is hygroscopic, it
accumulates water with use, particularly near the front of the column, and droplets of
water were observed. Eventually blockage and clogging will occur in the column.
Frequent replacing of Ascarite in the column would also be required if air is
used instead of N2 as a carrier gas because of high CO2 and humidity in the air. For
field applications, air would be the preferred carriergas because it could be supplied
by a pump rather than a tank. For further studies, 1 or 2 mL of 1 M NaOH solution
was used as the CO2 trap because it is simple and efficient. Theoretically with 2 mL
of 1 M NaOH as the CO2 trap, the trap has sufficient capacity to eliminate CO2 for
64 hr with the air at a flow rate of 20 mL/min bubbled through the solution.
With passive sampling, CO2 arises from the water sample and the headspace
above the sample. In previous work on passive sampling (1-2), CO2 effectswere not
studied or perceived to cause a problem. In these early studies, the base concentration
in the reagent was higher and headspace volumewas kept to the minimum. Probably,59
CO2 absorption by the reagent caused an insignificant change in the reagent base
concentration and response.
The effect of water and headspace volumes in the Mason jar on the reagent
reactivity is shown in Table 2.2. With no sample purging or pH adjustment (condition
A), the reagent did not respond to chloroform injected directly into the reagent due to
the CO2 in the headspace absorbed by the reagent. However, the fluorescence signals
with different headspace volumes are very similar for the case that the water was
bubbled with N2 and treated with base (condition C). This behavior suggests that most
of the co2 in the sampling system was removed with this treatment. When the pH of
the water was adjusted to 11 without purging water with N2, the reagent was reactive
to chloroform only when the headspace volume was the lowest value of 70.2 mL
(headspace-to-reagent volume ratio of35:l). This behavior suggests that a significant
amount of CO2 remained without purging and the reagent could tolerate and remain
reactive to chloroform only for the amount of CO2 in 70.2-mL headspace.
When base is added to the sample solution, it should eventually absorb the CO2
in the headspace while the water is stirred and decrease the amount of CO2 in the gas
phase and transferred to the reagent. For these experiments, the exposure time was
started withinl mm after adding the base and this time was apparently not long
enough for the CO2 remaining in the headspace to enter the sample solution. For air in
a headspace volume of 485 mL, the amount of CO2 is estimated to be 6.3 jimol. If all
of the CO2 is absorbed by 2-mL of the reagent, its in-cell concentration would be3.l
mM which is equivalent to 6.3 mM NaOH compared to 3.6 mM NaOH (nominalTable 2.2 Effect of CO2 and headspace volume on reagent reactivity with passive
sampling and the Mason jarapparatus.a
Water volume
(mL)
Headspace volume
(mL)
Fluorescence signal"
Ac Cc
815 70 NR 2.5 2.6
400 485 NR NR 2.7
20 865 NR NR 2.7
aThe composition of the reagent was the same as specified in footnote a of Table 2.1.
The reagent was exposed to the gas in the headspace for 12 mm before chloroform
injection. The reported signals (400 s of reaction) are the mean of duplicate runs with
the relative average difference in response between two equivalent runs of3%.
bA signal of 1.9 was equivalent to that obtained with a direct injection yielding 1
ig/mLCFIC13in the cell.
CWater was not purged with N2 and pH was not adjusted to 11.
dWater was not purged with N2, but pH was adjusted to 11.
eWater was purged with N2 and then adjusted pH to 11.
NR: no reaction.
concentration) in the reagent. With a headspace volume of 70 mL, the equivalent base
concentration is 0.9 mM. This amount is significant compared to the 3.6 mM NaOH
in the reagent, but most of CO2 must have been removed under the B condition (pH
adjusted to ii). Theoretical calculations of the amount of CO2 in headspace and water
are shown in Appendix B.
The time that the reagent was exposed to gas in the headspace was varied and
its effect on the reagent reactivity is shown in Table 2.3. The fluorescence signal
increased slightly when the exposure time was increased from 6 mm to 12 mm, but did
not change significantly with a longer exposure time. These observations also suggest61
Table 2.3 Effect of CO2 and exposure timeon reagent reactivity with passive sampling
and the Mason jar
apparatus.a
Time (min)b Fluorescence signal'
6 2.5
12 2.7
24 2.8
aMason jar filled with 400 mL of Millipore water was used asa sample container and
the headspace volume was 485.2 mL. The sample solutionwas purged and the pH of
the water was adjusted to 11. The composition of the reagentwas the same as
specified in footnote a of Table 2.1.
bTime of the reagent exposed to the gas in the headspace before addition of
chloroform.
A signal of 1.9 was equivalent to 1 .tg/mL CHC13 in the cell. The reported signals
are the mean of duplicate runs with the relative average difference in response
between two equivalent runs of 5%.
that the amount of CO2 remaining in the headspace after purging and pH adjustment is
minimum. CO2 in the headspace could be totally eliminated if the basified waterwas
stirred for a sufficient time allowing neutralization ofCO2by OH ion in the solution
before introduction of the reagent into the reagent reservoir.
An alternative procedure, pH adjustment and sonication, to eliminate CO2was
investigated. As shown in Table 2.4, the fluorescenceresponse of the reagent to
chloroform was about the same with sonication for 6 or 12mmof the water in the
Mason jar adjusted to pH 11. Clearly soriication helped minimizing CO2 in the
headspace. The signal with somcation may be higher than that with purging because
the slight difference in the amount ofCO2was absorbed by the reagent.62
Table 2.4 Elimination ofCO2with ultrasonic bath.a
Time(min)b Fluorescence signaic
6 34(27)d
12 3.2
aMason jar filled with 400 mL of Millipore water was used as a sample container and
the headspace volume was 485.2 mL. The pH of the waterwas adjusted to 11. The
composition of the reagent was the same as specified in footnotea of Table 2.1.
bTime that the water was in the ultrasonic bath before the reagentwas put into the
reagent reservoir.
A signal of 1.9 was equivalent to 1 jig/mL CHC13 in the cell. The reported signals
are the mean of duplicate runs with the relative average difference in response
between two equivalent runs of--4 1%.
dWater was purged with N2 but not sonicated before the reagent was put into the
reagent reservoir.
Although the CO2 in the headspace of passive transfer sampling apparatus
carmot be totally eliminated, it can be reduced to the point that its effect is minor. The
headspace of the real sample cannot be purged because chloroform would also be
removed. To minimize the effect ofCO2on reagent reactivity, employing a reagent
with a higher base concentration, adjusting the sample pH to 11, and minimizing the
headspace volume above the sample solution are recommended. Asa guideline, a
headspace-to-reagent volume ratio of less than lOis suggested. For this ratio, theCO2
in the headspace (without sample pH adjustment) would be neutralize less than 0.3
mM NaOH which is less than 40% of the NaOH concentration in 2 mL of the
optimized pyridine reagent. Previous work (9) suggested that the actual hydroxide
concentration of the reagent with nominal NaOH concentration of 3.6 mMwas closer
to 0.8 mM.63
2.3.3 Trapping EfficiencyofReagents Based on Pyridine and Isonicotinamide and
RecoveiyofChloroform and TCE
The ability of the reagent based on pyridme to trap chloroform and the reagent
based on isomcotmamide to trap TCE was studied with the direct purge technique. As
shown in Figure 2.11, recovery of chloroform was about 70% when the sample
solution was purged withN2at a flow rate of 20 mL/min for 12 mm. About the same
recovery of chloroform was obtained with an 8-mm purge and a N2 flow rate of 30
mL/min (same total purge volume). Approximately 95% of chloroform was removed
from the sample solution in an 1 8-mm purge with a 30 mL/min gas flow rate or ina
24-mm purge with a 20 mL/min gas flow rate. Depletion of chloroform from the
sample solution can be estimated with an exponential model as shown in Appendix A.
Results for the direct purge of a TCE solution with the isonicotinamide reagent
are shown in Table 2.5. The recovery was 23% if the gas from the sparger was
bubbled into the reagent and almost double that when the gas was transferred into
headspace above the reagent. The bubbling process appears to significantly affect the
recovery.
Further studies were conducted to examine the effect ofN2on the
isonicotinamide reagent response to TCE and the results are shown in Table 2.6. With
N2purging for 6 and 12 mm, the fluorescence signal did not change significantly
which suggests that the effect ofN2on the reactivity of the reagent occur during the
first six minutes of sparging. When the reagent was placed in a microwaveor an100
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Figure 2.11 Dependence of the recovery of chloroform on purge conditions with the
sparger and the reagent based on pyridine. The concentration of chloroform in 20-mL
solution was 50 ng/mL. The reported values are the mean of duplicate runs.
ultrasonic bath after purged and followed by injection of TCE, the signals were about
the same and about a factor of 2 higher than that observed with typical operation. One
hypothesis for this behavior is that fineN2bubbles are generated in the reagent during
a purge and some of the TCE is trapped in the bubbles and does not react with the
reagent resulting in low fluorescence signal. Microwave treatment or sonication of65
Table 2.5 Effect of the gas transfer configuration on therecovery of TCE with reagent
based on isonicotinamide.a
Position of purge tube Recovery (%)
Purge into the reagent 23
Purge above the reagent 45
aThe reagent is composed of 20% (w/v) isonicotinamide in DMSO, 10 mM NaOH,
and 1 M 1120. The concentration of TCE in a solutionwas 50 ng/mL and purge time
was 12 mm. After purge, the fluorescence signal was monitored for 30 miii. The
reported recovery is the mean of duplicate runs the average difference between thetwo
equivalent runs is -3%.
Table 2.6 Response of isonicotunamide reagent to TCE after purging with nitrogen.
Post-purge treatment
Relativeresponsed
6-mmpurge 12-mm purge
nonea 0.44 0.42
1 mm in microwave" 0.90 0.88
8 mm in ultrasonic bathc 0.86
aMillipore water was purged for 12mmafter which TCE was injected into the reagent
to obtain an in-cell concentration of 250 ng/mL, and the reagent solutionwas heated in
water bath with temperature set at 40 °C for 8 mm. The compositions of the reagent
were the same as that mentioned in footnote a of Table 2.5.
b
Similar to footnote a, but the cuvette was placed in the microwave with thepower set
to high for 1mmbefore placing it in the water bath.
o
Similar to footnote a, but the cuvette was placed in the ultrasonic bath for 8 mm
before placing it in the water bath.
d
Relative response is defined as the fluorescence signal (after 14 miii of reaction)
obtained from a blank purgeintothe reagent following by injection of TCE into the
reagent to obtain an in-cell concentration of 250 ng/mL, compared to the fluorescence
signal obtained from batch injection into the reagent withan equivalent amount of
TCE in cell. The reported values are the mean of duplicaterun and the average
difference between the two equivalent runs is 4%.the reagent may help break up the bubbles and release the trapped TCE into the
reagent. Consequently, about 90% of TCE was recovered.
To study the recovery of TCE and to avoid the problem caused bygas bubbles
in the reagent, several solvents were used asa TCE trap. After the purge, the solvent
mixture was spiked into the reagent. As shown in Table 2.7, 73%recovery of TCE
with DMSO was obtained with purge times of 8 and 12mm.The recovery decreased
with a purge time longer than 12mmwhich suggests that TCE could be lost, not
trapped, or stripped out of the reagent before it reacts with the reagent duringa purge.
Recoveries with other solvents used to trap TCE are reported in Table 2.8.
Recovery of TCE was higher with toluene and especially 1, 2-dichioroethane relative
to DMSO as the trap. Therefore, the direct purge of a sample solution removedover
90% of the TCE within 12 mm.
Table 2.9 shows the results of purging different mixtures thatare spiked with
TCE. For all solvent mixtures, 20% and 30% of TCE is purged out of the solvent
mixture within 12 and 24mm,respectively. The amount of untrapped TCE during a
purge of a sample into the reagent is less because TCE reacts with the reagent during
purge.
For further studies with the isonicotinamide reagent with purging, thegas
transfer tube was placed above the reagent. This configuration provides about the
same recovery as purging into the reagent without having to eliminate the gas bubbles
in the reagent by further treatment. Without treatment, the observedrecovery is about
a factor of 2 lower.67
Table 2.7 Recovery of TCE with DMSO as the TCE trap.a
Purge time (mm) Recovery(%)b
4 53
6 64
8 73
12 73
24 64
4An aqueous solution of 1 pg/mL TCEwas purged for 12 mm into DMSO and after
which 20 tL of the DMSO mixture was spiked into 2 mL of the isonicotinamide
reagent. After spiking the solvent mixture into the reagent, the reagent solutionwas
heated as described in footnote a of Table 2.6. The composition of thereagent is the
same as that mentioned in footnote a of Table 2.5.
b
Recovery is defined as the fluorescence signal (after 14 mm of reaction) obtained
from spiking of the DMSO mixture into the reagent after thepurge compared to
fluorescence signal obtained from direct injection of 0.4jig TCE into the reagent. The
reported recoveries are the mean of duplicateruns the average difference between the
two equivalent runs is7%.
Table 2.8 Recovery of TCE with different solvent traps.a
Solvent Recovery(%)b
DMSO 73
Toluene 79
I ,2-dichloroethane 94
aThe concentration of TCE in solutionwas 1 jig/mL and the purge time was 12mm.
After the purge, 20 jiL of the solvent mixturewas injected into 2-mL of reagent and
heated as described in footnote a of Table 2.6.
bSame as footnote b of Table 2.7. The reported valuesare the mean of duplicate run
and the average difference between the two equivalentruns is-P6%.68
Table 2.9 Loss of TCE duringpurging.a
Solvent mixture
TCE loss
(%)b
12mm 24mm
TCEin1mLDMSO 16 -
TCEin1mLMeOH 18 33
TCE in 1 mL of 20% (w/v) isonicotinamide/DMSO 19 31
aConcentration of ICE in the solvent mixture was 20 tg/mL. The solvent mixture (1
mL) was purged withN2at a flow rate of 20 mLlmin. After purging, 20 .tL of the
solvent mixture was injected into the reagent and heated as mentioned in footnote a of
Table 2.6. The fluorescence signal was measured for 6 mm after the reagent cuvette
was taken out of the water bath.
bTCE (%) loss is the difference between the amount of chloroform before the purge
(100%) and the amount (%) of chloroform in the solvents or solvent mixture after the
purge. The reported values are the mean of duplicate run and the average difference
between the two equivalent runs is -6%.
In other experiment, a 12-mm purge of a 1 tg/mL TCE sample into the
isonicotinamide reagent was implemented. The transfer tube was above the reagent.
The outlet tube from the reagent cell was directed into another cuvette with 2 mL of
the solvent, 1,2-dichloroethane, to óollect TCE not trapped by the first cell. After the
purge, a 20 jtL aliquot of the solvent was spiked into 2 mL of the reagent to determine
the TCE concentration trapped by the solvent. The recovery of TCE for the reagent
and solvent were 45% and 24%, respectively. About 30% of the TCE is not accounted
for.
In conclusion, the recovery of TCE by the reagent with a 12-mm purge is about
45% and reproducible. The data from using other traps suggest that purging removesover 90% of the TCE in 12mm.About half of the TCE entering the reagent cell
appears not to be trapped by the reagent and exits the cell. Only about half of this
TCE can be accounted for. It is possible that the kinetics of the reaction or the yield of
the monitored fluorophore are somewhat different between a continuous transfer
during a purge relative to a batch injection of TCE. Purging the reagent cell withN2
above the solution does not affect the batch response.
2.3.4 SelectivityofReagents Based on Pyridine and Pyridine Derivative to
Halogenated Solvents
Selected halogenated solvents that could be found in water samples and
interfere with the fluorometric determination of chloroform and TCE in water based
on Fujiwara-type reactions were tested for their reactivity to three reagents and the
results are presented in Table 2.10. The fluorometric signalsare normalized to
common gain conditions. Because the signal depends on both the yield and
fluorescence quantum efficiency of the monitored product, both of whichare
unknown, the relative reactivities between different reagents cannot be compared
except where the monitored products are identical (i.e., halogenated methanes for a
given reagent).
Chloroform was the most responsive to the pyridine reagent. TCE yieldeda
response of 22% of that of chloroform. CCLI was the second most reactive to the
pyridine reagent with a relative response of 0.85. Bromoform andTable 2.10 Fluorescence response of reagents based on pyridine, 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea, andisonictinamide on halogenated
solvents,a
Solvent
Pyridine 1 -(3 -pyridylmethyl)urea Isonicotinamide
b Signal Relative
response
.Signal Relative
response Signal
CHC13 8.07 1 0.84 1 NOd
TCE 1.79 0.22 0,015 (0.038) 0.018 17.7
bromoform 5,04 0.52 0.34 0.41 NO
CHBrC12 5.08 0.63 0.62 0.74 NO
CC14 6.86 0.85 0.0 17 (0.038) 0.020 NO
C112C12 NO - NO - NO
1,2-dichioroethane NO - NO - NO
1,1,1-trichioroethane 0.001 (0.002) 1.2 x i0 NO - NO
tetrachioroethylene <0.001 (<0.001) <1.2 x iO4 NO - NO
cis-DCE 0.004 (0.008) 4.4 x iO4 0.11 (0.23) 0.13 NO
aAn in-cell concentration of halo genated solvent was 5 tg/mL except 10 ig/mL where noted inparenthesis.
b
The reported fluorescence signals were normalized to a PMT bias voltage of 640 V. The actualbias voltage was 600 V for the 1- (3-
pyridylmethyl)urea reagent and 540 V for the isonicotinamide reagent. The blank signalsare 0.0 13, 0.41, and 0.77 for the pyridine, l-(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea, and isonicotinamide reagent, respectively. The reported signalsare the mean of duplicate runs and the average
difference between the two equivalent runs is2.4%,
Relative response = signal obtained from halogenated solventlsignal obtained fromCHCI3.
dNot observed even the in-cell concentration was increased to 10 jgImL.71
bromodichioromethane yielded about the same relative response, --O.6.Therelative
response of 1,1,1 -trichloroethane, tetrachloroethylene, and cis-DCE were extremely
low. Dichioromethane and l,2-dichloroethane provided unobservableresponse to the
reagent based on pyridine.
Compared to the pyridine reagent, the reagent based on 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)-
urea also provided the highest fluorescence signal for chloroform among the tested
solvents, but the absolute fluorescence response to chloroform was about factor of 10
less. The relative response values show that the 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent is
much more selective for chloroform relative to TCE. The relativeresponses of
bromodichioromethane relative to bromoform are within 20% for the 2 reagents. The
response of 1 .-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea to cis-DCE is 27.5 times higher than that with the
pyridine reagent. No fluorescence signals were observed from 1 ,2-dichloroethane,
1,1,1 -trichloroethane, tetrachloroethylene, and dichioroethane.
The isonicotinamide reagent is unique in that none of the tested halogenated
solvents except TCE yielded the fluorescence response even when thein-cell
concentration was increased up to 10 tg/mL. This behavior indicated that the reagent
based on isonicotinamide was highly selective to TCE.72
23.5 Effect of Equilibration Time and Gas Flow Rate on the Transfer Characteristics
ofMembrane Sampling Device
The commercial membrane sampling device (CMSD) was treated under
different conditions before it was used to sample chloroform in a sample solution. The
data in Table 2.11 make it clear that the soaking time and the soaking solutionare
critical. Higher soaking times in the sample for a given sampling time provide higher
recovery. With no soaking, the recovery increases dramatically (almost a factor of 3)
between a 3- and 6-mm sampling time. Also soaking in the sample for 12 mm is
much more efficient than soaking in water, 1% (v/v) MeOH, or 0.1 j.tg/mL CH2Cl2.
Some of the data are plotted in Figures 2.12 and 2.13. The linear relationship
between amount of chloroform transferred and sampling time is observed in Figure
2.12 when the membrane soaking time is adequate (12mm).Both figures 2.12 and
2.13 highlight bow increasing the soaking time for the membrane improvesrecovery.
Transfer rates of chloroform (average in a time range of 0-12 mm)were 0.082
p.g/min for a 1-mm soaking time and 0.12 .tg/min with a soaking time in the sample
solution of 12 mm before sampling; whereas, the theoretical transfer rate is 0.17
.tg/min with a gas flow rate of 10 mL/min. The theoretical transfer rate is calculated
from the product of the Henry's constant of 0.17, the concentration of chloroform in
water 0.1 j.tg!mL, and a gas flow rate 10 mL/niin. Hence, with a soaking time of 12
mm,the transfer rate of chloroform is about 66% of the theoretical value.Table 2.11 Sampling of chloroform with membrane sampling
device.a
Chloroform mass (tg)
Sampling Soak in
Soak in 1% Soak in 0.1 time (mm) No soakingb sample 1 mm Soak in Soak in water
(v/v) MeOHtg/mL CH2Cl2 (normal sample 12mm 12mm
12 mm 12 mm operation)
1 - 0.042 - - - -
3 0.092 0.14 0.34 (0.25)c 0.13 0,14 0.13
6 0.27 0.35 0,66 - - -
12 - 0.93 1.4 - - -
aConcentration of chloroform in sample solution was 0.1 .tg/mL, sample volumewas 503 mL, and pH of the solution was 11.
The reagent was 50% (v/v) pyridine in DMSO, 3.6 mM NaOH, and 1.67 M H20. Thereported values are the mean of the mass
transferred from duplicate runs and were calculated from the observed fluorescencesignal relative to the fluorescence signal
obtained from a batch injection of chloroform into the reagent withan in-cell concentration of 1 .tg/mL. The average difference
between two equivalent runs is -3%.
bA N2 flow was initiated immediately after the membrane was immersed in the sample solution.When the membrane was
soaked, the transfer tube was not submerged in the reagent until the end of the soakingperiod.
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Figure 2.12 Dependence of the amount of chloroform transferred on the sampling time
with different times that the membrane sampling device was soaked in the sample
solution before sampling. The concentration of CJTCJ3 in solutionwas 0.1 tg/mL.
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Figure 2.13 Effect of soaking time on the amount of chloroform transferred to the
reagent. The concentration of CHC13 in solutionwas 0.1 pgImL.75
The data suggest that sufficient time is needed for diffusion to saturate the
membrane with the chloroform in the sample before the maximum transfer rate is
obtained. A soaking time of 12 mill appears to be adequate. With smaller soaking
times, equilibration is still occurring in the beginning of the sampling period which
leads to a non-linear relationship between the mass transferred and sampling time.
Gas flow rate has an important effect on the transfer rate of chloroform in the
membrane sampling technique. As shown in Figure 2.14, the amount of chloroform
transferred with a flow rate of 10 mllmin was higher than that obtained witha flow
rate of 5 mL/min. The transfer rate of chloroform (average over 6 to 40 mm) witha
gas flow rate of 10 mL/min and a 1 -mm soaking time was 0.11 tg/min or 64% of
theoretical value (0.17 ig/min) and with a gas flow rate of 5 mL/minwas 0.071
.tg/min or 86% of theoretical value (0.085 j.tglmin). This behavior suggests thata
slower gas flow rate allows more time for chloroform topass through the membrane
into the carrier gas and provides a gas phase chloroform concentration much closer to
its equilibrium value. For analysis, the higher flow rate is preferredeven if less
efficient because it provides a higher absolutemass transfer rate or signal per unit
time.76
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Figure 2.14 Effect of gas flow rate on the transfer rate of chloroform. The soaking
time was 1mm.The concentration of CHC13 in solution was 0.1 J2g/mL.
2.3.6 Transfer RateofChloroform with Different Transfer Techniques
The transfer characteristics of chloroform with the direct purge, passive
transfer, and membrane sampling techniques are compared and summarized in Table
2.12. The similarity in most transfer rates is striking. The transfer rates of chloroform
with the commercial membrane sampling device and the Erlenmeyer flask, the
modified membrane sampling device, and with the sparger were about thesame,120
ng/min. The transfer rate with the CMSD and the Teflon cylinder is much lower than
that with the CMSD and the Erlenmeyer flask. The loss of efficiency is attributed toaTable 2.12 Summary of transfer rate of chloroform with different sampling techniques.
a
Sampling technique Sample volume
(mL)
Transfer rate
(ng/min)
Final sample
conc. (%)
Estimated initial
transfer rate
(nWmin)
Normalized
transfer rate
(ng.min1Ing.mU')
purge with sparger
C 20 120 28 212 1.2
passive transfer with Mason jar
d 815 223 97 228 2.2
passive transfer with FFC
e 20 97 42 145 0.97
CMSD with Erlenmeyer flask" 503 121 97 123 1.2
CMSD with Teflon cylinder g 20 21 87 22.4 0.21
MMSDh 70 117 80 130 1.2
aConcentration of chloroform in the solution was 100 ng/rnL. Reagent composed of 50% (v/v) pyridine inDMSO, 3.6 mM
NaOH, and 1.67 M H20. Sampling time was 12mm.
b
The percent chloroform initially remaining in the sample solution after the 1 2-mm sampling time.
The N2 flow rate was 20 mL/min. Fluorometric measurementswere made with the commercial spectrofluorometer.
dSampling chamber was RSC 1 (Figure 2.5) and the fluorescence signalwas monitored with the commercial spectrofluorometer.
eFFC with Teflon container was used to monitor the fluorescence signal and the cellcompartment of the fluorometer was used
as the sampling chamber.
The sample was contained in a 500-mL Erlenmeyer flask (Figure 2.4). The N2 flowrate was 10 mL/min, Fluorometric
measurements were made with the commercial spectrofluorometer.
The Teflon cylinder (Figure 2.8) was used as a sample container. TheN2flow rate and the spectrofluorometerare the same as
specified for footnote f.
hThe Teflon container with an internal volume of 153 mL was usedas a sample container, TheN2flow rate and the
spectrofluorometer are the same as specified for footnote f.
'Estimated transfer rate during first minute based on exponential model (see appendix I).
-' Normalized transferrate is the ratio of transfer rate and initial sample concentration.78
lower transfer rate from the sample solution into the membrane because the diffusion
layer is thicker near the membrane surface without stirring.
For passive sampling, the transfer rate differs about a factor of two between the
two designs for the apparatus. The design with the Mason jar provides the highest
transfer rate of any technique or apparatus. The lower transfer rate with the Teflon
container and passive transfer is due somewhat to the lower sample volume (20 mL).
As the sampling time progresses, the concentration of the analyte in the sample
solution decreases significantly and the gas-phase concentration of the analyte
decreases according to Henry's law. One column in Table 2.12 shows that the
estimated initial transfer rate is significantly higher than the average rate when the
final sample concentration is 80% or lower than the initial concentration.
Overall, the transfer rate with the sparger is slightly better than that with
passive transfer in the Teflon container even though the sample size is the same. The
transport process of chloroform from the bulk solutionintothe gas phase is similar for
the two transfer techniques, but the sparger is slightly more efficient. The sparging
method promotes active contact between the liquid and gas phases. The fine gas
bubbles generated through the glass flit in the sparger enhance the contact surface and
removal of chloroform from the sample. The bubbling of theN2carrying the
chloroform directly into the reagent would be expected to enhance the transport of
chloroform into the reagent. With passive transfer sampling, stirring of the sample
solution and the reagent is the major promoter of the transport Of chloroform from thesolution into the headspace and into the reagent. Apparently, the gentler stirring
process is almost as effective as the more vigorous bubbling approach.
The depletion of chloroform from the sample had a minor effect with the
MMSD even though the sample volume was lower by about a factor 7 compared to
that with the CMSD with the flask as a sample container. With a 70 mL sample
volume, only 20% of the chloroform in the solution was removed and the rate of
chloroform transfer across the membrane remains relatively constant through the 12-
mmsampling.
More results and discussion of the transfer characteristics with the three
sampling techniques are provided in Appendix C. Factors which affect the transfer
rate include the stirring or agitation of the sample solution and reagent solution, the
headspace-to-reagent volume ratio, and the sample volume.
Overall, all three transfer techniques work well if the transfer system is
designed properly. With the optimized apparatus and conditions for each technique,
the transfer efficiency, and ultimately the same detection limit witha given reagent
and monitoring system are within a factor of two. The transfer techniquesvary with
respect to simplicity and use in the field and volume of sample required. The sparger
technique has been highly developed for purge and trap with GC. The primary
disadvantages are the size of the sparger, the somewhat cumbersome sampling loading
and cleaning procedure, and the need for compressed gas or an airpump and a mass
flow controller. It would be possible to designa sparger for continuous sampling from80
a flow stream. The headspace in the sparger delays the arrival of chloroform to the
reagent.
The membrane sampling device was developed by the manufacturer to place
into flowing streams such as industrial pipes. For bench and field applications, higher
transfer rates can be achieved if the sample solution around the membrane is stirred
vigorously enough. The modified membrane sampler developed in this research is
convenient to use with both fixed volume samples and in the field with a continuous
sample stream and allows for efficient stirring with a smaller sample volume. This
device requires a tank ofN2with a mass flow controller or a pump, but the pump
requirements are less demanding in terms of pressure compared to the sparger. The
disadvantages are the equilibration time (12 mm) needed to saturate the membrane
with the analyte and a somewhat larger sample volume (70 mL) relative to that used
with direct purge (20 mL). Cleaning and preparing the membrane for next sample
could be somewhat inconvenient. Cleaning the membrane is relatively fast compared
to cleaning the sparger in direct purge technique; however, extra caution is required
when dry the membrane because the membrane could slip off the metal grooves and
twist resulting in blocking of the gas flow.
Passive sampling is the simplest technique in term of complexity and requires
no external gas source. It can be used in the lab or the field. The effect of CO2 must
be considered but can be minimized with adjustment of the sample pH to 11.
Disadvantages include the time for equilibration between the analyte in the headspace
and solution (-5 nun) and loss of the volatile analyte during transfer of the real sample81
or the reagent into the sampling apparatus because, unlike the sparger, the sampling
system is not completely closed or sealed during the delivery of the sample or the
reagent solution. Modifications could allow the sample and the reagent to be added
while the sampling system is sealed. Stirring of the sample solution can spatter the
sample solution in the sampling chamber and the reagent and cause the change in the
reagent reactivity. This is more of an issue with the apparatus based on Teflon sample
container and filter fluorometer C.82
24 Conclusions
A simple LED-based fluorometer was developed for continuous monitoring of
the fluorescence signal that arises from a volatile analyte being transferred from a
sample into a reagent with sparging and membrane sampling techniques. The studies
demonstrated that an LED functions well as a stable and sufficiently intense excitation
source for a filter fluorometer. Because an LED requires low power and can be
operated off a battery, it is preferred for developing a portable instrument.
Base and water concentrations are the major factors that affect the fluorescence
response of the reagents based on 1 -(3 -pyridylmethyl)urea and isonicotinamide to
determine chloroform and TCE, respectively. Further optimization of the
isonicotinamide reagent confirmed that the composition of the previous optimized
reagent, 20% (w/v) isonicotinamide in DMSO, 1 M H20, and 10 mM NaOH, provided
the maximum response.
Variation of base and water concentrations for the reagent based on l-(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea affects the solubility of 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)ure& Precipitation
occurred for the reagent with 5% (wlv) 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea and water
concentrations of 10 M or greater even though the reagent was filtered afler
preparation. The new optimized reagent, composed of 2.5% (w/v) 1-(3-pyridyl-
methyl)urea in DMSO, 12 M 1120, and 5 mM NaOH, improved the fluorescence
response to chloroform by a factor 3.4 relative to that of the previous "optimized"
reagent.83
A number of halogenated solvents were investigated for their reactivity to the
reagents based on pyridine, l-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea, and isonicotinamide. The study
clearly demonstrated that the isonicotinamide reagent washighlyselective to TCE and
the l-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent was more selective to chloroform than TCE. Two
advantages of using the reagents based on 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea and
isomeotmamide over the traditional Fujiwara reagent based on pyridmeare that the
two derivative reagents are much more selective to either chloroform or TCE,
respectively, and the exposure of the operator to the pyridine vapor in the pyridine
reagent is eliminated with a solid pyridine derivative reagent.
Dissolved CO2 in the sample and CO2 gas in a dead space of the sampling
system is a major difficulty for fluorometric determination of chloroform and TCE in
water for reagents with a relatively low base concentration. CO2 enters the reagent,
neutralizes the hydroxide ion in the reagent and changes the reagent reactivity. For
the purge (sparge) and membrane sampling techniques,a simple CO2 trap based on
NaOH solution was shown to be effective in removing the CO2 from thegas stream
being transferred into the reagent. Adjusting the pH of the sample solution to 11 also
eliminates dissolved CO2. Although the effect of CO2 on the reagent reactivity is
minor in the membrane sampling technique because the dead volume of the membrane
tubing is less than 0.5 cm3, the NaOH solution can be employed as the CO2 trap if air
is used as a carrier gas instead of N2.
In the passive transfer technique, CO2 in the headspace and sample solution
affected the response of the reagent to chloroform in similar fashion to that in the84
direct purge technique. For application of passive sampling technique witha real
sample, CO2 in the sampling system can be reduced by adjusting the pH of the sample
solution to 11, sealing the sample chamber, and stirring the sample solution fora few
minutes to allow CO2 in the headspace to be absorbed by the sample before the
reagent is added. Keeping the headspace volume to a minimum also limits the amount
ofCO2in the headspace.
The trapping efficiency of the pyridine reagent for chloroform and the
isoiiicotinamide reagent for TCE were evaluated with the direct purge technique. The
pyridine reagent behaves as a good chloroform trap. The recovery is primarily
determined by the efficiency of the purging in a given time. About 70% of chloroform
was trapped and reacted in the pyridine reagent when the sample solution was purged
for 12 mm at aN2flow rate of 20 mLfmin. Recovery approached 95% witha longer
purging time. A higher gas flow rate provides a higher recovery with a shorterpurge
time and reduces the analysis time, but too high gas flow rate (greater than 30
mL/min) with bubbling into the reagent can cause the reagent to be spattered from the
reagent cell. Placing the gas transfer tube above the reagent surface minimizes reagent
spattering and provides the same recovery for chloroform as bubbling into the reagent
at the gas flow rate of 20 mL/min. The effect of higher gas flow rate with the transfer
tube above the reagent surface is not known.
With a 12-nun purge and aN2flow rate of 20 mLlmin, about 45% of the TCE
was observed when the isonicotinamide reagent was used totrapICE, while with the
same purge conditions using 1, 2-dichloroethane as the TCE trap, -P90% of TCE was85
removed from the sample solution. The incomplete recovery of TCE by the reagent is
not clearly understood, but it is hypothesized that part of TCE is swept out of the
reagent during purging before it has time to react. It is also possible that the reaction
kinetics or the yield of the monitored fluorophore are somewhat different betweena
continuous transfer and a batch injection of TCE. Although the trapping efficiency of
the isonicotinaniide reagent is only .-5O%, the reagent hasan excellent selectivity to
TCE. Use of the solvents other than DMSO for the isonicotinamide reagent could
improve the TCE trapping efficiency of the reagent. However, the additional solvents
must not affect the yield of the monitored species.
The position of the gas transfer tube, above or below the reagent, during
sampling has a significant effect on recovery of TCE with the isonicotinamidereagent.
Directing the gas at the surface of the isonicotinamide reagent provideda TCE
recovery two times higher compared to that observed when the gas was bubbled into
the reagent. The configuration of the transfer tube is not critical for the reagents based
on pyridine and l-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea. Transfer of the gas above the reagent
provides the advantage that the fluorescence signal can be monitored while chloroform
or TCE is being sampled and transferred to the reagent because bubbles are absent
from the optical monitoring path. Alsoa higher gas flow rate can be employed if the
transfer efficiency of the analyte into the reagent isas good as when bubbled in the
reagent.
The gas flow rate and soaking time are the critical factors that affect the
transfer rate of the analyte in membrane sampling technique. Highergas flow rate86
provides a higher transfer rate of the analyte, but is less efficient per unit of gas
volume. In addition, shorter analysis time is obtained with higher gas flow rate.
The soaking time of the membrane in the sample solution affects the
equilibration between chloroform in the sample solution and chloroform in the gas
phase inside the membrane tubing. Soaking the membrane in a sample solution for 12
mmbefore initiating a N2 flow enhances the transfer rate about a factor of 3 relative to
that without soaking time with a 3-mm sampling time. Vigorous stirring of the sample
solution is also a critical factor affecting transport of the analyte to the depletion layer
at the aqueous-membrane interface. For TCE, the effect of the membrane soaking
time has not been investigated; however, it is believed to be similar to that of
chloroform.
The passive transfer technique provides a transfer rate comparable to those
obtained with the direct purge and membrane sampling techniques. Better transfer
rates were obtained by minimizing headspace volume which maximizes the
chloroform or TCE vapor concentration. The ratio of headspace volume to sample
volume should be less than 0.7 to obtain an initial headspace analyte concentration for
a given sample solution that is within 10% of the maximum possible. The transfer rate
decreases significantly over a 12mmperiod for a 20-mL sample under the best
conditions. Sample volumes of at least 50 mL will provide a more constant transfer
rate over 12mm.Vigorous stirring of the sample solution and the reagent is critical in
achieving high transfer rate of chloroform in this technique.87
Overall, the three sampling techniques studied provided relatively the same
normalized transfer rate of chloroform,l.2 ng.min'/ng.mL'. With the optimized
reagents and an appropriate LED-based fluorometer, any of the three sampling
techniques can be employed for determination of chloroform or TCE in water with a
detection limit at part per billion levels. Membrane sampling and passive sampling
techniques require less sample manipulation and are more suitable for field studies
compared to the direct purge technique for which the filling and cleaning of the
sparger are more complex. The sampling apparatus for membrane or passive sampling
is also simpler and more compact which are preferred characteristics for a portable
instrument. The membrane sampling device can also be used to sample the analyte in
a continuous flow stream of the sample solution such as from a well before filling
sample bottles. N2 from a tank was used initially used as a carrier gas with a mass
flow controller to control the gas flow rate in the direct purge and membrane sampling
techniques. The carrier gas can be instead air generated with a miniature pump with a
NaOH solution to eliminate CO2 in the gas stream. The pump can be operated off a
battery with a flow rate controlled by its operation voltage. The operation cost is less
expensive with an air pump and the air pump is much more portable than aN2tank.
The sampling techniques and optimized transfer conditions (especially with
modified membrane sampling device), the optimized reagents, the demonstration of
LEDs as viable excitation light sources, and the optimized CO2 trapping provide a
foundation to develop a portable filter fluorometer for determination of chloroform
and TCE in water which is subject of next chapter.88
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CHAPTER 3 A PORTABLE FEUOROMETER FOR FLUOROMETRIC
DETERMINATION OF CHLOROFORM AND TCE IN WATER
3.1 Introduction
Measurement of chemicals on-site or in situ is becoming an integral part of
environmental field studies. Field measurements enable acquisition of real timeor
close to real time data which provides immediate information about the samplesource.
Field analysis can reduce cost and eliminate sample preservation and sample storage
steps. In addition, lost of analytes of interest is possible due to chemical
transformation by chemical reaction or microorganisms during the sample
preservation and storage for later analysis.
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) including chloroform and
trichioroethylene (TCE) are of major concern in environmental studies. Trace
amounts of these chemicals has a significant effect on water quality and public health.
In drinking water, concentration of chloroform in combination with bromoform,
bromodichioromethane, and dibromochloromethane is regulated not to exceed 80
ng/mL (1). For TCE, maximum contaminant level in drinking water is restricted to 5
ng/mL (1). These chemicals are required to be monitored periodically.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defined standard methods to
determine volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in water based on gas chromatography
with a variety of detectors such as mass spectrometers and electron capture detectors.A method, such as 501.2 for determination of VOCs in drinking water, requires a
separation and preconcentration of the analytes by a purge-and-trap technique before
introduction of the analytes into a gas chromatograph coupled with the photiomzation
and electrolytic conductivity detectors in series. These standard methods were
designed for laboratory analysis and the instruments designated in the method are
sophisticated, complex, and expensive which somewhat limits on site or field study.
Even though there are commercial field instruments available, the instruments are still
reasonably expensive (US$ 9,000-90,000) and a highly skilled operator is required.
The only alternative method for determination of some volatile halogenated
solvents that has continued to receive some attention in the literature is spectrometric.
Chloroform and TCE react with a reagent and form colored or fluorescent species that
can be monitored. These methods based on the Fujiwara reaction or variations of this
reaction are simple and provide relatively low detection limits (part per billion levels)
of the analytes in water (2-6). In addition, a spectrometer is typically less expensive
and less complex than the gas chromatograph and it can also be made portable and is
suitable for field study.
Portable instruments have some unique features relative to laboratory-based
instruments. One of the most important characteristics for a portable instrument is an
independent power supply. That is a portable instrument can be operated reliably
from a battery for a reasonable period of time. Simplicity, compactness, and
robustness are also the desired characteristics. In addition, the instrument cost as well91
as the operation and maintenance cost are generally lower than those of the benchtop
instruments.
In this research, a novel portable instrument for determination of chloroform
and TCE was developed. It is basicallya small fluorometer that is combined with
three types of sampling systems. To develop the instrument,a number of instrumental
components were investigated or constructed. Several LEDs were examined as the
excitation light source. Excitation and emission filters for appropriate reagent system
were studied to select the ones providing the maximum fluorescence signal. Various
types of emission light guides were studied. Alternative scheme for detection of
emission radiation without a light guide to direct emission radiation toa PMT was
studied with a battery operated PMT. Design features for a miniature heater
developed for heating the reagent solution are discussed. A miniature battery operated
air pump was investigated as an alternatesource for a carrier gas to replace a N2 tank
and a mass flow controller. Calibration and determination of chloroform and TCE
with the portable fluorometer are also presented.3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Reagents
Chloroform (99.4%) and TCE (100%) were obtained from J. T. Baker.
Pyridine (99.9%) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, 99.9%) were purchased from Fisher
Scientific. Methanol (99.9%) and sodium hydroxide pellets (98.7%) were
manufactured by Mallinckrodt. Isoriicotinamide (99%) and 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea
(98%) were obtained from Aldrich. Deionized water used for solution preparation was
generated from a Millipore Milli-Q system with house-deionized water as the water
source.
3.2.2 Standard and Sample Solutions
Chloroform and TCE standards were prepared in DMSO or methanol as
previously described (7). The analyte concentration of the sample solutions ranged
from 0.03 to 2.0 jig/mL for chloroform and 0.5 to 200 ng/mL for TCE. The solutions
were prepared by injecting an appropriate amount of chloroform or TCE standard into
20 or 70 ml. of Millipore water contained in a sample container.93
3.2.3 Reagent Mixtures
Reagents based on pyridine, isonicotinamide, and 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea
were prepared with procedures similar to those described previously (7). The pyridine
reagent was composed of 50% (v/v) pyridine in DMSO, 3.6 mM NaOFI, and 1.67 M
water. The reagent based on isonicotinamide was composed of 20% (wfv)
isonicotinamide in DMSO, 10 mM NaOH, and 1 M water. Two reagents based on 1-
(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent in DMSO were employed. For the one with 2.5% (w/v)
1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea, the concentrations of NaOH and water in the reagent were 5
mM and 12 M, respectively. The other l-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent was
composed of 5% (w/v) 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea, 10 mM, and 8 M water. Details of
reagent preparation are given in Appendix M.
3.2.4 Instrumentation
All fluorescence measurements were made with filter fluorometer B (FFB),
which is, described elsewhere (7) or a revised model of FFB, filter fluorometer C
(FFC), that is described in detail here. For the studies with the FFB, a green LED
(Nichia,, 03237S2-GT) (15° illumination angle) was used as the excitation source for
chloroform reagent systems. Three blue LEDs, LEDtronics; L200CUB500-3.8V (8°
illumination angle with a 5-mm od clear encapsulate), LEDtronics; L200CUB500N-94
3.5V (18° illumination angle with a 5-mm od clear encapsulate), and VISETAY
Telefunken; TLHB4400 (300 illumination angle with a 3-mm od light blue
encapsulate) were evaluated as the excitation source for TCE reagent system.
Four light guides, 600-p.m optical fiber (Ocean Optics, P600-2-IJV-VIS), 3-
mm fiber bundle (4.5-mm od shaft), and 3- and 4-mm liquid light guides (Translight,
TL.16137 and TL.16136) (4.5- and 8-mm od shafts, respectively) were used to direct
emission radiation from the reagent cell to the photomultiplier tube (PMT)
(Hamamatsu, R928), denoted PMT1. The input port of the PMT housing and internal
filter holder is an SMA 905 bulkhead adaptor that connects directly to SMA connector
of the 600-p.m optical fiber. One of two couplers made by Hinke (8) was used to
connect the fiber bundle or the liquid light guides to the PMT housing. One side of
the coupler is made so that the end shaft of the light guide slides in and is secured with
a setscrew (one coupler has an id of 0.45 cm and the other has an id of 0.8 cm). The
other side of the coupler has an external thread (SMA) that mates with the threaded
hole of the PMT housing (bulkhead adapter removed).
To connect the 600-p.m optical fiber to the fluorometer, the SMA 905
connector of the fiber (with a 6.35-mm ferrule) screws to the threaded barrel insert that
slides into the Ocean Optics lens assembly. The position of the barrel was secured
with a setscrew. The other side of the lens assembly has a 3/8-24 external thread and
screws into one of the threaded ports of FFB. For the connection of the 3-mm liquid
light guide or fiber bundle to the fluorometer, a Delrin cylinder (od of 6.35mm, id of
5.0 mm and a length of 16.0 mm) was made to slip over the shaft of the light guide.The cylinder slides into the Ocean Optics lens assembly and secures with a setscrew.
The normal threaded insert for a SMA connector was first removed. For the 4-mm
liquid light guide, the fluorometer was modified by drilling a third port at a right angle
to the LED port so that the 8-mm shaft of the light guide slides in and fits tightly.
For the emission filter, five cut-on filters obtained from Coherent Ealing, 520
nm (35-2153-000), 540 nm (35-2393-000), 560 rim (35-2161-000), 580 rim (35-2 179-
000), and 600 rim (35-2187-000) or an Andover 600-nm bandpass filter with a 40-mn
halfwidth (600FS40-12.5) were evaluated. All these filters were 1.25-cm diameter
and 0.5-cm thick. A 0.9-cm diameter section was cut from a plastic filter film (Rosco,
#349 Fisher Fuchsia) and served as the excitation filter for the blue LED source.
A diagram of the FFC and the sampling systems is shown in Figure 3.1. Three
types of sampling apparatus based on the direct purge, passive sampling, or modified
membrane techniques have been described previously (7) and can be used to transfer a
volatile analyte into the fluorometer. A tank ofN2and pressure regulator with the
flow rate regulated by a mass flow controller (Porter, VD100) or a miniature air pump
(KNF, NMPO5L) was used to provide a carrier gas. The excitation light source for
chloroform reaction system was the same green LED used with the FFB. The
excitation source and the emission radiation filter for TCE reaction system was the
blue LED from LEDtronics (L200CUB500-3.8V) and the 520-mn cut-on filter,
respectively. The emission radiation was detected with a PMT (Hamamatsu., H5783P-
04), denoted PMT2, without using any light guide. The detection unit is housed ina
2.2 x 2.2 x 5.3 cm metal unit. It contains a miniature PMT and a dc-to-dc converter,Air orN2
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Figure 3.1 Basic diagram of the filter fluorometer C and the three sampling systems.
Purging with a sparger, membrane sampling (MSD), or passive sampling can be
employed to transfer chloroform or TCE into the reagent in the fluorometer.N2with
the flow rate regulated by the mass flow controller or air obtained from the miniature
air pump provides the carrier gas. The heater housed inside the fluorometer controls
the temperature of the reagent solution contained in a vial. The PMT withan emission
filter holder is mounted on the cell compartment to detect the emission radiation
directly. The output signal from the PMT is sent to the electronic unit that processes
the PMT photocurrent into a voltage signal that is acquired by the laptop computer
with an ADC.97
which allows the bias voltage to be varied from 0 to 1000 V with an external control
input of 0 to 2.0 V. The signal from the PMT was sent to a signal processor in an
electronic unit built by Magner (9) that includes an operational amplifier in the
current-to-voltage converter configuration with a feedback resistor and a capacitor set
at 10 M and 0.1 iF, respectively. The output signal was digitized and acquired with
an analog-to-digital converter (ComputerBoards, PCM-DAS 1 6D/1 6) inserted into the
MCIJPIA port of a laptop computer (Hewlett Packard, OMINIBOOK 5700CT) with a
program written by Cantrell (10).
Two magnetic stirrers (HANNA, HI-190M) were employed. One unit is used
to drive the stir bar (0.8 x 5.1 cm) in the sample solution in the SD and the other
unit is secured below the FFC to rotate the stir bar (2 x 8 mm) in the reagent solution
in the glass vial. The MMSD slips into and is attached to a Teflon base that is screwed
to the stirrer. This circular base is milled out in the middle with an id equal to the od
of the MMSD. Three setscrews secure the MMSD to this base. Screws attach the
Teflon base of the FFC to the top of the stirrer. For the case of passive sampling, the
FFC is attached to the lid of the sample container and the base of the sample container
is screwed to the stirrer. The magnetic stirrer rotates the large stir bar in the sample
container that couples and drives the smaller stir bar in the reagent vial.
This stirrer is based on a dc motor and is powered by a 12-V dc wall power
supply. The stirrers were used as purchased with the FFB. For the FFC, the internal
control circuitry was removed and external wires were connected to allow thepower
to be delivered and the motor speed to be controlled by the electronic unit.98
Details of the FFC are shown in Figure 3.2. The cell compartment of the FFC
is made of Rulon with an od of 3.8 cm and a height of 3.4 cm. A circular cell holder
was machined at the center of the cell compartment with an od of 1.6 cm, an id of 1.4
cm, and a height of 1.7 cm. Two ports were milled and threaded with a 3/8-24 thread.
One port is for connection to the PMT and the other port accepts the Ocean Optics
lens assembly with a 3/8-24 thread on one end (SMA threaded insert removed from
other end), which serves as an LED holder. The centers of the ports are positioned
-1 .4 cm from the bottom of the cell compartment. An arc shapedportwas milled
around the cell holder through the bottom of the cell compartment (see the diagram).
This samplingportwas used for passive sampling with the modified sample container
as shown in Figure 3.3. The width of theportis 0.6 cm. When the fluorometer was
not used for passive sampling, a round Teflon base with a diameter of 6.3 cm and a
thickness of 0.8 cm was attached to the bottom of the cell compartment.
The lid of the fluorometer is made of Rulon and has an od of 4.4 cm and an id
of 3.8 cm. The height of the lid is 2.7 cm. The lid is designed to use with a glass vial
(Alltech), that has an od of 1.2 cm and a height of 3.2 cm. An identical vial was cut
down to a height of 2.6 cm. A rounded rectangular depression, 1.3 cm wide, 2.1 cm
long, and 1.4 cm deep (from the edge of the lid), was milled from the center toward
the edge of the lid. This modification allows the lid to fit snugly against the rim of the
3.2-cmtallvial. Two threaded holes located inside the rounded rectangular depression
O.8 cm apart were drilled through the lid for 1/4-24 fittings to deliver a gas to the
Fujiwara reagent in the vial and to vent the gas out of the fluorometer. Normally1/4-28I
reage
notch for venting gas
heater
id
Figure 3.2 Diagram of filter fluorometer C. The fluorometer cell compartment is
made of Rulon. The miniature heater slips tightly into the cell holder and the sample
cell (vial) slips into the heater. The resistor inside the Cu cylinder is heated by current
and this heat is conducted to the Cu bands that surround the cell and then to the vial
and reagent. The diode serves as a temperature sensor for the temperature control
circuit. The PMT and filter holder assembly is connected to the cell compartment.
The filter holder has an input cylinder, with a 3/8-24 external thread, that screws into a
port on the sample compartment. The LED is placed in the Ocean Optic lens
assembly that has a 0.5-cm diameter visible lens near the vial. The LED is securely
held in a Delrin cylindrical insert that slips into the lens assembly. The lens has an f-
number of 2. The top view shows the curved port in the bottom of the compartment
that leads to the sample compartment and is used with the passive sampling device
(sample container). The port is blocked when using the other sampling techniques.
The Teflon base has tapped holes to mount to the magnetic stirrer. The lid includes
ports for transferring gas in and out of the container.cell holder and
injection port
stir bar
100
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Figure 3.3 Passive transfer apparatus with filter fluorometer C. The Teflon sample
container has a lid designed for mounting the fluorometer on top. The lid has an
aperture (port) similar in size and shape to that of the aperture in the bottom of the
fluorometer. The volatile analyte in the sample solution diffuses into the headspace
above the solution, through the sampling port, and into the reagent. The reagent is
contained in a vial with a miniature magnetic stir bar to mix of the reagent. The
Teflon base has tapped holes to mount to the magnetic stirrer.101
1/8-in tubing entering the center port is positioned so its end is 2-3 mm above the
reagent. A notch was milled between the two holes for venting the gas out of the vial
because the mouth of the 3.2-cm tall vial is in contact with the lid.
The miniature heater assembly is placed inside of the cell holder to heat the
reagent solution. This assembly is made of copper (0.03-mm thickness) and consists
of three parts, two copper strips shaped as snap rings and a copper barrel or cylinder.
The copper strips were welded on the side of each end of the copper barrel that has an
od of 0.35 cm and a length of 1.6 cm. The copper barrel houses a 27- resistor (l-W
metal oxide film) that generates heat that is dissipated through the copper when the
current passes through the resistor. The copper strip attached to the top end of the
copper barrel has a width of 0.4 cm and a length of 3.4 cm. The other copper strip
attached to the bottom end of the copper barrel has a width of 0.3 cm and a length of
3.4 cm. The silicon diode that serves as the temperature sensor is enclosed in another
copper cylinder that is soldered to the outside of the copper barrel with the resistor.
The outside metal surface of the copper strips that is not in contact with the reagent
cuvette and the copper barrel are insulated with a sheet of packing foam with a
thickness of'-i mm.
The electronic unit consists of four circuit boards in a metal box (Precision
Fabrication Technologies), 17.8 x 17.8 x 8.8 cm, which controls the electronic
components of the FFC and sampling system. The six primary functional circuits
control the PMT, the LED, the miniature heater, the miniature air pump, and two102
magietic stirrers. A conceptual diagram of electronic functional circuits and the
electronic unit is shown in Figure 3.4.
Electrical connections are divided into two groups. One group includes
electrical wires to the LED, the heater, the air pump, and the stirrers. These wires are
connected to a 25-pin connector. The other group includes the wires of the PMT (bias
voltage) and a lever microswitch that are connected to a 9-pin connector. The lever
switch (Cheny Switch, DH1C-B1PA) with dimensions of 0.82 x 0.62 x 0.28 cm is
slipped into a hole, 1.1 x 0.6 x 0.3 cm, located on the top and -P0.5 cm from the edge
of the cell compartment (see top view in Figure 3.2). The switch functions as an
interlock on/off switch for the PMT bias voltage when the lid of the fluorometer is
closed or open. Details of wiring connection are presented in Table 3.1.
A dc power supply (Spar Electronics, model 1500) or a 12-V lead acid battery (CSB
Battery, GP 1245) with a nominal capacity of 4.5 A-hr was used as a power source for
all electrical components. The internal power supply provides voltages of +2.00 V
and ±6.80 V. The LED current, the speed of the stirrers, the temperature setting of the
heater, and the gas flow rate from the pump are varied by adjusting potentiometers
inside the box. Each functional circuit has an assigned toggle switch to turn the unit
(e.g., stirrer, LED) on/off and the switches are mounted on the front panel of the
electronic unit. A rotary switch on the right selects the function or variable to be
displayed on an external multimeter. For example, if the position for the LED is
chosen, the display indicates the LED current in milliamps. Other positions show the
set temperature, the sensor temperature, the PMT bias voltage, or a voltage (0 to 2 V)103
Figure 3.4 Block diagram showing connections among electronic components and the
electronic unit. The rotation speed of the stirrers, the current passed through the LED,
the temperature of the heater, the air flow rate obtained from the air pump, and the
gain of the PMT are varied by adjusting the potentiometers inside the electronic unit.
A 12-V DC power supply or a 12-V battery is used as a power source for all electrical
components. The electronic unit also processes the output signal from the PMT, a
photoanodic current,intoan analog voltage that is converted to a digital signal by the
ADC and is acquired by the laptop computer.104
Table 3.1 The wiring connections for the electronic unit.
Connection typeIdentificationConnect to Purpose
BNC ADC in laptop Output photosignal
computer
alligator clips red 12-battery or 12-V dcPower supply for the unit
black power supply
banana plug red Digital multimeter Display output signal or
black the set voltages for each
component
9-pin D connectorPin# PMT (pins #1-5) -PMT ground (pin #1)
1 (black) Lever switch (pins #8--PMT signal (pin #2)
2 (black) 9) -control input voltage (0
3 (white) to 1 V) (pin #3)
4 (blue) -reference output voltage
5 (red) of the PMT (pin #4)
8 (purple) -power supply, +12 V
9 (green) (pin #5)
-connect/disconnect PMT
from the power source
(pins #8-9)
25-pin D Pin# Heater (pins #7-8) -power supply for the
connector 7 (yellow)Air pump (pins #9-10)heater (pins #7-8)
8 (white) Diode Temperature -power supply and motor
9 (orange)sensor (pins #14-15)speed control for the air
10 (white)LED (pins #16-17) pump (pins #9-10) and
11 Sample stirrer (pinsthe stirrers (pins #19-20
12 #19-20) andpins#21-22)
14 (blue) Reagent stirrer (pins -offset scaling of diode
15 (white)#21-22) sensor (pins #14-15)
16 (green) -power in negative (pins
17(wbite) #lland24)
19 (brown) -power in positive (pins#
20 (white) 12 and 25)
21 (red)
22 (white)
24
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that is proportional to the stirrers speeds or the pump speed. There are two ten-turn
potentiometers with vernier dials on the left side of the box. One (upper) is for
adjusting the bias voltage. The other potentiometer (lower) provides suppression of
the output PMT signal voltage up to a maximum of -5.6 V. It is used to suppress out a
large background fluorescence signal.
To operate the LED at a given current, the control circuit passes current from a
power source (6.8 V) to the LED and a 10-Li resistor connected in series. A voltage
proportional to the current is developed across the 10-a resistor and this voltage is
compared to the LED set voltage at the two inputs of an op-amp. The difference of
these voltages controls the desired current that is passed by a transistor and delivered
to the LED. The set voltage is varied with a potentiometer to adjust the current from
0.0 to 20.0 mA and is normally set to 15 mA.
For operation of the motors of the stirrers and the air pump, similar circuits are
employed. The desired motor speed set by the adjustable potentiometer voltage is
input to the summing point of an op-amp. The output of the summing point controlsa
transistor that passes current from a 6.8-V power source to the motor annature. A
spinning motor generates a voltage proportional to the rotation speed called the Back
EMF. In addition, a voltage is developed across the motor proportional to the current
through the armature resistance. The total annature voltage is the vector sum of these
two voltages. The total armature voltage is input to the summing point. A resistor in
series with the motor is used to develop a voltage that is proportional to the current
through the motor. This voltage is then scaled and also added to the summing point.106
At the summing point, the armature voltage due to the motor current is subtracted
from the total armature signal, giving the Back EMF voltage. This voltage is
compared to the set voltage and that difference is used to control the transistor,
adjusting the current to the motor necessary to produce the desired rotation speed. The
display indicates the set voltage (0.0 to 2.0 V for the stirrers and the pump) that is
proportional to the rotation.speed.
A standard silicon diode functions as the temperature sensor that monitors the
temperature of the heater inside the fluorometer. With a constant forward current of
125 pA, the diode responds to +1 °C difference witha voltage change of
approximately -2.2 mV. The diode is connected toa circuit that produces a constant
current of 125 iiA. The resulting diode voltage is then offset and scaled so that the
output voltage represents the temperature of the heater. The diode was calibrated to
set 0.0 mV at 0°C in an ice bath and the circuit gain was set at 10 mVI°C.
The desired temperature of the heater is set with an adjustable potentiometer
and this temperature (°C), as well as the sensor temperature in another switch position,
is indicated on the display. The 12-Vpower source is used to provide the current
through a transistor and the 27-a resistor that generates the heat. The set temperature
voltage is compared to the voltage from the diode sensor and the differenceerror
voltage is used to adjust current through the transistor and the 274 resistorso that the
resistor is maintained at the desired temperature. A proportional control approach is
used to minimize overshoot.107
The PMT is powered by a 12-V dc power supply. The PMT is turned on or off
during the experiment with the lever switch mounted on the top of the fluorometer cell
compartment. The lever switch is connected between the PMT power source and the
PMT. The fluorometer lid pushes on the lever switch causing the switch to turn on
(closed circuit). When the lid is removed, the PMT is protected because the switch is
open which shuts off the bias voltage for the PMT. The PMT bias voltage can be
varied from 0-1000 V by adjusting a potentiometer in the PMT control voltage circuit.
The multimeter display indicates a value that has to be multiplied by a constant0.445
to obtain the actual bias voltage.
A current-to-voltage converter with the feedback resistor and capacitor values
of 10 MQ and 0.10 iF, respectively, is used to process the output signal from the
PMT, photoanodic current, with a time constant of 1 s. A low-pass filter has a rolloff
of 6 db/octave. This output signal is then acquired by the laptop computer.
The fluorometer and the sampling system for the modified membrane sampling
device including all electrical components are housed in a clear polycarbonate case.
The case is 37-cm wide, 47-cm long, and 27-cm high. A latch door, 23 x 43 cm, was
mounted on the front wall of the case. Handles are mounted to the side walls. The
stirrers and the electronic unit were secured to the bottom part of the case with metal
screws. The battery was secured to the case by a metal strap and two metal screws.
Apertures in the back wall allow feed through of wires and tubing from the sparger. A
Teflon cylinder with an id of 2.7 cm, an od of 3.2 cm, and a height of 7.7 cm was used
to hold the CO2 trap (10 or 20 mL of I M NaOH in a 40-mL 1-chem bottle).108
A diode anay spectrophotometer (Hewlett Packard, 8452A) was used to
acquire the transmission spectra of the excitation and emission filters. Emission
spectra of the blue and green LEDs were obtained with a fiber optic spectrometer
(Ocean Optics, S2000, 200-p.m wide entrance slit). The LED radiation was directed at
a 600-p.m optical fiber that was the input to the spectrometer with a CCD detector.
The available wavelength range is 350 to 1000 rim and the wavelength resolution is
7.7nni.
3.2.5 SelectionofExcitation Light Sources, Emission Light Guides, and
Photodetectors
For the reaction of the pyridine or 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent and
chloroform, the green (535 mn) LED (section 3.2.4) was used as the light source. This
LED was previously identified one of the most intense green LEDs in the laboratory
and the maximum wavelength well matched the excitation band of the monitored
species. The reagent with 5% (w/v) l-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea was used.
For TCE measurements with the blue LEDs and light guides, a TCE standard
was injected into 2 mL of the isonicotinamide reagent contained in a standard 1-cm
cuvette to obtain an in-cell concentration of 125, 250,500 ng/mL or 1 p.g/mL. After
injection, the reagent solution was stirred for -1 mm and placed in a water bath for 8
mmwith the temperature set at 40°C. Next, the cuvette was placed in filter
fluorometer B to monitor the fluorescence signal for 6 miii.109
Data were acquired at a rate of 1 Hz. With a spreadsheet, the total
fluorescence signal was taken as the difference between the mean of 10 or 20 data
points at the end of the measurement period (typically at the end of a 6 mm
measurement period after heating if necessary) and the mean of the signal over a
period of 60 s before the injection of the analyte (TCE or chloroform) into the reagent.
The blank standard deviation(sbk)was calculated as the standard deviation of the
initial 60 measurements. The blank fluorescence signal was determinedas the total
signal without injection of the analyte. The background signal(EB)is defmed as the
difference between the blank signal and the dark signal. The dark signalwas taken as
the mean signal over 60 s with the PMT shutter closed. The analyte fluorescence
signal(EF)was taken as the difference between the total signal with analyte and the
blank signal.
Three different blue LEDs (section 3.2.4) were investigated as the excitation
source for the reaction of the isonicotmamide reagent and TCE. Several plastic film
filters (Roscolux from Rosco) were evaluated with the blue LEDs to findone that
would transmit radiation from 400 to 450 nm but block longer wavelengths. The
excitation filter was placed inside the Ocean Optics lens assembly between the lens
and the LED. The 3-mm fiber bundle was used topass the emission radiation to
PMTI that included a 600-nm bandpass filter.
Various types of emission light guides including the 600-.tm fiber optic, 3-mm
fiber bundles, and 3- and 4-mm liquid light guideswere evaluated for emission
throughput to the PMT. The studies were conducted with the reaction of the110
isonicotinamide reagent and TCE, the blue LED with the 8°-illumination angle, an
excitation filter (Rosco #349), and an emission filter (600-nm bandpass).
To examine an alternative scheme for detection of the emission radiation
without the light guide, PMT2 (normally used with FFC) with its filter holder and
threaded connector was fit into a port of the cell compartment of filter fluorometer B.
The reagent and other experimental conditions were the same as used for the studies of
emission light guides with TCE. The PMT dark signal was measured with the LED
turned off.
3.2.6 Selection of the Emission Filter
To select an emission filter that provided the maximum fluorescence signal,
several filters were investigated for two reagent systems. For chloroform, the reagent
was the one based on 5% (w/v) 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea. Measurements were made
with 580 and 600 nm cut-on filters and a 600-nm interference filter with FFB, the
green LED, and PMT2 with a bias voltage set at 400 V. A chloroform standard was
injected into 2 mL of the reagent contained in the 1-cm standard cuvette to obtain an
in-cell concentration of 0.5 jig/mL and the fluorescence signal was monitored for 6
mm. Measurement or calculation of total, blank, dark, and fluorescence signals were
conducted in a manner similar to that described in section 3.25.111
For the studies of TCE with the isomcotinamide reagent, five cut-on filters,
520, 540, 560, 580, and 600 nm, and the 600-nm interference filter were examined.
Instrumentation and the procedure for injection, heating, and measurement were the
same as discussed in section 3.2.5. The 600-jim fiber optic was used with PMT1.
3.2.7 Design and Evaluation of the Miniature Heater
Heaters made of stainless steel, brass, or copper were evaluated for their
efficiency to heat up a solvent to a given temperature. Initially, the heater was
constructed from two metal tubes soldered together. One metal tube with an od of 0.5
cm and a height of 1.3 cm housed a 27-a resistor. The other metal tube, 1.2-cm od
and 1.5-cm tall, was the main body of the heater in contact with a reagent container
(vial). The heater was wrapped with packing foam for insulation and inserted into a
Nylon jacket to secure and insulate the heater.
A glass vial, 32 x 12 mm, with a stir bar and filled with 1 mL of DMSO, was
placed in the heater. A hole was drilled into the lid of the vial for an insertion of a
temperature probe 0.5 cm below the liquid surface. The temperature of the solvent
was recorded every 30 s as timed by a stopwatch with a digital thermometer (Extech
Instruments, model 407401) while stirring to assure an even distribution of the
temperature.112
With the fmal version of the miniature heater inside filter fluorometer C,
temperature profiles of the isonicotmamide reagent heated were obtained with a
typical laboratory temperature and with a lower temperature to simulate field
conditions on a cooler day. This latter study was conducted in a small laboratory in
the winter with the window open and an ambient temperature of 12 °C. The heater
(sensor) temperature, as displayed on a multimeter connected to the electronic module,
was periodically manually recorded.
3.2.8 EffectofTemperature on Reaction Kinetics
The reactions of the isonicotinamide reagent and TCE and of the 2.5% (wlv) 1-
(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent and chloroform at different temperatures including at
colder temperatures (section 3.2.7) were studied with filter fluorometer C. The
miniature heater was used to adjust and maintain the temperature of the reagent
solution for the studies above the ambient temperature.
A TCE standard or a chloroform reagent was injectedintothe appropriate
reagent to obtain an in-cell concenfration of 0.5 tg/mL for both TCE and chloroform.
The fluorescence signal was monitored up to 60mmafter injection.113
3.2.9 Evaluation the Miniature Pump
The control voltage of the miniature air pump was varied with the
potentiometer inside the electronic unit to study its effect on the airflow rate. The
airflow rate was measured with a flow meter (J&W, model ADM 1000) every 10 or 30
s. To evaluate the stability of the airflow rate, the voltage supply for the air pump was
set at 0.86 V and the airflow rate was recorded for 12 miii.
3.2.10 EffectofCarbon Dioxide Trap on Recovery of Chloroform
To study the effect of the volume of NaOH solution used as aCO2trap on the
recovery of chloroform with the membrane sampling technique, 10 or 20 inL of 1 M
NaOH was added to a 40-mL 1-chem bottle sealed with a septum lid. In was decided
to use a larger volume than that used in previous studies (1 or 2 mL) to allow air rather
thanN2to be used at the carrier gas or long periods of time.
The membrane in the modified membrane sampling device was soaked for 12
mm m 70 mL of 50 ng/mL chloroform solution withoutN2flow. The pIT of the
sample was adjusted to 11. After soaking, theN2flow at flow rate of 25 mL/min was
initiated through the membrane tubing and the gas was bubbledintothe base solution.
The gas from the headspace of the CO2 trap was transferred for 12 mm into 1 mL of114
the reagent based on pyridine. The fluorescence signal was monitored with filter
fluorometer C with a 2.6 x 1.2 cm vial for 400 s after sampling.
To evaluate if a significant amount of chloroform was trapped in the NaOI{
solution, the CO2 trap was directly purged for 12mmmore with aN2flow rate of 25
mL/min immediately following the normal 12-mm sampling period of the sample.
The gas exiting from the CO2 trap was transferred to a fresh vial of pyridine reagent in
FFC.
To obtain a reference signal, for membrane sampling of chloroform, 70 mL of
Millipore water was treated as the sample solution. After purging, a TCE standard
was injected into the pyridine reagent to obtain an in-cell concentration of 1 j.tg/mL
Similar procedures were used to obtain a reference signal for the study involving the
post purge of the CO2 trap. Here theCO2trap with fresh NaOH was directly purged
into the reagent.
3.2.11 Chloroform and TCE Calibration Data
The membrane sampling technique was implemented to obtain calibration data
for chloroform in water with the reagents based on 2.5 %(w/v) 1-(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea and pyridine and for TCE in water with the reagent based on
isonicotinamide, respectively. Filter fluorometer C powered by a battery was used in
these studies.115
To obtain calibration data with the membrane sampling technique, 70 mL of a
Millipore water with the pH adjusted to 11 was transferred into the a Telfon sample
container with a transfer pipet and the membrane was immersed in the solution. Next,
a chloroform or TCE standard was injected into the solution through the injection port.
The membrane was soaked in the sample solution while it was stirred for 12 mm
without gas flow. Next the miniature pump was turned on to provide an air flow rate
of 20 mL/min. The air and chloroform or TCE vapor was first passed through the CO2
trap (10-mL NaOH contained in a 40-mi. 1-chem bottle) and directed at the surface of
the reagent through tubing for 12mm.After the purging was completed, the reaction
was monitored with the fluorometer for 6mm.Measurement or calculation of total,
blank, dark, and fluorescence signals were conducted in a manner similar to that
described for TCE measurements in section 3.25.
Conditions for fluorometric measurements are summarized in Table 3.2. The
concentrations of chloroform in the sample solution ranged from to 10 ng/mL to 2.0
g/mL and the concentrations of TCE varied from 0.5 to 200 ng/mL, respectively.
To obtain the blank signal, Millipore water with the pH adjusted to ii was
treated as a sample solution. The appropriate blank signal was subtracted from the
sample signal. The blank standard deviation(Sbk)was calculated from duplicate blank
runs and compared to the standard deviation from 60 repetitive measurements before
sample transfer step. The detection limit (DL) was calculated from DL3sbk/k where
k is a slope of a calibration curve.116
Table 3.2 Experimental conditions for calibration data.
Reagent
a 1ânalyteTemperature LED
b Emission
(°C) Filter
50% (w/v) pyridinechloroform 23 -24 green, 150 580-nm
cut-on
2.5% (w/v) 1-
chloroform 37 green, 15° 580-nm
(3-pyridylmethyl)urea cut-on
20% (w/v)
TCE 37
blue, 8° 520-nm
isonicotinamide with ex. filter cut-on
aAs specified in section 3.2
bColor, illumination angle
CHeater temperature set to 45 °C and temperature of reagent solution was measured at
specified value. Heating during the gas transfer and fluorescence monitoring.
3.2.12 Tap Water Analysis
Membrane sampling technique and the optimized pyridine reagent coupled
with filter fluorometer C were used for tap water analysis for chloroform. Water from
a faucet (22 °C, August 29, 2002) was connected with Tygon tubing through a
connector which split the water flow into twoflowstreams. One flow stream (42
mL/min) was sent through 1/4-28 PEEK tubing and into the membrane sampling
apparatus. The other flow stream was sent through a 0.4-cm id tubing to a water drain.
The membrane was allowed to soak in the water for 12 miii before aN2with a flow
rate of 25 mL/min was initiated. The gas phase analyte was transferred to the pyridine
reagent for 12 mm. For each run, the tap water was allowed toflowcontinuously
through the membrane sampling apparatus.117
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 SelectionofExcitation Sources and Filters, Emission Light Guide, and
Photodetector
Different LED excitation sources and light guides were evaluated to maximize
the fluorescence radiant power incidenton the photodetector. The LEDs were press fit
with an insert into the lens holder of the sample module such that the LEDwas butted
against the lens that is close to the reagent vial. This arrangement produced the largest
fluorescence signals for the monitored products. The observed signalwas up to a
factor of two less if the LED was pulled back from the lensor a lens was not used.
The total radiant power exiting the lens assemblywas 2.0 and 0.13 mW with the green
and blue (8° clear) LED, respectively, and detailsare presented in Appendix E.
Figure 3.5 shows the overlap of the emission spectra of the chosen LEDs and
the excitation spectra of the monitored products for the reactions to determine
chloroform and TCE. The green LED has a peak maximum at -535 nm that almost
matches the maximum of the excitation band of the product monitored in the
chloroform reaction system. No excitation filter is necessary because there isa
sufficient separation between the longest excitation wavelengths and the monitored
emission wavelengths (above 580 urn).I
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Figure3.5LED emission spectra and excitation spectra of the monitored products.
The emission spectra of the blue LED, blue LED with excitation filter, andgreen LED
were acquired with the Ocean Optics spectrometer. The excitation spectra of the
monitored fluorescence species from the reaction of the isonicotinamide reagent and
TCE and the pyridme reagent and chloroform were obtained with an Aminco-Bowman
spectrofluorometer. The blue LED spectrum with a peak maximum at 43O urn is
broad. The excitation filter limits the transmitted radiation from 38O to 50Onm
over which there is good overlap with the excitation band, with a maximum
wavelength of42O urn, for the monitored product of the reaction of the
isonicotinarnide reagent and TCE. The peak maximum of the green LED is535 urn.
The entire emission band overlaps the center of the excitation band, with a maximum
at54O urn,due to the monitored product for the reaction of the pyridine or 1-(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea reagent and chloroform. The LED current was set at 15 mA for all
measurements.119
The emission of the blue LED with a peak maximum of -430 urn has a good
overlap with the excitation band of the monitored product for the reaction of the
isonicotinamide reagent and TCE (maximum at -420 mn). The emission spectrum
with the excitation filter shows that the filter minimizes or eliminates wavelengths
longer than 500 nrn. Because the emission is monitored above --520 nm the
excitation filter minimizes scattered photons from reaching the photodetector.
The three blue LEDs have the same broad spectrum with a maximum at -430
urn because the same material (GaN) is used to generate the emission. The data in
Table 33 summarizes how the three blue LEDs perform in fluorometer B as the
excitation source to monitor the reaction of the isonicotinamide reagent with TCE.
The LED with an 8° illumination angle provided the greatest fluorescence signal and
the signal-to-background ratio (S/B). Overall the S/B does not change greatly with the
illumination angle of the LED which suggests that the analyte and background
fluorescence signals are generally proportional to the radiant power reaching the
center of the reagent solution. For further studies the blue LED with an 8°
illumination angle was selected as the excitation source for the reaction of the
isonicotinamide reagent and TCE.
Several emission light guides were evaluated for monitoring the reaction of the
isonicotinamide reagent and TCE. In general a larger diameter light guide should
collect more fluorescence radiation (proportional to the cross sectional area) and this
trend is generally observed for the data in Table 3.4. The two liquid light guides
provided the largest fluorescence signals which are similar in magnitude. The signal120
Table 3.3 Selection of the blueLEDto use with isonicotinamide reagent.a
LED EF(V) S/B
8° (clear) 0.19 0.065
18° (clear) 0.14 0.054
30° (blue) 0.078 0.043
aThe reagent was 20% (w/v) isonicotinamide in DMSO, 10 mM NaOH, and 1 M H20.
The in-cell concentration of TCE was 250 ng/mL. A 3-mm fiber bundlewas used to
pass the emission radiation to PMT1. The PMT bias voltage was 700 V. An
interference filter with a 600-nm maximum anda 40-nm bandpass was used as the
emission filter and the plastic filter film (Rosco # 349) was used as the excitation
filter. TheLEDcurrent was 15 mA.EFis the fluorescence signal from ICE after
correction for the blank. The reported values are the mean of duplicate runs and the
average difference in the two equivalent runs is6%.
Table 3.4 Selection of the emission light guide.a
Light guide EF (V) EB (V) S/B Ebk(V)
600-tim fiber optic 0.017 0.055 0.31 0.0010
3-mm fiber bundle 0.23 0.72 0.32 0.0020
3-mm liquid light guide 0.29 0.88 0.33 0.0025
4-mm liquid light guide 0.30 0.91 0.33 0.0027
aThe reagent and conditions are the same as specified in footnote a of Table 3.2 except
that the in-cell concentration of TCE was 0.5 j.tg/mL and the PMT bias voltage was
600 V.EFis the fluorescence signal from TCE after correction for the blank,EBis the
background signal, andSbkis the standard deviation of the blank. The reported values
are the mean of duplicate runs and the average difference in the two equivalent runs is
3.5%.121
obtained with the 4-mm liquid light guide was expected to be significantly higher than
that obtained with 3-mm liquid light guide. The termination used to connect the light
guide to the PMT housing has an aperture of about 3 mm and consequently blocks
some of the radiation collected by the 4-mm light guide. With the 3-nun liquid light
guide, the throughput is -25% higher than that of the fiber bundle as expected (i.e., no
transmission loss due to the dead space between fibers). The signal with the 600-rim
fiber optic is a factor of about 14 less than that with the 3-mm liquid light guide. This
ratio is reasonably consistent with the ratio in cross sectional areas that is 25.
The S/B is about the same for all of the light guides. The dependence of the
blank noise on the background signal suggests that background shot noise limits blank
noise. For further studies (except where noted), the 3-mm liquid light guide was
employed with all reagent systems.
In Table 3.5, the signals and noise obtained with PMT2 placed near the reagent
vial and no light guide are compared to those obtained with PMT1 and alightguide.
Overall the signals and noise are quite similar. The absolute signals cannot be
compared because the two PMTs have different photocathodes and gains. Hence the
relativelightcollection or throughput of the two photodetector configurations cannot
be directly determined.
The ratio of the emission signal to the blank noise is more informative. The
ratios are similar and represent a S/N of about 150 times that at the detection limit
(i.e., 2). This result suggests that either configuration provides high emission
throughput and could provide an in-cell detection limit of about I ng/mL.122
Table 3.5 Effect of PMT
configuration.a
Dark Dark
PMT signal noise
EF
(V)
EB
(V)
Sbk
(mV)
EF/sbk
(mV) (mV)
PMT1b 0.91 0.53 0.33 0.34 1.1 300
PMT2C 0.91 0.45 0.49 0.67 2.0 245
aThe reagent and conditions were the same as specified in footnote a of Table 3.3
except that the PMT bias voltage was set at 600 V for both PMTs, the emission filter
was a 520-nm cut-on filter, and the in-cell TCE concentration was 125 ng/mL.EFis
the fluorescence signal from TCE after correction for the blank,EBis the background
signal, andSbkis the standard deviation of the blank. The reported values are the mean
of duplicate runs and the average difference in the two equivalent runs is -3.l%.
bThe 3-mm liquid light guide was used to collect and carry the emission radiation to
the photodetector.
No light guide employed.
The relative emission collection efficiency can be estimated from the solid
angle of collection of fluorescence emission from the reagent cell. With PMT1, the
limiting aperture is determined by the 3-mm light guide (7.1mm2area) which is 11
mm from the center of the cell yielding a solid angle of 0.058 sr. For the configuration
with PMT2, the limiting aperture is the photocathode of PMT (8 mm diameter or 12.6
mm2area) that is 27 mm from the center of the cell which corresponds to 0.068 sr.
These estimates support the conclusion that the two emission configurations presented
in Table 3.5 provide emission throughput that is similar.
Other measurements were made to determine how the blank noise varies with
the magnitude of background signal with the 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent and are
discussed in more detail later. They indicate a square root dependence of the blank123
noise on the background signal or background shot noise limiting conditions with a
similar PMT gain and signals in the 0.05 to 1 V range. The higher stability of LEDs
makes less likely that flicker noise is significant. When dark current noise or shot
noise is limiting, detection limits will be better with higher collection efficiency of the
emission radiation as afforded by using the larger diameter light guides and PMTI or
PMT2 without a light guide.
Bypassing the light guide makes the fluorometer more compact and less
complex. In addition, PMT2 can be operated with a battery which is a desirable
characteristic for developing a portable instrument.
3.3.2 Selection of Emission Filters
Emission filters were evaluated to maximize the fluorescence radiant power
incident on the PMT and the S/B for the chloroform and TCE reaction systems.
Filters were chosen to have high transmission in the wavelength region of the emission
profile of each reaction system and to avoid the overlap with wavelengths emitted by
the excitation LED.
Table 3.6 shows the results of the study of emission filters for the reaction of
the 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent and chloroform. The S/B did not vary
significantly and the highest fluorescence signal was obtained with 580-nm cut-on
filter. With this filter, the amount of emission collected was a factor of 3 higher than124
Table 3.6 Selection of the emission filter for use with the reaction of chloroform with
the I -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea
reagent.a
Filter EF (V) S/B
580 mn (cut-on) 0.39 0.06
600 nm (cut-on) 0.36 0.07
600 nm(40-nmbandpass) 0.12 0.06
aThe reagentwas 5% (w/v) 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea in DMSO, 10mM NaOH, and 8
M 1120. The in-cell concentration of chloroform was 1 j.tg/mL. The green LED was
used as an excitation source. The bias voltage of PMT2 was set at 400V. EFis the
fluorescence signal from chloroform after correction for the blank. The reported
values are the mean of duplicate runs and the average difference in the two equivalent
runsis5%.
that obtained with 600-mn bandpass filter which was used in a previous thesis (5) and
for all previous studies in this thesis.
The overlap of the transmission spectra of the emission filters and the emission
spectrum of the monitored product is shown in Figure 3.6. Clearly the 580-nm cut-on
filter transmits a larger portion of the emission band and also has low transmission for
the excitation range the green LED (see Figure 3.4). For further studies, the 580-nm
cut- on filter was selected as the emission filter for chloroform measurements with
reagents based on 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea or pyridine which have similar emission
bands.
Table 3.7 shows the results from the study of emission filters for the reaction
of the isomcotinamide reagent and TCE. The S/B did not vary significantly and the
highest fluorescence signal was obtained with the 520-mn cut-on filter. With thisa)0
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Figure 3.6 Transmission spectra of three emission filters and emission spectra of the
blank and the monitored product from the reaction of chloroform and the reagent
based on l-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea. The 580-nm bandpass filter passes the largest
portion of the emission band.
filter, the amount of emission collected was a factor of 7 higher than that obtained
with the 600-nm bandpass filter that was used for all previous studies. The
dependence of the blank noise on the background signal is closest to a square root
dependence which indicates that background shot noise limits the blank noise.
The overlap of the transmission spectra of the emission filters and the emission
spectrum of the monitored product is shown in Figure 3.7. The 520-nm cutoff filter126
Table 3.7 Selection of the emission filter touse for the reaction of the isonicotinamide
reagent and TCE.a
Filter EF(mY) EB(mV) S/B Sbk(mV)
520nm 204 352 0.58 3.1
540nm 178 282 0.63 1.8
560 nm 130 200 0.65 1.4
580nm 106 151 0.70 1.5
600nm 82 115 0.71 1.3
600 nm (40-nm bandpass) 29 55 0.53 1.0
aThe reagent and conditions were thesame as specified in footnote a of Table 3.2
except that the PMT bias voltage was set at 700 V, the emission filter was varied, and
the in-cell concentration of ICE was 1 p.g/mL. A 600-rim fiber opticwas used to pass
the emission radiation to the PMT1.EFis the fluorescence signal from corrected for
the blank. The reported values are themean of duplicate runs and the average
difference in the two equivalent runs is P3.4%.
transmits about half of the emission band and also has low transmission for the
wavelength range emitted by the blue LED with the excitation filter (see Figure 3-4).
For further studies, the 520-nm cut-on filterwas selected as the emission filter for
TCE measurements.
3.33 Heater Design and Efficiency and Effectof Temperature on Reaction Kinetics
Copper, stainless steel, and brass were chosen as test heating materials for
initial studies of the design of the heater. The first design of the heaterwas based onci)
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Figure 3.7 Transmission spectra of the emission filters and emission spectra of the
blank and the monitored product of the reaction of TCE and reagent basedon
isoiiicotinamide. The 520-nm cut-on filter passes the largest portion of the emission
band.
two metal cylinders soldered together. One cylinder contained a resistor and the other
accommodated a reagent vial. Each heater was used to heat 1 mL of Millipore water
in a glass vial and the increase of water temperature fora given time at a constant
current was taken as an indication of the heat transfer efficiency.128
Temperature profiles of water heated with these different heaters with an
ambient temperature of 23 °C are illustrated in Figure 3.8. It is clear that the
temperature of water increased to -40 °C faster with the copper or stainless steel
heater compared to the brass heater. Copper was chosen as the heating material for
further developing of a miniature heater to locate inside the cell holder of filter
fluorometer C because it has the best electrical conductivity among the three metals.
Several aspects were considered in designing the shape and dimensions of the
miniature heater to fit inside filter fluorometer C. The heating material surrounding
the vial must not positioned in the optical region to allow the excitation radiation to
pass into the vial, to permit the emission to be viewed by the PMT, and to reduce the
background signal due to reflection or scattering by the metal of the excitation
radiation that passes through the reagent vial. The surface area of the heating material
in contact with the reagent container, the glass vial, should be maximized for efficient
heat transfer. Based on these considerations, the fmal design of the miniature heater is
based on a copper barrel to house a resistor and two round copper snap rings that
encircle the reagent vial. The temperature sensor (diode) is attached to the outside of
the barrel so that is indirectly heated. These copper strips provide heat at the bottom
and the top part of the glass vial (Figure 3.1) and cover -24% of the area of the outside
surface of the vial. The separation between the strips (from 0.4 cm to 1.2 cm above
the bottom of the reagent vial) leaves the optical path clear of material (the center of
the optical ports is -'0.7 cm from the bottom of the reagent vial).C-)
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Figure 3.8 Temperature profiles of water heated with different heaters. The heaters
were insulated with packing foam and a Nylon jacket to minimize the heat loss while
the temperature of the water was recorded. The current through the 27-c heating
resistor was 0.14 A yielding a power of 0.53 W.
With the miniature resistor/Cu heater inside the fluorometer, the circuitry for
temperature control in the electronic unit box built by Magner (9) can raise the
temperature of the heater quickly with an initial maximum current of 0.44 A. Once
the reagent temperature reaches a certain value, the control circuit reduces the current
to the resistor of the heater to maintain a stable heater and reagent temperature
throughout the experiment.
Temperature profiles of the isomcotinamide reagent heated with the miniature
heater inside filter fluorometer C are shown in Figure 3.9. For a typical laboratory50
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Figure3.9Temperature profiles of the isonicotinarnide reagent heated with the
miniature heater inside fluorometer C for two ambient temperatures. The maximum
cunent through the 27-Li resistor was 0.44 A with the temperature setting at 45 °C
yielding a maximum power of 5.2 W.
temperature, the reagent temperature increased from an initial temperature of 23 °C to
a final temperature of39.4°Cin8.5 mm. It took 5 mm to reach within 1 °C of the
final temperature. The heater temperature took1 mm to reach the set temperature of
45 °C.
With the lower ambient temperature (12 °C) to simulate field conditions on a
cooler day, the heater (sensor) temperature increased to 45 °C within Immwhile the
reagent temperature increased dramatically froml3 to23 °C in 1mmand was
within 1 °C of the final temperature after 6mm.The final temperature was 37 °C and
the standard deviation of the temperature from 8 to 12mmwas 0.1 °C.131
The temperature of the sensor is always higher than the temperature of the
solution in the vial and this difference after 12-mm of heating depends on the ambient
temperature. For a heater temperature of 45 °C, it is typically -6 °C for an ambient
temperature of 23 °C,7.5 °C for an ambient temperature of 12 °C, and --6.4 °C for an
ambient temperature of 15 °C. When the temperature setting is at 60°C and the
ambient temperature of 23 °C, the temperature difference is -9 °C.
With the temperature setting at 27 °C closer to the ambient temperature, 23 °C,
it took --2.5 mm for the temperature of the solution to reach 25 °C. After 12-mm
heating, the fmal solution temperature was 253 °C and the standard deviation of the
temperature after 5-nun heating is 0.1 °C.
To obtain reasonable reaction times and maintain calibration in the laboratory,
and particularly in the field where temperature is less well controlled, it is important
that the temperature of the reagent be maintained near a nominal value and stable.
The results obtained demonstrate that the miniature heater does provide good control
of the temperature and is useful for field applications in which the outside temperature
is somewhat below typical laboratory temperatures. Once the reagent vial with
reagent is placed in the fluorometer, the user must delay sampling until temperature
equilibration has occurred. Such a delay time is compatible with membrane sampling
of the analyte because a delay time of 12 miii for soaking the membrane before theN2
flow is initiated is already necessary.
Although the reported temperature is not the reaction temperature, the reaction
temperature can be estimated from the heater temperature and a previous calibration of132
reaction temperature versus heater temperature (which was shown to vary 1 or 2 °C
with ambient temperature). The temperature sensor could be placed in the reagent
solution, but it would be inconvenient to remove and clean the sensor between sample
The heater eliminates manual transfer steps involving a water bath, simplifies
the heating procedure, and makes it possible to maintain a constant temperatureor use
elevated reaction temperatures in the field. Elevated temperatures can be
advantageous to increase sample throughput for slower reactions. For typical
laboratory temperatures (20-25 °C), the reaction time after the sampling period before
the signal is measured is 6 mm for chloroform with the pyridine reagent but is slower
for the other reagents. In general, it is desirable to delay the measurement time until
the signal approaches a constant value so that the exact measurement time is notas
critical.
The effect of temperature on the reaction kinetics with two reagents is
illustrated in Figure 3.10. For the reaction of TCE with the isonicotinamide reagent
the monitored reaction product reaches its maximum concentration at 39 °C in15
mm which is4 times faster than observed at a solution temperature of 23 °C (the
reaction reaches its maximum 60 mm) although the measurement time was often 30
mm. The difference in maximum fluorescence signals at the two solution
temperatures is only 3%. A number of the studies with TCE in this thesis were
conducted by placing the reagent vial ina water bath at 40°C for 8mm(followed by 6LIK
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Figure 3.10 Kinetics of the reaction of the isonicotinamide reagent with TCE and 1 -(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea reagent with chloroform at different reagent temperatures. The in-
cell concentration was 0.5 jg/mL for both chloroform and TCE. The reagent was
20% (w/v) isonicotinamide in DMSO, 10 mM NaOH, and 1 M H20. The temperature
setting was45°C for heating the reagent solution to 39°C and the ambient
temperature was 23 °C. The PMT bias voltage was set at400and 500 V for the
studies with chloroform and TCE, respectively.
mmmore of reaction time in the fluorometer) to reduce the total analysis time. This
inconvenient step is eliminated with the new cell heater.
The reaction curves for 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent with chloroform in
Figure 3.9 show that the largest fluorescence signal at 39 °C is about a factor of 2 less
than that obtained at 23 °C. Possibly, the fluorescence quantum efficiency of the
monitored product decreased significantly. At 7 mm of reaction time, the
fluorescence signal obtained at 23 °C is about the same as that at 39°C; however, at 39
°C the signal has almost reached a plateau so that a slight difference in measurement134
time is not as critical. The reaction time before signal measurement is reduced from
30 to 6 mm by heating. It is clear that heating the reagent solution increasesa sample
throughput and reduces the analysis time.
The temperature of the sample solution can have a significant effect on the
transfer of the analyte into the reagent because the Henry's constant of the analyte is
temperature dependent. TCE measurements were made in a room at normal
temperature and another room with an ambient temperature of -14 °C. The heater was
used to control the temperature of the reagent. The data in Table 3.8 show that the
fluorescence signal increases -45% when the temperature of the sample solution
increases 6 °C. This result indicates that it is critical that the temperature of the
sample solution remains reasonably constant during the sampling period and between
sample and standard measurements. Fluctuations in temperature due to the ambient
temperature could affect reproducibility. However, if the sample container is made of
a good insulated material, controlling the solution temperature may be unnecessary.
in sampling ground water, continuous flow through the MMSD would maintain the
sample solution near its original temperature. For field studies, heating the sample
solution would be inconvenient. It also requires much more energy to heat 70 mL
solution compared to that for heating 2 mL of the reagent such that, power
consumption, operating period, and battery capacity would be of concern. In the
laboratory, implementing membrane sampling technique with higher sample
temperature should provide a better detection limit than that with a lower sample
temperature. Note that the precision is equivalent with either sample temperature.135
Table 3.8 Effect of temperature on the transfer of TCE.
a
Sample temperature (°C) EF (V)
b
17 0.22(5.5)c
23 0.32 (4.7)
aThe MMSD was used as the sampling technique and the sample solution was 70 mL
of 15 ng/mL TCE. The airflowrate was 20 mL/min. The temperature of the reagent
was 39 °C. The reagent was the same as that mentioned in footnote a of Table 3.3.
1)
EFis the blank corrected fluorescence signal after a 12-mm transfer and a reaction of
6 mm.
CThe number in parenthesis is the percent difference in the two equivalent runs.
3.3.4 Characterization of the Miniature Air Pump
The airflowrate of the miniature pump is linearly related to the pump control
voltage as shown in Figure 3.1 1A. This linear correlation simplifies the adjustment of
the air flow rate because a flow meter is not required.
The stability of the air flow rate obtained with the miniature air pump was
examined and the results are shown in Figure 3.11 B. The average air flow rate was
obtained over 12 mm was 19.8 mL/nijn with a relative standard deviation of 2.5%.
The pump provides a pressure up to 6.5 psi and a maximumflowrate of 450 mL/min
which suitable for use with the membrane sampling device.
These results clearly suggest that the miniature air pump with a constant
control voltage provides a relatively stable air flow rate and can be used in place of a30
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Figure 3.11 Performance of the miniature airpump. The pump was connected to the
membrane sampling device and the flow meterwas connected to the membrane gas
outlet. A, dependence of the air flow rate (F)on control voltage (E) of the miniature
air pump. The linear fit equation is F= 23.1E + 0.01 andR2= 0.9999. The standard
error of the slope and intercept are 0.10 and 0.14, respectively. B, stability of the air
flow rate obtained with the miniaturepump. The voltage supply for the air pump was
set to 0.86 V. The average flow rate was 19.8 mL/min and standard deviation is 0.46
mLfmin.137
N2 tank and a mass flow controller. The small size and low power requirements of the
pump are important for field measurements. With air as the carrier gas, a CO2 trap is
also required to prevent changes in the pH the reagent solution.
3.3.5Effect of CO2 Trap on the Recovery of Chloroform
The effect of the volume of the NaOH solution in the CO2 trap on the recovery
of chloroform is shown in Table 3.9. The recovery is independent of the volume of
NaOH solution and -P38% of the theoretical value. The average transfer rate is -8 1
nglmin. In previous work (7), the experimental recovery with the MSD varied from
64 to 86% with lower flow rates of 10 to 5 mL/min. The recovery is less than 100%
and worse at higher flow rates because the residence time of the carrier gas in the
membrane is not sufficiently long for equilibrium to be reached between the
chloroform in the sample solution and the gas inside the membrane. With a gas flow
rate lower than 25 mL/min, the percent recovery would be closer to the theoretical
value, but the absolute transfer rate would be less.
The values for the additional chloroform recovered from the two traps are
within 10%. The amount in the trap is significant and -45% of the amount recovered
in a 12-mm sampling time. The theoretical calculation is discussed in more detail in
Appendix E. The calculation is based on the assumption that the headspace
chloroform concentration in the trap is the same as the gas phase concentration of138
Table 3.9 Recovery of chloroform with CO2 traps of different volumes.
Recovery of chloroform (%)
10-mL trap 20-mL trap Theoretical
Membrane sampling 27.9
(0.98)C
27.4
(0.96)
73d
(3.5)
Purge CO2 trapb 4.3
(0.15)
4.8
(0.17)
6,9e
(0.21), (0.32)
aThe membrane in the MMDS was soaked in a sample solution for 12 mm before N2
flow was initiated. Conditions: FFC; N2 flow rate, 25 nit/mm; sampling time, 12
mm;sample solution, 70 niL of 50 ng chloroform/mL (3.5 pg total), pH, 11; reagent,
50% (v/v) pyridine in DMSO, 3.6 mM NaOH, and 1.67 M H20. The reported
recoveries are the mean of duplicate runs and the average difference between the two
equivalent runs is -3%.
bThe CO2 trap was purged for 12 mm with N2 at a flow rate of 25 mL/min. The CO2
trap was 1 M NaOH contained in a 40-mt 1-Chem bottle.
The number in parenthesis is the amount of chloroform in j.g.
dBased on the product of a Henry's law constant of 0.17, the chloroform
concentration in the sample (depletion assumed negligible), the sampling time, the gas
flow rate, and the sample volume.
eEstimated values of the total amount of chloroform purged from the sample solution
that is in the solution or headspace of the 10- or 20-mL trap, respectively. The
headspace chloroform concentration is assumed to be equal to the experimental value
of the chloroform concentration in the purge gas (3.25 ng/mL) and the solution
concentration is based on Henry's law. It is assumed that the purging efficiency is
70%.
chloroform that entered the reagent (based on the average experimental transfer rate)
and that the headspace chloroform is in equilibrium with the aqueous phase
concentration of chloroform. The experimental value is seen to be -74 or 54% of the
theoretical value for the 10- or 20-mt trap, respectively. As expected the trap has a
large enough volume to hold a significant amount of chloroform. There is error in the
estimate because the validity of all assumptions used for the calculation is not known.139
In particular, the purge efficiency for the NaOI{ solution in the trap may be less than
for a sparger and the Henry's law constant of the NaOH solution may be greater.
The CO2 trap is necessary when using air as the carrier gas such as with the
portable air pump use here. With the trap, it is not necessary to adjust the pH of the
sample to 11 which would not be possible with continuous sampling from a well in the
field. The chloroform remaining in the trap would only be a problem if a successive
sample had a significantly smaller chloroform concentration and the trap was not
purged between samples.
To minimize the effect of chloroform remaining in the trap, the CO2 trap could
be placed between the pump and the MSD to remove the CO2 in the air carrier gas.
However, CO2 in the sample solution would be carried directly into the reagent vial
and change in the reagent reactivity. Better solutions would be to purge the trap while
the next sample is being loaded into the sample container or to employ a trap with a
total volume smaller than 40 mL and a smaller volume of NaOH with a concentration
higher than 1 M. Previous studies with the MSD were conducted with 2 mL of I M
NaOH in a 3.5-mL cuvette. Theoretically with 2 mL of 1 M NaOH as the CO2 trap,
the trap has sufficient capacity to eliminate CO2 for -'-64 hr with the air at a flow rate
of 20 mL/min bubbled through the solution.140
3.3.6 Calibration Data for Chloroform and TCE with Membrane Sampling Technique
Calibration curves with membrane sampling for 12 mm for chloroform with
the 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent and TCE with the isonicotinamide reagent are
shown in Figures 3.1 2A and B, respectively. More detailed calibration data are shown
in Appendix H. For chloroform the calibration curve is linear up to at least 2.0 ig/mL,
while for TCE linearity extends to150 ng/mL. At 200 ng/mL TCE, the signal is 7%
below the extrapolated linear curve. The calibration curves for chloroform with the 1-
(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent and TCE with the isonicotinamide reagent reported in
the previous work (5) were linear up to 225 ng/mL (largest concentration tested).
The nonlinearity for ICE is attributed to strong absorption of the monitored
species at higher analyte concentrations resulting in an inner filter effect that
attenuates the excitation radiation reaching the central volume element in the reagent
cell. Experiments were run under temperature and reagent conditions equivalent to
those used for fluorescence data while monitoring the absorbance with a diode array
spectrophotometer after batch injection into a 1-cm pathlength cell. With the 1-(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea reagent and a 100 jag/mL in-cell concentration of chloroform, the
absorbance versus a reagent blank at the wavelength maximum of the green LED (540
nm) after 6 mm was 0.23. The absorbance at the maximum chloroform concentration
evaluated for the calibration curve (2.0 xg/mL or 32 J4g/mL in-cell) is estimated to be
0.07. With the isomeotinamide reagent and a 10 j.tg/mL in-cell concentration of TCE,
the absorbance versus a reagent blank at the wavelength maximum of the blue LED141
(400 nm) after 6 mm was 0.69. The absorbance at the maximum TCE concentration
evaluated by fluorescence monitoring (150 ng/mL or 3 p.g/mL in-cell) is estimated to
be 0.21. This absorbance would cause an attenuation of the intensity of the excitation
beam over 0.5 cm of about 21%(100.21k).The observed attenuation of 7% is less than
that predicted with the simple model because the absorbance varies over the
wavelength region of the LED emission profile and the fluorescence emission is
collected from a finite length of the excitation beam.
Detection limits for chloroform with the two reagent systems and TCE with
membrane sampling are summarized in Table 3.10 and compared to values obtained
previously with other fluorometers and sampling based on sparging (direct purge)
instead of the MSD. The data obtained with FFC for chloroform and the pyridine
reagents are based only on two standards. The first reported detection limit is in terms
of the analyte concentration in the sample solution. The detection limit in terms of in-
cell concentration is also shown. For FFC, the in-cell detection limit for either analyte
is a factor of 16 to 19 higher than the detection limit in the sample because of the pre-
concentration provided by the membrane sampling technique. For the
spectrofluorometer and laser fluorometer, the detection limit of the analytes in terms
of in-cell concentration is a factor of 5 to 7 higher than the detection limit in the
sample. The improvement is less in the previous work because the reagent volume
was twice as great which decreases the pre-concentration factor by 2.bO
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Figure 3.12 Calibration curves for chloroform and TCE with the membrane sampling
technique. A, the reagent was 2.5% (w/v) 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea in DMSO, 5 mM
NaOH, and 12 M H20; the PMT bias voltagewas 370 V. The linear fit equation is E
= 0.00 17c + 0.016,r2= 0.9996, the standard error of slope and intercept are 0.009 and
0.006, respectively. B, the reagent was 20% (w/v) isonicotmamide in DMSO, 10mM
NaOH, and 1 M H20; the PMT bias voltagewas 500 V. The linear fit equation for the
data up to 100 ng/mL is E0.019c+ 0.009,r20.9999, the standard error of slope
and intercept are 0.005 and 0.003, respectively.143
Table 3.10 Detection limits for chloroform and TCE with different spectrometers.
a
Detection limit (nglmL)
Reagent Analyte
Spectrofluorometer FFA FFC
Pyridine
b CHC13 0.13 0.1 0.2
(0.95) (0.7) (3.8)
1-(3-pyridyl-
CHCI3
23 6.5 10
methyl)urea' (l.7x 102) (47) (1.6x102)
Isonicotinamide'TCE 26
(1.2x102)
0.3
(5.8)
aFor monitoring with the spectrofluorometer and FFA (laser fluorometer), the
sampling technique was sparging (direct purge) with N2 at 20 mL/rnin, the reagent
volume was 2 niL, the sample volume was 20 mL, and the normalized transfer rate is
estimated to be 1.2 and 0.75 ng/min/(ng/mL) for chloroform and TCE, respectively.
With fluorometer C as the monitoring instrument, the sampling technique was based
on the membrane approach (MMSD) with an air flow rate of 25 mL/min (N2 for the
pyridine reagent), the sample volume was 70 mL, the reagent volume was 1 mL, and
the normalized transfer rate is estimated to be 1.6 ng/minl(ng/mL) with the pyridine
reagent and 1.3 and 1.6 nglminl(ng/mL) for chloroform and TCE with the 1 -(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea and the isonicotinamide reagent, respectively. The normalized
transfer rate is the ratio of the average transfer rate to the analyte concentration in the
sample solution. The detection limit in terms of an in-cell concentration is shown in
parenthesis.
The reagent was 50% (v/v) pyridine in DMSO, 3.6 mM NaOH, and 1.67 M H20.
For FFC, the calibration data was obtained with two standard solutions of chloroform
(25 and 50 ng/mL) and the transfer gas wasN2.
The reagent was 5% (w/v) l-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea in DMSO, 10 mM NaOH, and 8
M H20 for the studied with the spectrofluorometer and FFA. With fluorometer C, the
reagent was 2.5% (w/v) l-(3-pyridyhnethyl)urea in DMSO, 5 mM NaOH, and 12 M
H20 and the transfer gas was air.
dThe reagent was 20% (wlv) isomcotinamide in DMSO, 10 mM NaOH, and I M H20
and the transfer gas was air.
e,1Data are obtained from Master thesis (5).144
Detection limits with FFC are seen to be as good or better than obtained with
either a bench-top spectrofluorometer or FFA (an early model of the filter fluorometer
with a green laser as the excitation source). In particular, the detection limit for TCE
with the isonicotinamide reagent is improved almost two orders of magrntude with
fluorometer C. Previous studies (7) suggest that the average analyte transfer rate over
12 mm with the same sample solution is about the same with sparging technique or
membrane sampling technique. The detection limits in terms of in-cell concentration
are based on the product of the sample solution detection limit, the normalized average
transfer rate, and the sampling time divided by the reagent volume.
The calibration slopes, background signals, and blank standard deviations are
normalized to a common PMT bias voltage for each spectrometer and are summarized
in Table 3.11. Values for the S/B and the ratio of blank noise to the background signal
are shown in Table 3.12. Absolute values of calibration slopes, background signals,
and blank noise cannot be compared between fluorometers because each instrument
employs a different PMT. The absolute values can be compared for a given
fluorometer between reagents because all values are normalized to the same PMT bias
voltage. Ratios of some of the quantities, such as the S/B, can provide useful
comparisons.
A number of factors affect the detection limit and include:
1.The effective source radiant power.What is critical is not only the total
radiant power emitted by the source, but also the radiant power that is effective in
increasing the amount of the emission radiant power viewed by the PMT. TheTable 3.11 Calibration, blank, and noise data for three reagents with three spectrometers.
a
Reagent
b Analyte
Spectrofluorometer FFA
d FFC
CS Sbkh CS EB Sbk CS EB Sbk
Pyridine CHC13 0.017 0.0460.00074 17.9 62.5 0.38 0.46 21.2 0.037
1-(3-pyridyl-
methyl)urea Cl-Id3 0.0010 0.95 0.0080 1.2 789 2.7 0.016 32.4 0.056
isonicotinamide TCE 0.012 4,6 0.10 - - - 0.019 0.20 0.0021
aData for spectrofluorometer and filter fluorometer A (laser fluorometer) is obtained from related Master thesis (5). The
sampling techniques employed with the three spectrometers are the same as specified in the footnote a of Table 3.7.
bThe reagents compositions are the same as described in footnotes d and e of Table 3.7.
C
CS, EB,andSbkare nonnalized to a PMT bias voltage of 640 V.
d, e
CS, EB,andSbkare normalized to a PMT bias voltage of 500 V. For fluorometer C, the dark current signal and dark noise
were 0.0076 V and 0.00075 V, respectively. For fluorometer A the dark current signal and dark noise were 0.0023 V and
0.00058 V, respectively.
CS is calibration slope, (signal units)/(ng/mL). The signal units are millivolts for FFA and volts for FFC.
g
EBis background signal, the signal units are the same as described in footnote f for both laser fluorometer and fluorometer C.
hThe units of blank standard deviation(Sbk)are millivolts for FFA and volts for FFC. For FFC,5bkis calculated from 2 blank
measurements.
For FFC, the membrane sampling technique was employed with theN2flow rate of 25 mL/min.Table 3.12 Signal to background and relative noise data for different fluorometers.
a
Reagent Analyte
spectrofluorometer FFA FFC
S/B Sbk/B SIB Sbk/B S/B sbk/B
Pyridine CHC13 0.37 0.016 0.28 0.006 0.021 0.002
1-(3-pyridyl-
methyl)urea
CHC13 0.0011 0.0084 0.0025 0.0034 0.00050 0.002
isonicotinamide TCE 0.0026 0.022 - - 0.095 0.011
aConditions and data for calculations from table 3.8.147
dimensions of the excitation beam and the volume of element of solution that is
excited and viewed by the emission optics affect this effective source radiant power.
As detailed in the appendix F, measurements were made under equivalent
conditions (reagent, emission system) with the green LED and laser with the l-(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea reagent and chloroform system. The calibration slope and
effective source radiant power are about a factor of 2 less with the green LED relative
to the laser even though the LED radiant power is about 50% greater. The excitation
beam with the laser is visually much narrower than with the LED, which concentrates
the fluorescence in a smaller volume element. This fact may slightly affect the
emission collection efficiency.
2. The volume of reagent solution. For a given mass transfer rate, the signal is
inversely proportional to the reagent volume which in either 1 or 2 mL for these
studies. This factor enhances the calibration slope and S/B with fluorometer C by a
factor of 2.
3. The yieldofthe monitored product. The primary difference is that a
different 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent was used with fluorometer C. This reagent
yields a signal for a given chloroform concentration after 6 mm of reaction time that is
-2 times greater at room temperature relative to the reagent used with the other
fluorometers. For these studies with FFC, the reagent solution was heated to 40 °C to
speed up the kinetics and the net enhancement of the fluorescence signal at 6mm
relative to recent work is still about a factor of 2.148
The same isonicotinamide reagent was used with FFCas for earlier studies.
However, in early studies with the spectrofluormeter atroom temperature, the
measurement time was 30 mm. With FFC, the reagent temperature is 39°C and the
measurement time is 6 miii. Overall, the batch calibration slope for TCE with FFC
decreases only 25%.
4.The throughput of the emission optics.The throughput depends on the solid
angle of collection and the transmission of the emission monochromatoror filter.
Between FFB (and FFA, the filter fluorometer with laser excitation) and FFC, the
solid angle of collection improved by a factor 14 and the filter transmission improved
a factor of 3 for chloroform measurements and a factor of 7 for TCE measurements.
Overall, the emission throughput was improved by a factor of about 42 for chloroform
and a factor of 98 for TCE. For a given fluorometer, reagent, and analyte, the
detection limit improves in proportion to thesquare root of the increase in throughput
if background shot noise is limiting and the SIB remains constant.
5.TheS/B. The SIB depends on the nature of the source beam, the sample cell,
emission optics, the reagent, and the relative amount of background fluorescence and
scattering. The S/B for a given reagent and analyte is similar for measurements with
the spectrofluorometer or laser fluorometer. For measurements of TCE with the
isonicotinamide reagent and FFC, the S/B isa factor of 36 better than obtained with
the reagent used with the spectrofluorometer. The source of the reagentwas different
(see appendix K), and with a given fluorometer, the background signal from the
isonicotinamide reagent is 20 times lower with the newer reagent. Also with FFC,149
the analyte fluorescence signal is increased by about a factor of 2 because of the
reduced reagent volume (from 2 to 1 mL). Improving the S/B, improves the detection
limit by a square root factor when the blank noise is background shot noise and the
signal remains constant.
With FFC, the S/B for chloroform is significantly lower with the pyridine
reagent and the 1 -(3 -pyridylmethyl)urea reagent. The inherent S/B of the reagent is
not different but rather the inherent S/B of the fluorometer is worse as discussed later.
6. The source stability. The source flicker factor is better with the LED than
the laser. This issue is critical if the background signal is relatively large and the
blank standard deviation is limited by background flicker noise.
7. The transfer rate efficiency. For TCE and the isomcotinamide reagent, the
transfer rate for a given sample solution is twice as great when the transfer tube is
above rather than below the solution. This change enhances the signal and S/B for
FFC with TCE by a factor of 2.
First the detection limit and S/B for chloroform will be considered in more
detail. For the pyridine reagent, all three fluorometers yield effectively the same
detection limit for chloroform. With the 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent, detection
limits for chloroform only differ by about a factor of three. Although the effective
excitation power provided by the green LED is estimated to be within a factor of two
of that provided by the spectrofluorometer, the filter-based FFC provides a larger
emission throughput and a higher overall light throughput than that with the
monochromator-based spectrofluorometer.150
Relative to FFA, the absolute slope or absolute signal per unit concentration of
chloroform with FFC should be about a factor of 84 greater with the 1 -(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea reagent or of 42 for the pyridine reagent (2 times less for lower
effective excitation radiant power, 42 times greater for emission optic throughput, 2
times higher for better reagent reactivity for the l-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent, and
a factor of 2 greater for the smaller reagent volume). This enhanced throughput is
countered by a decrease in S/B of a factor of 13 and 5 with the pyridine and the 1-(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea reagent, respectively, with FFC. The background signal with FFC
is estimated from the increase in emission throughput and observed S/B to bea factor
546 and 420 greater than for FFA with the pyridine and the l-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea
reagent, respectively (the background signal is not affected by cell volume or transfer
efficiency). The detection limit is proportional to the square root of the background
signal over the absolute slope if the blank noise is background shot noise. Overall, the
detection limit is predicted to be a factor of 2 and 4 better for the pyridine and the 1-
(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent. Considering the uncertainties in these estimates, the
similarity in detection limits between the two fluorometers for the two chloroform
reagents is expected. Fluorometer C provides a greater absolute signal, but this is
countered with a degraded S/B.
The lower S/B or higher relative background signal for the pyridine reagentor
the 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent with FFC and thegreen LED may be due to a
relatively higher scattering signal. As discussed in Appendix K, a corrected S/B for
FFC, based on the estimated background fluorescence signal originating from the151
reagent and not scattering, is comparable to the S/B obtained with the laser
fluorometer.
The simplicity of design of the FFC involves some compromises. Possible
reasons for a larger scattering signal include a broader range of excitation wavelengths
from the LED including some overlap between the longest excitation wavelengths
with the transmission region of the emission filter, a larger emission solid angle which
collects radiation from a larger portion of the sample cell, and a different sample
compartment with a round rather than square sample cell that enhances the collection
of scattered and reflected excitation radiation. Other studies, under equivalent
conditions with the pyridine reagent, the laser and LED excitation source, and FFA,
indicate that theS/Bwith laser excitation, 0.28, and LED excitation, 0.19, were more
comparable with FFA which employs a square cell and an emission filter and
collection system that is more likely to minimize scattering. It may be that an
emission filter that minimizes overlap with the longer wavelength emission of the
LED might provide a better S/B and detection limit for FFC even if the absolute signal
is somewhat attenuated.
The detection limit of TCE with the filter fluorometer C is improved by a
factor of 87 compared to that with the spectrofluorometer. This dramatic
improvement derives from a S/N improvement at lower concentrations due to a much-
improved S/B (-36 times higher) and an increase in the overall light throughput. The
enhancement inS/Bis due to several factors including the improved reagent with an
inherently higher S/B (see appendix K) and an increase in S due to transfer factors (a152
factor of 2 increase in the signal due to the decreased reagent volume anda factor of 2
increase in the signal due to better transfer efficiency with the transfer tube above the
surface of the reagent). Because the reagent S/B improved a factor of 24, the overall
S/B improvement might be expected to be four times higher ora factor of 96 rather
than the factor of 36 observed.
Some error is expected because the improvement in the S/B of the newer
reagent was measured with a square cell rather than the vial used with the FFC for
which the scattering signal is larger. The S/B improvement due to the better reagent
with FFC appears to be about a factor of 9 instead of 24. There is no doubt that both
the S/B and detection limit with the spectrofluorometer would be significantly
improved with the new isonicotinamide reagent and improved transfer factors.
For a given S/B, the detection limit improves as the square root of the increase
in light throughput when background shot noise is limiting. The S/B improvement
only accounts for about a factor of 6 improvement of the factor of -90 improvement in
the detection limit. The additional factor of 15 improvement implies an increase in
overall throughput to the photodetector (photons/s/(ng/mL TCE)) of over 200. This
higher throughput is somewhat surprising. The blue LED is a weak excitation source
and about 1/20 of the intensity of the green LED and about 1/10 the intensity at 420
nm with the spectrofluorometer (see Appendix F). However, the emission optics
throughput factor with FFC is -100 times greater than that of FFA which would be
predicted to have a higher emission throughput than the emission monocbromator of
the spectrofluorometer.153
Comparison of calibration data in Tables 3.10 and 3.11 of TCE with the
isonicotinamide reagent to chloroform with the 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent is
informative. The detection limit for TCE is about a factor of 33 lower primarily
because the blank standard deviation is23 lower due to the much lower background
signal. The ratio of the calibration slopes (TCE to chloroform) is near 1 with FFC but
over a factor of 10 with the spectrofluorometer. This is indicative of the low intensity
of the blue LED relative to the green LED. Overall, the detection limit for TCE is
greatly improved because of many factors, which include an improved
isonicotinamide reagent (lower background and 9x better inherent S/B), higher analyte
transfer efficiency (4x), and a more efficient fluorometer (a higher photon signalper
unit concentration by over 200x).
The detection limits for chloroform and TCE with FFC are sufficiently low for
many environmental applications such as determination of chloroform and TCE in
drinking water. The regulated maximum contaminant levels of trihalomethanes
(THIMs), of which 70 to 95% is chloroform (11), and ICE are 80 and 5 nglmL,.
respectively. The brominated species of the TFIMs also respond to the 1-(3-
pyridylinethyl)urea and pyridine reagents. The error caused by overestimation of the
chloroform concentration in drinking water is usually minor. Under equivalent
conditions, the fluorescence responses of bromoform and bromodichloromethanewere
40 and 74% relative to chloroform (7), respectively. The response factor of
dibromochiorometbane has not been characterized with the 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)ureareagent. TCE determination is vety selective and could be used for ground water
studies.
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The analysis time for determination of chloroform and ICE with sparging (the
direct purge technique) coupled with FFC is 18 mm per sample, 12 mm of sparging
and directing the gas to the reagent and 6 mm of monitoring the fluorescence signal.
With the membrane sampling technique, the analysis time to complete one water
sample is 30 mm, 12 mm of soaking the membrane before initiating aN2flow, 12 mm
of directing the gas to the reagent, and 6 mm of monitoring the fluorescence signal.
The soaking and sampling time can be lowered with slight effect on the detection limit
to increase a sample throughput. A typical analysis time for all VOCs with the
suggested EPA method is -35 mm per sample. As a screening technique for
contamination in groundwater of levels of chloroform or TCE of 100 ng/mL and
above analysis times could be reduced to5or 10 minutes per sample. For passive
sampling, total analysis time for one water sample is 18 mm, 1 2-mm sampling and 6
mm monitoring the fluorescence signal.
Without a case, the developed portable instrument weighs less than 8 lb (filter
fluorometer C, electronic components, battery, and sampling devices). The Lexan
case weighs -7 lb.
Instrument power consumption is of concern when the portable instrument is
operated off a battery. With all electrical components, PMT, LED, pump, heater, and
two stirrers turned on and the heater temperature stabilized at-45 °C,the current from
the 12-V power supply was -0.33 A yielding a power consumption of-S 3.6 Wper155
second. Immediately after the heater was turned on to raise the temperature of the
reagent solution from 23 to 39 °C, the total current was 0.6 A (equivalent to the
power of 7.2 W) and quickly decreased to 0.33 A within 1 mm. After 6 mm of
operation, the current remained at 0.3 A. Once the temperature had stabilized it took
--1.9 W to power the heater and --1.7 W to power all other components. With a 12-V
battery used (a capacity of 4.5 A-br), the portable instrument can be run off the battery
for 15 hr. The battery was used to power the instrument for 7 hr and no significant
decrease in battery voltage was noticed. A backup battery may be required for the
labtop computer. If longer duration of operation is required, a battery with higher
capacity or supplementary batteries can be used.
The appropriate temperature range for operation of the instrument has not been
evaluated; however, from initial studies suggested that the instrument can be operated
at the temperature range of -40 to 40°C. Lower ambient temperature can cause the
reagent to freeze (DMSO freezing point is 18 °C) and it takes longer and more energy
for the heater to raise the temperature of the reagent solutions to -40°C. The heater
provides a means to keep the reagent temperature consistent over a period of time
even if the external temperature varies. However the effect of the ambient
temperature on the sample temperature must be considered because the absolute
transfer rate is affected by temperature. In the field, a one or two-point calibration is
recommended. Alternatively, calibration data for different temperatures could be
stored and used as appropriate.156
3.3.7 Tap Water Analysis with the Membrane Sampling Technique
Tap water was analyzed for chloroform with the membrane sampling
technique and filter fluorometer C with continuous flow of water through the MIMSD.
A single point calibration based on standard additionwas performed. In this case, the
tap water flow into the sample container was stopped. Next, 14 pL ofa 50 p.g/rnL
standard chloroform was spiked with a syringe into the water sample in the container
(70 mL) to obtain an addition of chloroform equivalent to 10 ng/mL. Depletion of
chloroform during the sampling of the spiked solution is considered insignificant.
With the pyridine reagent, the mean signal measured for threeruns
corresponded to a concentration of 8.5 ng/mL (2% RSD) chloroform and is takenas an
estimate of the concentration of THMs. The error caused by underestimation of the
brominated THMs in drinking water should be minor because chloroform typically
accounts for 75 to 95% oftotalTHMs (11). The response of the specific pyridine
reagent to bromoform and bromodichloromethane was determined to be 52 and 63%
of that to chloroform under equivalent conditions (7), respectively. The typical
concentration of chloroform in drinking water is ina range of 2 to 44 ng/mL (12).
Yang (4) reported that the total concentration of THMs, in Corvallis, Oregon
detennined with a purge and trap, and subsequent stripping stepintoa similar pyridine
reagent and monitored with fluorometer, was 23 ng/mL and within of 5% of that
determined with the standard method basedon purge and trap and (IC-MS.157
3.4 Conclusions
A portable filter fluorometer was developed for the determination of
chloroform and ICE in water samples. Unique features include LED excitation,
sample cell heating, and operation from a battery. The fluorometer is simple,
compact, and inexpensive compared to a benchtop spectrofluorometer. With the
membrane sampling technique and the previously developed reagents based on
pyridine, 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea, and isonicotinamide, detection limitsnear or below
1 ppb (ng/mL) for chloroform and TCE were obtained. The design of the fluorometer
also allows sparging and passive sampling techniques to be implemented.
LEDs, emission filters, and emission light guides were evaluated to maximize
the fluorescence signal impinging on a photodetector for each reagent system.
Because the detection limit is limited by background shot noise, increasing the light
throughput improves the detection limit. For the 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagentor
pyridine reagent, a green LED (535 nm) with 15° illumination angle was used as the
excitation source and the 580-nm cut-on filter was used as the emission filter. For the
isonicotinamide reagent system, the excitation source was a blue LED (430 nm) with
an 8° illumination angle with an inexpensive excitation filter to eliminate source
radiation at the wavelengths longer than 500nm. The emission filter was 520-nm cut-
on filter.
Larger diameter liquid light guides provided the highest collection efficiency
for the fluorescence signal among the tested light guides; however,a light guide was158
not used in the final design because the emission radiation can be collected directly
with the battery powered PMT mounted on the cell compartment of the fluorometer.
This configuration makes the fluorometer more compact and allows battery operation
but still provides a comparable emission radiation collection efficiency.
The miniature heater is a unique feature added to the portable fluorometer that
is important for field studies. The heater provides sufficient heat to increase the
temperature of the reagent solution from the ambient temperature as low as 12 °C to
40 °C within 7 mm and maintain the reagent solution temperature toa relatively
constant value (typically ± 0.1 °C). Reproducible and constant reagent temperature is
important for situations in which the ambient temperature fluctuatesor changes
because the reagent temperature affects the reaction kinetics and the fluorescence
yield.
Heating the reagent solution increases the rate of the reaction of the
isonicotinamide reagent and TCE and of the reaction of the 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea
reagent and chloroform. With a higher rate and a more rapid approach to or near the
plateau where the fmal fluorescence signal is measured, the analysis time is reduced.
The fluorescence signal (at the plateau) with the reaction of the isonicotinanude
reagent and TCE was effectively the same at 23 and 39 °C. With the reaction of the 1-
(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent and chloroform, the fluorescence signal decreases bya
factor 2 when the temperature of the reagent solution increases -16 °C.
The miniature air pump was demonstrated to provide relatively stable air flow
rate and serve as a compact and light substitution for aN2tank and a mass flow159
controller. The pump can be operated off a battery and is suitable for a field
instrument. However, the use of the air as a carrier gas requires the elimination of
CO2 in the air stream because CO2 reacts with the OW ion in the reagent and causes
the change in the reagent reactivity. A simple CO2 trap based on a NaOH solution
minimizes or eliminates the CO2 in the gas stream transferred into the reagent and has
sufficient capacity for an entire day.
With the optimized reagents and membrane sampling technique, detection
limits were 0.2 and 10 ng/mL for chloroform with the pyridine and 1-(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea reagent, respectively, and 0.3 nglmL for TCE with the
isomcotinamide reagent. The detection limits for chloroform are similar to detection
limit previously obtained (5) with these reagents and benchtop fluorometers. For
TCE, the detection limit is a factor of 87 better than that obtained with a
spectrofluometer in the only other study with this reagent (5). The detection limits
obtained with the optimized reagents and the developed sampling techniques are
adequate for many field studies.
The developed reagents, sampling techniques, and instrumentation could be
used as an alternative or complementary method to the specified EPA methods for
chloroform and TCE. The fluorometer is small and light enough to be mobile and can
be powered for a day with a small lead battery. The simple portable instrument and
analytical method can provide immediate information about a sample source which
can be very useful in certain situation. For example, the portable instrument would be
useful to monitor chloroform and THMs in water facilities in a remote area. Such160
facilities normally perform this analysis only 4 times a year. The TCE method would
allow rapid initial examination of wells or groundwater in the field for contamination
by TCE.161
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4.1 Summary
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This research focused on the development of a portable fluorometer and
sampling techniques for fluorometric determination of chloroform and TCE in water.
The studies addressed basic instrumental aspects, optimization of reaction of the
analytes with the developed reagents based on Fujiwara-type chemistry, and
techniques for sampling volatile analytes in a water sample. The application of the
instrument in the laboratory and in the field is also considered.
The reaction of chloroform or TCE with a reagent composed of pyridine or
pyridine derivatives, base, and water produces a relatively long-lived fluorescence
intermediate species that is monitored by a fluorometer. Most past research and the
only two commercial instruments based on Fujiwara chemistry have employed a
reagent based on pyridine. Concerns about the toxicity of the pyridine and the
selectivity of the reagent have led to the studies in our group (1-4) about replacement
of pyridine with pyridine derivatives.
Of all alternatives to pyridine, the optimized reagents based on l-(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea and isonicotinamide were found to be the most viable reagents and
more selective to chloroform and TCE, respectively, compared to the pyridine reagent.
From studies of reagent composition, the reagent composed of 2.5% (w/v) 1 -(3-163
pyridylmethyl)urea in DMSO, 12 M H20, and 5 mM NaOH provides a large
fluorescence signal for chloroform in a reasonable time and the decay rate after
reaching the maximum signal is relatively low. For TCE, the maximum fluorescence
response was obtained with the reagent composed of 20% (w/v) isomcotinamide in
DMSO, I M 1120, and 10 mM NaOH. Reagent composition must be fmely tuned to
obtain a good yield of the monitored fluorophore, reasonable reaction times, and slow
decay of the monitored reaction intermediate.
The halogenated solvents and degradation products that were expected to
interfere with the determination of chloroform or TCE in water were tested for their
reactivity with the developed reagents. The studies clearly showed that the reagent
based on isonicotinamide is remarkably selective to TCE and the reagent basedon 1-
(3-pyridylmethyl)urea provides a very good selectivity to chloroform. Theuse of
these two solid pyridine derivative reagents eliminates theexposure of the pyridine
vapor to the reagent user.
Sampling/preconcentration is a cmcial step for fluorometric determination of
chloroform and TCE in water. To achieve a detection limit for chloroformor TCE at
part per billion levels, the analyte must be transferred to the reagent leaving the water
in the sample solution behind. Three sampling techniques, sparging, membrane
sampling, and passive transfer techniques, were implemented in the studies. The three
sampling techniques are based on passive or dynamic transfer of thegas phase analyte
that is in equilibrium or near equilibrium with the sample solution into the reagent.164
The transfer rates of chloroform obtained with the three sampling techniques
are surprisingly similar,l.2 ng/min per 1 ng!mL in the sample solution. Passive
transfer provides an advantage over the other two sampling techniques in that it does
not require a earner gas to transport the analyte to the reagent. For field applications,
the passive transfer and membrane sampling techniquesare more suitable for a field
portable instrument because less sample manipulation is involved compared to the
direct purge technique. Although, a carriergas is required for the membrane sampling
technique, it was demonstrated that a miniature air pump operable froma battery
provides a controllable air flow rate. The membrane-sampling devicecan also be
employed for continuous sampling of the sample flow streamas was shown for tap
water. The same procedure could be used for on-line analysis of groundwater pumped
from a well.
Transfer of CO2 accompanies gas phase sampling of volatile analytes to the
reagent. CO2 is found in the sample solution as dissolved CO2. in the headspace of the
sampling system, and in the air when it is usedas a carrier gas. It is important to
minimize or eliminate CO2 transfer to the reagent because CO2 neutralizes hydroxide
ion in the reagent and changes the reagent reactivity. Passing thegas through a NaOH
solution before directing the gas to the reagent isa simple and effective method of
removing CO2 from the gas stream.
The filter fluorometer was built to portable and battery operated. An LED is
an ideal excitation source for this situation because it is very stable, low power, and
relatively small, provides adequate intensity, and hasan operating life time much165
longer than most of typical excitation sources for the bench-top instruments. The most
suitable LED for each reagent system was chosen to match the emission wavelength
profile of the LED to the excitation spectrum of the monitored fluorescence species.
The green LED with a 15° illumination angle and a peak maximum -535 nm was
selected for chloroform reaction system and the blue LED with 8° illumination angle
and peak maximum -430 nm was chosen for TCE reaction system. Here a simple
plastic excitation filter was needed to prevent wavelength overlap between excitation
and emission.
Different emission filters and emission radiation collection schemes were
evaluated to maximize the emission radiation incident on the photodetector. In most
cases evaluated, the detection limit is limited by background signal shot noise so that
increasing the number of fluorescence photons collected from the observation cell, for
a given reagent system, improves the detection limit and S/N (square root
relationship). A 580- and a 520-nm cut-on filter were chosen for chloroform and TCE
reaction system, respectively. These filters pass over half of the wavelengths in the
emission bands. Detection of the emission radiation without the emission light guide
yielded an emission collection efficiency equivalent to that obtained with a 3-mm light
guide. However, the configuration without the light guide is more compact and also a
battery can power the PMT used with this configuration.
The unique design of miniature heater housed inside the cell holder of the
fluorometer allows the temperature of the reagent to be controlled and increased above
ambient temperature. Temperature control is important for maintaining calibration166
and precision over a period of time. Higher reagent temperatures increase the reaction
rate which shortens the measurement time, improves the sample throughput, and
reduces the analysis time. A low-power heater is essential for field measurements
where temperatures are likely to be different than the laboratory and change
throughout the day. Because measurements are made before the analytical reaction
reaches equilibrium and the quantum efficiency of the monitored speciesare
temperature dependent, temperature control is critical.
The sparging and the membrane sampling techniques, the optimized reagents,
and the filter fluorometer were employed to obtain the calibration data for chloroform
and TCE. With the membrane sampling technique and the pyridine reagent, the
detection limit for chloroform with the filter fluorometer is 0.2 ng/mL and similar to
those previously obtained with a commercial spectrofluorometer anda laser-based
filter fluorometer. The detection limit for chloroform is 10 ng/mL with the l-(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea reagent and filter fluorometer is also comparable to that obtained
previously. The detection limit for TCE is 0.3 ng/mL with filter fluorometer and
almost two orders of magnitude better than that obtain previously witha commercial
spectrofluorometer. This dramatic improvement is the result of several factors
including a better reagent with a lower background signal (higher S/B), improved S/N
due to higher emission throughput, and improved analyte transferintothe reagent
(increase in the ng/min transferred per mL of reagent).
It has been demonstrated that the combination of the optimized reagents,
sampling technique, and the fluorometercan be used for detennination of chloroformand TCE in water at part per billion levels or lower. In a more general sense, the
developed sampling techniques and the fluorometer could be used for determination of
the other volatile species or the species that can be converted to volatile species if the
appropriate reagent is available.
The developed instrument was designed and constructed to be a prototype for a
field instrument although it was not tested in the field. It is compact, portable, and
relatively low in weight. It was designed to have low power consumption and can be
operated over a day with a small lead battery. The data are acquired and analyzed
with a laptop computer. A battery powered digital multimeter can be used to display
the output signal that can be recorded manually.
In designing the instrument, minimizing sample manipulations such as
pipetting and rinsing were considered. The use of an inexpensive vial as a cuvette is
convenient for field studies because a number of vials can be filled with reagent in the
laboratory and so they are ready to be used in the field. This process eliminates
transferring the reagent into the vial in the field and also eliminates the cleaning of the
reagent cell. A reagent waste container is also not necessary in the field because each
reagent cell is its own waste container after the measurement.
The membrane sampling device also minimizes sample and standard
manipulation. With the lid closed, it can be filled through a sampling port with a large
syringe until overflow is observed or with a pump on the surface or in a well.
Standard solutions for calibration can be pre-prepared solutions or made in the field by168
syringe injection into a blank solution in the MMSD. Alternatively, the same syringe
injection can be used for standard addition on a sample.
Calibration is an important issue for field work where conditions are not as
well controlled. The stability of the reagents and of the LEDs and the temperature-
controlled cell holder help maintain the validity of calibration data over time. In the
laboratory at a given temperature, calibration with a few percent is maintained over a
day. The temperature control is not ideal because the temperature of the heater rather
than the reagent is actually controlled. Hence the reagent temperature depends
somewhat on the ambient temperature and this dependence can be characterized.
Placing the sensor in the reagent would be better for temperature control but
inconvenient for field measurements because of the manipulation involved and sample
cross-contamination issues. The temperature of the sample is not controlled and the
transfer rate increases with temperature. Hence, one- or two-point calibration in the
field is recommended. With the membrane sampling device, standard addition is
relatively simple as was demonstrated for tap water analysis.
The actual measurement scheme is sophisticated in that it involves vapor
transport sampling, a chemical reaction, and measurement of a dynamic signal.
Timing is critical. Calibration data for standards well above the detection limits
demonstrated that the instrument can provide a 1 to 3% relative standard deviation.
The passive sampling instrumentation was greatly improved compared to
previous sampling/fluorometers systems developed in our laboratory. The current
instrument is much more compact and portable. This instrument was not evaluated in169
detailed as was the version of the instrument based on membrane sampling. Because
the transfer rate is similar, it would provide equivalent detection limits.
4.2 Future Work
The instrument was designed for field studies but must be tested in the field to
refme the device. Several issues require further study. The temperature control could
be improved. Possibly the temperature sensor could be positioned to minimize the
difference between the heater and reagent temperature. Alternatively, the signal from
a sensor for the ambient temperature could be used with a computer program and a
calibration function to adjust the heater temperature to achieve the desired reagent
temperature.
A means to control a temperature of a sample solution should be investigated.
Because Henry's constant is temperature dependent; the transfer rate and recovery will
change as the sample temperature changes. The power required is of concern.
Elevating the temperature of the sample solution would increase the transfer rate of the
analyte and improve the detection limit. However a factor of 2 or 3 improvement may
not be worth power required in the field but would be feasible in a laboratory.
The reagents work well but improvements are possible. For some applications
it would be advantageous to improve the detectionlimitfor chloroform with the 1 -(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea reagent. One way to accomplish this goal would be to fmd a170
means to increase the solubility of l-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea in the reagent in a way that
would increase the fluorescence response. Solvents or solvent mixtures other than
DMSO should be investigated. Reducing the background signal of this reagent would
also improve the detection limit. Purification of the reagent would help if the
fluorescence is from impurities. The background signal with FFC appears to be due
largely to a scattering signal. Some tuning of the excitation and emission filters and
cell compartment geometry might reduce the background signal and improve S/B.
Practical aspects of delivering a water sample from its source (e.g., a well) to
the sampling device with minimal sample manipulation and analyte loss require
further study. Ultimately, a fully automated sampling system could be constructed.
This automation would also include modifying the software to calculate the blank-
corrected fluorescence signal and store calibration data to directly report the analyte
concentration in the sample.
There are many potential applications of the portable instrument including
daily monitoring of chloroform (estimate of THM) at a water treatment plant, routine
determination of TCE at a remediation site, or screening of water sources such as
wells for TCE contamination. In regard to the last application, the current
measurement conditions were optimized for the best detection limits and precision and
the analysis time is 15 to 30mm.For situations where TCE levels are higher because
of contamination, measurement times and reagent composition could be optimized to
provide rapid screening information about contamination. Semi-quantitative171
measurements of concentrations of TCE and chloroform near 1 tg/mL could be
conducted in a few minutes.172
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APPENDICES177
APPENDIX A DEPLETION OF CHLOROFORM WITH THE PURGE
TECHNIQUE
The amount of chloroform remained in a sample solution after purging withN2
for a given time can be estimated with the following equation (1-2);
where;
= C,1
exp[-H'tF/Vw} (A4)
C = concentration of chloroform in solution at a given time
= initial concentration of chloroform in solution
H' = Henry's law constant (dimensionless), 0.17 for chloroform
t=purge time, mm
F =N2flow rate, 20 mL/min
Vvolume of sample solution, 20 mL
Experimental data and theoretical curves for depletion of chloroform from a
sample solution by sparging are shown in Figure A. The first arrival of chloroform
after the flow of N2 was initiated was experimentally observed after -2mm.This
delay time is related to the time for the N2 (and chloroform vapor) to replace the dead
space inside the sampling system (-76 mL).120
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Figure A Exponential decrease of the aqueous concentration of chloroform during the
purge of the solution with N2. The initial concentration of chloroform in the solution
was 100 ng/mL, theN2flow rate was 20 mL/min, and the sample volume was 20 mL.
The model equation with H' of 0.17 is C, (%)= 100 exp{-0.17(t - 1.4)]. The model 2
curve is C, (%) = 100 exp[-0.1 1(t - 1.4)].
The theoretical curves are based on exponential model and equation A-2 which
is obtained from a modification of equation A-i to account for the delay time (td).
C = C,1exp[-H'F(t tj)/V] (A-2)
The equation only applies for a time greater than the delay time. A spreadsheetwas
used to calculate the amount of chloroform remaining in the sampling system by179
variation of the purge time. A delay time of 1.4 mm for the observed decrease of
chloroform concentration was selected for the model calculation because it providesa
good fit for the experimental data. The two model curves are based on two different
Henry's law constants. With 12mmof purging and a Henry's constant of 0.17, 30%
of chloroform remained in the sampling system, but model 1 predicts -16% of the
chloroform should be left. Hence, chloroform was removed from the solution more
slowly than that predicted by the model.
The difference between the experimental data and model I is attributed tonon-
equilibrium conditions. Hence, the gas phase concentration in the bubbles leaving the
solution is less than predicted from Henry's law because of inadequate contact time to
ensure that equilibrium is reached. Also Henry's constants are temperature dependent.
The Henry's constant used for the model was the value at 25 °C. Because the
temperature of the solution was 20-22 °C, the applicable Henry's constant is lower.
To account for the non-equilibrium conditions, Henry's constant was varied in
the model and a better fit to the experimental data was obtained with the "effective"
Henry's constant of 0.11 which is -P65% of theoretical value.
Slower gas flow rates, greater sample solution depth in the sparger (longer time
for bubble to travel), and finer bubbles (larger surface contact area) might be expect to
allow the gas-phase concentration of chloroform inside the bubble tomore closely
approach its equilibrium with chloroform in aqueous phase. For the maximum
transfer rate, in terms of mollmin, higher gas flow rates, even if less efficientper unit
volume, are advantageous.180
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APPENDIX B ESTIMATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE 1N A IIEADSPACE AND
WATER
CO2in a Headspace
From the gas law,
n=PVIRT
where
tig (CO2)moles of CO2
Pc02 = partial pressure of CO2 in the atmosphere, 1atm
If T = 298 K and the headspace volume is 0.865 L
flg (CO2)(10atm)(0.865 L)/(0.08206 L atm mor' K')(298 K) = 11.1 timol
For the Masonjar apparatus,
with a headspace volume of 485 mL,n = 6.3 jimol
with the headspace volume of 70 mL,n = 0.91 imol
CO2 in Water
From I1enrys law,[CO2 (aq)]tot = KHPCO2where
KHis Henry's law constant, i(I' Matm1for CO2
PCO2is partial pressure ofCO2in the atmosphere, I 0atm182
CO2(afj]0=(10' 5Matm')(1035atm)10 M
In 20mL of water,
n(CO2) = (1.0 x 1O M)(0.02 L) = 2 x 10 mol = 0.2 jimol
The total number of moles of CO2 in the sample and headspace is denoted
nOt(CO2)= flg(CO2) + nw (CO)
For a headspace volume of 865 mL and water volume of 20 mL,
fltot (CO2)11.3 p.moL
For a headspace volume of 485 mL and water volume of 400 mL,
nt0t (CO)= 10.3 J.Lmol.
For a headspace volume of 70 mL and water volume of 815 mL,
n0t(CO2) = 9.1 tmol.
The concentration of CO2 in different water and headspace volumes were
calculated in similar fashion.
The nominal concentrations of NaOH in the pyridine, 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea,
and isonicotinamide reagents are 3.6, 5, and 10 mM, respectively. Therefore, in 2 mL
of the reagent, hydroxide amounts are 7.2, 10, and 20 tmol for the reagents based on
pyridine, 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea, and isonicotinamide, respectively.183
APPENDIX C ESTIMATION OF CHLOROFORM CONCENTRATION IN GAS
AND AQUEOUS PHASE FOR PASSIVE TRANSFER
From Henry's law, CgH'C
where
where
Cg = concentration of CHC13 in headspace
C = concentration of CHCI3 in a sample solution
H' = 0.17
mtot=mw+ mg
Vs Vw
mtot = total mass of CHCI3
mg = mass of CHC13 in gas phase
= mass of CHCI3 in sample solution
Vg = headspace volume
Vvolume of sample solution
therefore, =
(ifitotm8)
V5 V
rn5FI'm5H'mtot =
vsVw Vw
H /\Tw H'mtotVg
I H'V-i-V5H'()184
For a sample volume of 815 mL, the headspace volume in the large Mason jar
(including in the sampling chamber RSC1) is estimated to be 70.2 mL If the initial
concentration of CHCI3 in a sample solution is 100 ng/mL,
the total mass ofCHC13= mtot81.5 g
(0.17)(81.5j.ig)(70.2 mL)
118and me
(815 niL +(70.2 mL)(O.17))
m8l.5tg1.18 ig= 80.3 tg
therefore, Cg = 16.8 ng/mL and C = 98.5 ng/mL.
Similar calculations were performed for different sampling chambers and
sample volumes.185
APPENDIX D TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF CHLOROFORM AND TCE
WITH THE DIRECT PURGE, PASSIVE TRANSFER, ANT) MEMBRANE
SAMPLiNG TECHNIQUES
The transfer characteristics of chloroform were studied with the direct purge,
passive transfer, and membrane sampling techniques and the results are presented in
Tables D-1 and D-2. For the passive sampling studies, a variety of sampling devices
and sample containers were employed. In some cases, sample containers suchas
Mason jars, cut beakers, or a Teflon container were separated from the sampling
device containing the reagent. In other cases the sampling container and sampling
device were one Rulon unit. Two membrane sampling devices, a commercial
membrane sampling device (CMSD) and a modified membrane sampling device
(MMSD), were used for membrane sampling studies. Only one sparing systemwas
employed.
For passive sampling with Mason jar apparatus (runs 1 to 5 in table D-1, the
Fujiwara reagent in a reagent reservoir was exposed to chloroform in the headspace
above a different volumes of sample solution of the same concentration. The large
Mason jar with sample volume of 815 mL provided the best transfer rate of 233
ng/min for chloroform and 119 ng/min for TCE. The last column in the table shows
that the ratio of the transfer rate to the gas phase concentration of chloroform only
varies by about a factor of 2. Hence, the differences in absolute transfer ratesare
primarily due to differences in the gas phase concentration of chloroform. If the186
volume of the sample solution is reduced so that the headspace volume increases a
little over a factor of 10 (compare runs I and 2), the gas phase concentration decreases
almost a factor of 10 and the transfer rate decreases about a factor of 10. With the
same sample volume (20 mL) and reagent and sample solution stirring (compare runs
2 and 3), the transfer rate obtained with small Mason jar was about a factor of 2 better
than that obtained with large Mason jar because of the smaller headspace volume and
higher chloroform gas concentration.
Stirring of the sample solution and the reagent solution has a significant effect
on the transfer rate of the analyte. The effect of reagent and sample mixing provided
by magnetic stirring or an ultrasonic bath was evaluated with the small Mason jar in
runs 3 to 5 where other conditions were kept constant. The transfer rates for all three
runs are similar, but the transfer rate was 1.4 times higher with reagent stirring and the
ultrasonic bath. The enhancement in transfer rate with sonication may be due to the
agitation provided or to the increase of temperature of the sample solution, resulting in
more chloroform in the headspace. Movement of the gas in the headspace induced by
stirring of the sample solution could also enhance the transfer rate. One other study
showed that stirring of the sample solution affected movement of gas in headspace
above the solution (1).
For runs 6 to 12, tail and short beakers were substituted for the Mason jar, but
the sampling chamber was the same. With the tall beaker, doubling the sample
volume with a constant chloroform concentration (compareruns 6 and 7) decreasedTable Di Transport of chloroform and ICE with passive sampling, a
Exp.Sampling Chamber/Eqm. Stirring or
Agitation
SampleHeadspace
Vg I V
d Cg TransferTransfer rate
No. Sample Container treat-
men
b
volume
(mL)
volume()
(nWmL)(nglmL) rate
(ng/min)
Cg
SampleReagent
RSC1 233
1
Mason jar (large) Y SB SB 815 70.2 0.09 98.5 16.8 (119 13,9
,TCE)
2 RSC1
Y SB SB 20 865 43.3 12 2 23.3 11.7 Mason jar (large)
RSC 1
Mason jar (small)
Y SB SB 20 365 18.3 24.5 4.1 40.0 9.7
4 RSC1
Mason jar (small)
Y U SB,U 20 365 18.3 24.5 4.1 54.4 13.2
RSC1
Mason jar (small) Y U U 20 365 18.3 24.5 4.1 39.5 9.6
RSC1 63.7
6 Beaker (tall) Y SB SB 20 84 4,2 58,5 9.9 (57.8, 6.4
ICE)
RSC1 101
7
Beaker (tall) Y SB SB 40 64 1.6 78.6 13.4 (81.0, 7.5
ICE)
8e RSCI
Y SB SB 1 103 103 110 18.4 144 7.8 Beaker (tall)
9
RSC1
Beaker (short) Y SB SB 20 43.3 2.2 73.2 12.4 77.5 6,3
00Table D. 1 (Continued)
Exp.Sampling Chamber/Eqm. Stining or
Agitation
SampleHeadspace
Vg/Vw Cw Cg TransferTransfer rate
Cg No. Sample Container treat- volume volume
(ng/mL)(ng/mL) rate
mentSampleReagent(niL) (mL) (ng/min)
10 SC1
Beaker (short) N SB SB 20 48.0 2.7 71.0 12.1
6.8
(11,1, 0.56
ICE)
RSC1
Beaker (short) N SB SB 20 48.0 2.7 71.0 12.1 33.5 2.8
12
h RSC1
Beaker (short) N SB SB 20 48.0 2.7 71.0 12.1 100.4 8.2
13 FFC
Teflon container N SB SB 20 26.2 1.3 82 13.9 56.5 4.2
14' FFC
Teflon container N SB SB 10 36.2 3.6 124 21.0 84.4 4.0
FFC
Teflon container N SB SB 20 26.2 1.3 82 13.9 97.1
(98.3)
k 7.0
16 RSC2 N U U 20 15 0.75 88.5 15.3 8.2 0.54
17 RSC2 N U U 30 5 0.17 97.2 16.5 18,5 1.1
18 RSC2 N SH SR 20 15 0.75 88.5 15.3 8.5 0.56Table D. 1 (Continued)
Exp.
No.
Sampling Chamber!
Sample Container
Eqm.
treat-
ment
StUTIflg or
Agitation
Sample
volume
(niL)
Headspace
volume
(mL)
Vg!Vw C
(nglmL)
Cg
(ng/mL)
Transfer
rate
(ng/min)
Transfer rate
Cg
SampleReagent
19' RSC2 N P SB 20 15 0.75 88.5 15.3 9.6 0.63
20 RSC2 N P SB 20 15 0.75 88.5 15.3 8.4 0.55
21 RSC2 N P SB 20 15 0.75 88.5 15.3 8.7 0.57
22 RSC3 N U SB, U 10 5.2 0.52 91.9 15.6 24.2 1.6
23 RSC3 N U U 10 5.2 0.52 91.9 15.6 19.2 1.2
24 RSC3 N NS SB 10 5.2 0.52 91.9 15.6 5.6 0.36
aSample concentration was 0.1 p.g/mLCHCI3and reagent volume was 2.0 mL except where noted. The pH of the sample solution was
adjusted to 11. The sampling time was 12 mm.
bEquilibrium treatment to allowCHC13in the headspace to equilibrate with CHC13 in the solution,Y denotes 5 mm of sample sonication
before the reagent is added and exposed to CUd3, N denotes no sonication of the sample but the reagent was added and exposed toCHCI3
5 mm after the injection ofCHC13standard into the solution
SR = stirring bar, U = ultrasonic bath, P = pump from headspace into sample solution, N = no stirring or agitation, SHshake with the
vortex mixer, NS = no stirring
dVolume ratio of headspace (Vg) and sample solution (V).
1 -mL sample with a chloroform concentration of 2 .tg/mL.
A regular vial (32 x 12 mm) with threads was used as a cuvette to contain 0.8 mL reagent.
cut-vial (23 x 12 mm) was used as a cuvette and reagent volume was 0,8 mL.
tIAcut-vial (23 x 12 mm) was used as a cuvette and reagent volume was 1.7 mL.
'Sample with a chloroform concentration of 0.2 jgImL.
The bottom part of the Teflon container was modified so a bigger stir bar could be used.kStudied with 1 -(-3pyridylmethyl)urea reagent.
Circulation of gas in the headspace and bubbling back throughthe sample solution with a flow rate of 25 mL/min. m
of gas in the headspace and bubbling back through the samplesolution with a flow rate of 75 mL/min 'Same as footnote k, but the pumpwas alternately turned on for 1mmand off for 2 mm during 12-mm sampling.Table D.2 Transport of chloroform and ICE with sparging and membrane sampling,
a
Sampling
Stirring or
Agitation
b Sample Fleadspace
Cg Transfer
Exp.No. Device volume volume V /V gW (ng/mL) (nglmL) rate
SampleReagent (mL) (mL) (ng/min)
25 Sparger B B 20 - - - - 120
26 CMSD
SB B 503 1.67 0.003 99.3 16.9 58.3 (0.047 jd)e
27 CMSD
NS B 503 1.67 0.003 99.3 16.9 10.9 (0.047 id)
28 CMSD
U B 20 1.67 0.003 99.3 16.9 7.9 (0.047 id)
29 CMSD
SH B 20 1.67 0.08 99.3 16.9 21.4 (0.047 id)
30 CMSD
P B 20 1.67 0.08 99.3 16.9 21.2 (0.047 id)
31 CMSD
(O.O2id)t'
SB B 503 0.3 0.0006 99.4 16.9 69.2
(121)d
32d MMSD SB B 20 50 2.5 70.2 11.9 38.3
d MMSD SB B 70 0.3 0.004 99.9 16.9 116.7
d MMSD SB B 1 69 69.0 157 26.7 55.8a
Sample concentration was 0.1 xg/mL CHC13,except for 1 -mL sample the concentrationwas 2 tg/mL. The flow rate ofN2was 10 mL/min except that with the sparger, the flow ratewas 20 mL/min. The sampling time was 12mm. bBgas was bubbled through the sample solution or the reagent,
C
SR = stirring bar, SR = shake with thevortex mixer, U ultrasonic bath, NS = no stirring, P = circulation of sample solutionwith a pump.
Volume ratio of headspace (Vg) and sample solution(V).
dTransfer rate obtained when the membranewas immersed into the solution for 12 mm before chloroformwas sampling.
The membrane tubing has an id of 0.047 in andod of 0.063 in.
'The membrane tubing hasan Id of 0.020 in and od of 0.032 in.193
the headspace from 84 to 64 mL and increased the transfer rate by over a factor of 1.5
because of the increase in the gas phase concentration of chloroform. With the tall
beaker and two different sample volumes and chloroform concentrations, but the same
total amount of chloroform (2 jig) (compare runs 7 and 8), the smaller sample volume
(1 mL relative to 20 mL) provide an increase in the transfer rate of about a factor of 2
again due to a higher chloroform gas concentration. For a given number of moles of
analyte, the gas phase concentration increases with the headspace-to-sample volume
ratio.
The effect of reagent volume and the shape of the reagent container on transfer
rate were examined with a short beaker as the sample container (runs 9 to 12). Run 9
is the reference with 2 mL of reagent in the central Rulon reagent compartment. For
runs 10 to 12, vials containing reagent were inserted in the Rulon compartment. With
0.8-mL reagent in a 32 x 12-mm threaded-neck vial (run 10), the transfer rate
decreased about a factor of 10 relative to the reference run. However, the transfer rate
increased over a factor of 5 to 34 ng/min (compare runs 10 and 11) when the vial
with the threaded neck was cut off to 23 x 12 mm and filled with 0.8 mL of the same
reagent. Filling this cutoff vial with 1.7 mL of reagent (run 12) increased the rate
another factor of three to --100 ng/min. A reagent volume of 1.7-mL almost fills up
the vial, but the vial is about half filled with 0.8 niL reagent.
This behavior suggests that the shape of reagent container and the volume of
the reagent limit the exposure of the reagent to chloroform. The transfer of
chloroform to the reagent is higher if the surface of the reagent is near the lip of the194
reagent container. When the reagent container is only partially filled, the headspace
within the reagent container may be less well stirred or not in equilibrium with the
general headspace in the sampling device. A smaller reagent volume should provide a
higher preconcentration factor and signal. This is not the case for run 12 because the
transfer rate decreases by a factor greater than the volume decrease.
With the Teflon sample container and fluorometer mounted on top (runs 13-
15) and the same total amount of chloroform in the sample solution, the transfer rate
increased a factor of-1.5 when the sample volume was reduced by a factor of 2
(compare runs 13 and 14) due to the increase in the gas phase concentration of
chiorofrom. When the Teflon sample container was modified with a raised part in the
center of the interior bottom to allow use of a bigger stir bar for stirring the sample
more vigorously, the transfer rate improved almost a factor of two relative to the run
with the same sample volume (compare runs 13 and 15) under the same experimental
conditions.
Relatively small sample containers compared to the Mason jar were employed
to study the effect of the sample solution and headspace volume on the transfer rate
(runs 16 to 24). In these cases, the sample solution surrounds the reagent container in
the same sampling chamber and the sample solution cannot be stirred witha stir bar.
With RSC2 (runs 16 to 21), the best transfer ratewas obtained with 30-mL
sample solution (run 17). For runs with the same sample volume, mixing the sample
solution by agitation of the sampling chamber witha vortex mixer or by circulation of
the gas from headspace and bubbling back through the sample solution (runs 16, 18-195
21) did not significantly improve the transfer rate compared to that
observed with only an ultrasonic bath to provide mixing of the reagent and sample
solution.
In all studies with RSC2, transfer rate of chloroform and the ratio of transfer
rate to the gas phase concentration of chloroform were lower than those obtained with
RSC1 with Mason jars or beakers or with the Teflon container and FFC with the same
volume of sample solution. This fact suggests that efficiency of mixing of the sample
solution and reagent in the Rulon container provided by the ultrasonic bath, the vortex
mixer, and the air pump was insufficient. A higher transfer rate would be expected
with magnetically stirred sample solution. However, the reagent reservoiror the
reagent cuvette was surrounded by the sample solution in the center of the container.
This arrangement prohibits stirring the sample solution with a stir bar. Similar results
of the mixing effect on transfer rate of chloroformare also observed in the studies with
sampling chamber RSC3.
Data for the sparger and membrane sampling devices are compared in Table
D-2. The sparger (run 25) provides a transfer rate as good as any achieved with
passive sampling except for run I with the large sample volume. The lower average
rate compared to run 1 is primarily due to the significant depletion (over 50%) of the
analyte from the sample solution over 12mm.
For the CMSD (0.047-inch id membrane) with the small cylindrical sample
container and a 20-mL sample solution (runs 28 to 30), mixing the sample solution
with the vortex mixer (run 29) or circulating the sample solution with apump (run 30)196
yielded about the same transfer rate,21 ng/min. This transfer rate is almost a factor
of 3 higher than that obtained by using only an ultrasonic bath to agitate the sample
solution around the membrane (run 28). With a 503-mL sample solution in the larger
flask, stirring the sample solution increased the transfer rate over a factor of 5
compared to when there was no stirring of the sample solution (compare runs 26 and
27) and this transfer rate was much better than for the runs with the smaller sample
container and sample volume.
The CMSD with 0.020-inch id membrane tubing provided a slightly better
transfer rate (run 31) than that observed with 0.047-inch id membrane tubing (run 26)
when the membrane was soaked in the 503-mL sample solution -1 miii before
sampling andN2flow rate was 10 mL/min. This is because it takes longer for
chloroform to partition through the thicker membrane and therefore; lower amount of
chloroform was transferred into the reagent at the beginning of the sampling step. The
transfer rate (run 31) was about 1.8 times higher when the membrane was soaked in
the sample solution for 12 mm before aN2flow was initiated.
When the membrane was soaked in the sample solution for 12 mm beforeN2
flow was initiated, the transfer rate obtained with MMSD and 70-mL sample (run 33)
was about the same as that obtained with CMSD (0.02-inch id) and 503-mL sample
solution (run 26). In addition, the transfer rates were about the same as that obtained
with direct purge technique.
Headspace sampling of chloroform (runs 32 and 34, 1 and 20 mL sample
volume) with the MMSD provided a transfer rate of chloroform about a factor of 2-3197
less than that obtained with aqueous phase sampling (run 33). This is attributed to
lower concentration of chloroform at air-membrane interface compared to that at
water-membrane interface. The concentration of chloroform in the headspace was a
factor of 3.7 less than that in the aqueous phase.
Overall, with the passive sampling and membrane sampling techniques, mixing
the sample solution and the reagent are critical for achieving a good transfer rate of the
analyte. Mixing the reagent and the sample solution with magnetic stir bars is the
most effective and easy to implement among the mixing procedures used in the
studies.
In passive sampling technique, the sample headspace-to-solution volume ratio
is also one of the major factors that affect the transfer rate. A lower sample
headspace-to-solution sample volume ratio provides the higher the analyte transfer
rate and minimizes CO2 in the headspace which affects the reagent reactivity. In
addition, a relatively small sample container is preferred because it is more practical
and suitable for field studies. However, with 12-mm sampling of 20-mL sample, over
50% of the analyte was depleted.
Membrane sampling technique provided relative the same transfer rate as that
obtained with the direct purge technique. However, the technique requires less sample
manipulation and is more practical in the field than the direct purge technique. The
membrane can also be used for online monitoring of the analyte in a flowing sample
stream such as water pumped from a well.198
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APPENDIX E ESTIMATION OF AMOUNT OF CHLOROFORM INCO2TRAP
To estimate the amount of chloroform trapped in the CO2 trap during sparging
or membrane sampling, it is assumed that the gas phase concentration of chloroform
(Cg) in the headspace of the CO2 trap during sampling is in equilibrium with the
concentration of chloroform in the NaOH solution (C). Thegas phase concentration
of chloroform is assumed to be equal to that exiting thesparger or MSD and calculated
from the average transfer rate of chloroform anda N2 flow rate.
For the MMSD with 70 mL and a chloroform concentration of 50 ng/mL,
Cg = transfer rate/N2 flow rate = (81 ng!min)I(25 mL/min) =3.2 ng/mL
The total amount of chloroform in the CO2 trap is calculated from the Henry's
law,
CgH'Cwor=H0t1
Vg Vw
mg(Vw + VgH')
mtot =
VgH'
where m denotes mass, V denotes volume, and H' is the dimensionless Henry's
constant which is 0.17 for chloroform.With 30 mL of headspace, mg =96ng. Therefore,
96 ng [10 mL +(3OmL)(0.17)] mtot= =284ng
(30 mL)(0.17)
TheCO2trap was purged withN2for 12mmafter membrane sampling was
completed. The purging efficiency for 12mm is assumed to be 70%; therefore, the
amount of chloroform stripped, from the CO2 trap is calculated as follow,
mSfl1= (284 ng)(0.7) = 199 ng
With 70 mL of 50 ng/mL chloroform solution, the total amount of chloroform
in the sample solution is 3500ng; therefore, the theoretical amount of chloroform
trapped in the CO2 trap (30 mL of headspace volume and 10 mL of NaOI{solution) is
6% of the total amount of chloroform in the sample.
For a headspace volume of 20 mL and sample volume of 20 mL (NaOH
solution), the theoretical amount of chloroform trapped in theCO2 trapis 0.32.tgor
9%. More chloroform is retained in thistrap because of the larger solution volume.201
APPENDIX F INFORMATION ABOUT EXCITATION SOURCES
The radiant power provided by different excitation sources was measured with
a digital power meter (Newport, model 815) and the results are summarized in Table
F. 1.
Table F. 1 Radiant power of different excitation sources.
Source Excitation power
(mW)
Xe-lamp
a 1.3 (54011111)
Xe-lamp
b 1.0(420 rim)
diode laser
C 2.9
green LED
d 4.6
blue LED
e 0.25 (0.11)
aPower meter detector was placed next to the far side of the cell holder to view all the
excitation radiation from the excitation monocbromator of the Aminco-Bowman
spectrofluorometer. The excitation wavelength and excitation bandpass were set at
540 and 16 nm, respectively.
bThe excitation wavelength and excitation bandpass were set at 420 and 16 nm,
respectively.
CA diode pumped laser (CrystaLaser, GLC-025-L) with a wavelength at 532 rim. The
laser beam was partially focused on the tip of a 4O0-im optical fiber by a 1-in
diameter lens with a 2.5-in focal length. The optical fiber passed the laser beam to a
photodetector of the power meterwitha neutral density filter (A3) screwed into the
detector head to reduce the source radiation power by a factor of 1000.
dGreen LED (Nichia, 03237S2-GT) with 15° illumination angle and is 15 mA current.
The radiant power of the LED was measured by placing the LEDwiththe lens
assembly a few millimeters from the photodetector. Without the lens assembly the
power is -2.0 mW.202
Blue LED (LEDtronics, L200CUB500-3.8V) with 8° illumination angle and is 15
mA current. The measurement of the radiant power was similar to that described in
footnote d.
Excitation filter (Rosco, #349) was placed in front of the blue LED.
The primary conclusions are as follows:
1.With the spectrofluorometer, the excitation radiant power is about the same at
the two excitation wavelengths.
2. With the LED-based fluorometers, the excitation radiant power is about a
factor of 18 less for TCE measurements with the blue LED relative to
chloroform measurements with the green LED. Normally the
excitation filter is used with the blue LED and is estimated to transmit about
40% of the blue LED radiation. Hence, the blue LED and filter provide about
a factor of 42 less radiation than the green LED.
3. The green LED provides -50% higher excitation power at 540 nm than the
laser as used. However, the focused image of the laser is adjusted to only
partially overlap the tip of the excitation fiber optic to achieve the radiant
power used in the masters thesis (1). Problems with heating and drifts of the
background signal occur with higher excitation power.
Fluorescence measurements with two different excitation sources were made
with filter fluorometer C and the results are illustrated in Table F.2. With the diode
laser as the excitation source, the laser beam was partially focused bya 1-in diameter
lens with a 2.5-in focal length on the tip of a 400-urn optical fiber. The fiber opticwas203
connected to the lens assembly (0.5-cm diameter visible lens with an f-number of 2) in
the sample cell compartment in the normal way. With the LED as the excitation
source, the LED in its cylinder holder was placed in the lens assembly.
Table F.2 Fluorescence and background data with filter fluorometer C and two
different excitation sources.
Light source
(V)
EF
(V)
EB
(mV) S/B
Diode laser
a 1.22 0.70 0.52 1.3
Green LEDa 3.66 0.31 3.35 0.092
Diode laser
b
- 0.049 4.8
Green LED
b
- 0.66 0.15
aThe emission filter was a 580-nm cut-on filter. The PMT bias voltage was 370 V.
The LED and laser excitation power are specified in Table F. 1. The dark current
signal was < 1 mV. The reagent was 2.5% (v/v) 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea in DMSO, 5
mM NaOH, and 12 M H20. A batch injection yielded a 1 .g/mL in-cell concentration
of chloroform.
bSame conditions as specified in footnote a except a 600-nm bandpass filter with a 40-
nm bandwidth was used as the emission filter. The S/B is estimated by assuming the
signal decreased by a factor of 3 as previous observed (Table 3.6).
The primary conclusion is that the effective excitation radiant power is about a
factor of 2 less with the green LED relative to the green laser. The total radiant power
provided by the LED is about a factor of 1.5 greater than that of the laser. The beam
from the LED is more diffuse as it passes through the reagent cell and apparently a
smaller fraction of the excited fluorescence is captured by the emission optics.204
Clearly, the 0.11 raW provided by the blue LED and the excitation filter for
TCE measurements is less than the 1 mW provided in the spectrofluorometer at 420
rim. However, the effective excitation radiant power of the two fluorometers cannot
be compared because the emission collection efficiency of the spectrofluorometerwas
not characterized, but is likely considerably less with an emission monochromator
instead of a filter.
The S/B data in Table F.2 indicates that the S/B with the LED isa factor of
- 14 worse than that with the laser because of a higher relative background signal.
This behavior may be due in part to themore diffuse nature of the LED beam which
might enhance the scattering signal. With the 600-nm bandpass filter, the S/B is
significantly improved with laser excitation. This suggests that the scattering signalis
significantly reduced with a filter withvery low transmission at 542 rim. With LED
excitation, the S/B improvement is slight. The longer wavelength emission ofthe
green LED is still transmitted to some degree by the bandpass filter so a significant
scattering signal is likely.
To determine the limiting noise, the effect of LED current and intensityon the
signals and noise were studied. The resultsare shown in Table P.3. For case A, the
source intensity is about a factor 10 lower than for case B. The fluorescence signal
and the background signal decrease by about thesame factor as expected. However,
the blank noise increases about three times when the intensity is increased bya factor
of 10. This square root dependence suggests that the blank noise is shot noise limited.
Therefore, the detection limit should improve in proportionto the square root of the205
source radiant power until the point is reached that the blank noise is flicker noise
limited.
Table F.3 Effect of source intensity on signals and noise,
a
Case
b EB
(mV)
EF
(mV) siB
Sbk
(mV)
A 64.5 7.0 0.11 0.41
B 623 75.5 0.12 1.3
a
EBis the background signal andEFis the analyte fluorescence signal. A chloroform
standard was injected into 2 mL of reagent to obtain an in-cell concentration of 1.0
pg/mL. The reagent was 5% (w/v) 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea in DMSO, 10 mM NaOH,
and 8 M 1120. The PMT bias voltage was set at 600 V. The 600-#im optical fiberwas
used to pass the emission radiation to the PMTI in FFB and the emission filter wasa
600-nm bandpass filter.
bThe source intensity of case A is about 10 times lower than that of case B.206
Reference
1.Prayoonpokarach,S., Evaluation of Sampling/Preconcentration Techniques and
Pyridine Derivative Reagent for Fluorometric Determination of Chloroform and
TCE in Water, 2000, M.S. Thesis, Oregon State University.207
APPENDIX G FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA OF REACTION iNTERMEDIATES
OF CHLOROFORM AND TCE WITH PYRIDINE AND PYRIDINE DERIVATiVE
REAGENTS
Excitation and emission spectra of the monitored intermediate were taken for
three reagents. OnLy for the isonicotinamide reagent is the composition of the final
optimized concentration used for calibration curve. However, the shapes of spectra
are not affected by small change in composition.
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Figure G. 1 Fluorescence excitation and emission spectra of the pyridine reagent and
the monitored reaction intermediate of pyridine reagent and chloroform. The in-cell
concentration of chloroform was 0.63 p.g/mL. The reagent was composed of 50%
(vlv) pyridine in DMSO, 2.5 M water, and 5.4 mM NaOH. The excitation and
emission bandpasses were 16 and 8 nm, respectively. The PMT bias voltagewas 680
V.f)
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Figure G2 Fluorescence excitation and emission spectra of the I-(3-pyridylmethyl)-
urea reagent and the monitored reaction intermediates of 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea
reagent and chloroform. The rn-cell concentration of chloroform was 25 tgImL. The
reagent was 5% (w/v) 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea in DMSO, I M water, and 10 mM
NaOH. The excitation and emission bandpasses were 16 and 8 nrn, respectively. The
PMT bias voltage was 530 V.1)0
0
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Figure G.3 Fluorescence excitation and emission spectra of the isonicotinamide
reagent and the monitored reaction intermediates of the isonicotinamide reagent and
TCE. The in-cell concentration of TCE was 25 ig/mL. The reagent was 20% (w/v)
isonicotinamide in DMSO, 1 M water, and 10 mM NaOH. The excitation and
emission bandpasses were 16 and 8 nm, respectively. The PMT bias voltage was 500
V.APPENDIX H CALIBRATION DATA FOR CHLOROFORM AND TCE
Table H Calibration data of chloroform with the pyridine and l-(3-pyridylmethyl)ureareagents and TCE with the
isonicotinamide reagent,a
Pyridine reagent 1 -(3 -pyridylmethyl)urea
Isonicotinamide reagent dC!3 or TCE conc. reagent
(ng/mL)
EF (V) D
Sbk (V) EF (V) D
Sbk (V) EF (V) Sbk(V) RD (%) RD(%) RDrO/)
0 4.20 0.01
0 0071 0.009
0 0061 0.204 0.003
0,0021 4.19 0.2 3.42 0.1 0.203 0.02
0.5 - - - - 0.013 0.0007
0.012 6
- - - - 0.106 0.004
0.102 4
10 - - - 0.027 0.0005
- - - - 0.028 2
15 0.312 0.015
0.327 5
25 2.19 0.028
- - - - - - - 2.16 1Table H (continued)
Pyridine reagent 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea
Isonicotinamide reagent CRC!3 or TCE conc. reagent
(ng/mL)
EF (V) D
s(V) EF (V) D
ss(V) (V) D
Sbk(V) RI) (%) RD (%) RD (%)
0.073 0.0009 30 -
0.074 1
50 4.36 0.02
- - - - - 4.34 0.5
0.187 0.005 2,04 0.03 100 -
0.192 3 2.01 2
3.46 0.016 200 - - - - - - 3.48 0.5
-
1.76 0.019 1000 - - -
1.74 1
-
3.43 0.057 2000 - - - 3.37 2
a
EFis the fluorescence signal and is the blank signal for 0 ng/mL and the blank corrected signal for allstandards, D is the
difference in duplicate measurements, RD is relative difference, the PMT bias voltagewas 400, 370, and 500 V for the studies
with the pyridine, 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea, and isonicotinainide reagent, respectively, andFFC.
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APPENDIX I DEPLETION ANT) TRANSFER RATE OF CHLOROFORM
The transfer of chloroform from a sample into a reagent is affected by several
factors including the sample volume, analyte concentration, and inherent efficiency of
the transfer technique (e.g., membrane, sparging). The transfer rate decreasesas the
sampling progresses because chloroform is depleted from the sample solution and the
chloroform concentration in the gas phase is proportional to the concentration of
chloroform in solution. An exponential model was used ina spreadsheet to determine
what the initial transfer rate (first minute of transfer) must be to yield the calculated
average transfer rate over 12mm.This average transfer rate is calculated from the
percent chloroform remaining in the sample solution which is calculated from the
measured amount of chloroform transferred.
The relationship between the average transfer rate and the amount of
chloroform remaining in the sample solution after a 12 mm of transfer is illustrated in
Figure I. To obtain the maximum transfer rate of the analyteover the sampling time,
the fmal concentration of chloroform in the sample should not drop too far below the
initial chloroform concentration. Fora given initial transfer rate, the degree of
depletion is minimized by using a sufficiently large volume of sample solutionor a
short enough sampling time. Compromisesare involved because the total amount of
the analyte transferred into the reagent decreases and the detection limit becomes
worse with decreasing sampling time. Larger sample volumes are inconvenient for100
80
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Figure I Dependence of average transfer rate on the amount of chloroform remaining
in the sample solution. The average transfer rate (%) is the ratio of the average
absolute transfer rate (mg/mm) after 12 mm of sampling to the initial transfer rate.
The curve shown is based on a sample volume of 20 mL with a chloroform
concentration of 100 ng/mL.
field measurements. Use of the membrane sampling device with continuous sampling
allows much longer sampling times as the sample is continually refreshed.APPENDIX J REACTION KINETICS OF CHLOROFORM AND TCE WITH
PYRIDINE AND PYRIDINE DERIVATIVE REAGENTS
F
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Figure J. I Reaction kinetics of chloroform with the pyridine and 1 -(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea reagents and TCE with the isonicotinamide reagent. The pyridine
reagent is composed of 50% (wlv) pyridme in DMSO, 3.6 mM NaOH, and 1.67 M
1120. The reagent based on 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea is composed of 2.5% (w/v) of the
pyridine derivative in DMSO, 5 mM NaOH, and 12 M 1120. The isonicotinamide
reagent composed of 20% (w/v) isonicotinamide in DMSO, 10 mM NaOH, and 1 M
H20. The in-cell concentration of chloroform or TCE in the reagent was 0.5 jtg/mL.
For the reaction of chloroform with the 1 -(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent and TCE with
the isonicotinamide reagent, the temperature of the reagent solution was -40 °C and
the PMT bias voltage was 500 V. For the reaction of chloroform with the pyridine
reagent, the temperature of the reagent solution was -23 °C and the PMT bias voltage
was 370 V, but the data are normalized to 500 V and divided by a factor of 5.I
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Figure J.2 Time profile of the reaction of the 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent with
chloroform near the detection limit. The reagent composition is 2.5% (w/v) 1 -(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea in DMSO, 5 mM NaOH, and 10 M 1120 and the chloroform was
sampled with the MMSD. The concentration of chloroform in the sample solution
was 10 ng/mL. The reagent temperature was -40 °C. The PMT bias voltage was set
at 370 V. The signal from 0 to 1 miii is the blank signal before sampling. Data
acquisition is suspended during the 12-mu sampling period and resumes for the7-mm
reaction time.0.25
0.24
c
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Figure J.3 Time profile of the reaction between isonicotinamide reagent and TCE near
the detection limit. The reagent composition was 20% (w/v) isonicotinamide in
DMSO, 10 mM NaOH, and 1 M H20 and the TCE was sampled with the MMSD.
The concentration of TCE in the sample solution was 0.5 ng/mL. The temperature of
the reagent solution was -40 °C. The PMT bias voltage was set at 500 V. The data
acquisition period includes 1 mm for measuring the blank signal, 12 mm of sampling
time, and 6 mm of reaction time. The analytical signal is taken as the difference
between the average signal at 19 mm and the blank signal over the first minute.217
APPENI)IX K ADDITONAL INFORMATION ABOUT BACKGROUND SIGNALS
AND THE SIB OF THE REAGENT SYSTEMS
The source of the isonicotinamide affects the background fluorescence signal
and S/B as shown in Table K. 1. The isonicotinamide obtained from Aldrich provided
a background signal about 21 times lower than that obtained from Fluka. In addition,
the fluorescence signal was -48% larger with the isonicotinamide from Aldrich. This
resulted in an improvement in S/B of about a factor of 24. If background shot noise is
limiting, the detection limit would be improved by about a factor of 5.
Table K. 1 Effect the chemical source on the background signal of the isonicotinamide
reagent.
a
Chemical provider Chemical purity EB EF
S/B
(%) (V) (V)
Fluka >99 5.2 1.7 0.33
Aldrich 99 0.25 2.0 8.0
aThe in-cell concentration of ICE from a batch injection was 500 ng/mL. Filter
fluorometer B was used with PMT1, the 3-mm light guide, and the 520-nm cutoff
emission filter, and the PMT bias voltage was set at600 V. EBis the background
signal andEFis the blank-corrected fluorescence signal.
The background signal and S/B are affected by several factors including the
reagent, the optical configuration of a spectrometer, and the optical components.
Background signals with FFC with all three reagents and DMSO are shown in Table218
K.2. The S/B is calculated in the normal way and in an alternative way (denoted
adjusted S/B) based on an estimate of the background signal only from the reagent.
The background signal with DMSO is due to scattering and background fluorescence
from contaminants in the solvent. When the reagent is added, the background signal
increases due to fluorescence from the reagent or contaminants in the reagent. The
adjusted S/B with the pyridine reagent is about 28 times better than the normal S/B,
about 3 times better with the l-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagent, and about 7 times better
with the isonicotinamide reagent. These S/B's with FFC for the two chloroform
reagent systems are about the same as those obtained with FFA (see Table 3.12).
Table K.2 Calibration slope and background signal with filter fluorometer C.'
CS
a EB(reagent)
bEB(DMSO)
c
Reagent
(V/(nglmL)) (V) (V) S/B
pyridine 0.42 23.2 22.4
0.0 18
(052)d
1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea 0.023 31.4 21.5 0.0007
(0.002)
isonicotinamide 0.024 0.21 0.18
0.11
(0.80)
aCS is the calibration sensitivity which is normalized from a batch injection of
chloroform into the reagent to be equivalent to that of the membrane sampling
technique. Thesignalsare normalized to a PMT bias voltage of 500 V.
bEB(reagent) is the background signal measured with 1 mL of the reagent in the
reagent vial.
EB(DMSO) is the background signal measured with 1 mL of DMSO in the reagent
vial.
dThe S/B is CS/Es(reagent) and the S/B in parenthesis is CS/[Ea(reagent)-
EB(DMSO)}.219
These results indicate that background signals other than the inherent
background signal from the reagentare major contributor to the high measured
background signal for the pyridine reagent system. Thesource of the background
signal is probably scattering. For the 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea reagentsystem, the
relative change in the S/B is smaller because the inherent background signal of the
reagent is relatively high.220
APPENDIX L PREPARATION OF PYRIDINE AND PYRIDINE DERIVATIVE
REAGENTS
Pyridine and pyridine derivative reagents were prepared by mixing the
quantities of chemicals shown in Table L. 1. The volume and weight of the chemicals
were based on 25-rnL of the reagent solution.
Table L. 1 Preparation details for the pyridine, 1-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea, and
isonicotinamide reagents.
Vol. or mass of Vol. And
Reagent pyridine or pyridme Conc. of Vol. of H20
derivative NaOH
50%(v/v) pyridine 12.5 mL 750 jiL, 0.1 M -
2.5%(wlv) l-(3-
0.63 g 64 .tL, 2 M 5.3 mL pyridylinethyl)urea
20%(w/v) isonicotinamide 5.0 g 125 pL, 2 M 325 pL
Pyridine or pyridine derivative was mixed withl0 mL of DMSO in a 25-mL
volumetric flask. Water and base were then added into the reagent mixture withan
Eppendorf EDP2 automatic pipet. Next, DMSOwas added to bring up the solution
volume to 25 mL. The solution in the volumetric flaskwas transferred into a 50-mL
beaker with a stir bar. The beaker was sealed with Paraflim and the solutionwas
stirred for 10 miii.221
After the reagent was thoroughly mixed, particles or precipitate in the reagent
were removed by filtering. About 15 mL of the solution was drawn into a 20-mL
glass syringe and a 0.45-p.m polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) syringe filter (Fisher
Scientific) was attached to the luer fitting of the syringe. The filtratewas collected
and stored in a 40-mL 1-Chem bottle. The bottle was then capped witha Teflon-lined
septum lid and sealed more with Paraflim.
The reagents based on l-(3-pyridyhnethyl)urea and isonicotinamidewere
exposed to radiation from a 60-W lamp for14 hr before use. This radiation
treatment reduces the background fluorescence signal by 30-50%. Without this
treatment, the background signal drifts (decreases) significantly when exposed to
excitation radiation in the reagent cell and makes it difficult to determine lower
concentrations of analyte. The reagent based on pyridinewas stored in an 1-chem
bottle for -44 hr without radiation exposure beforeuse. The reagent based on l-(3-
pyridylmethyl)urea is sensitive to air (the background signal increases slowly)so
exposure to air is minimized by keeping container and sample cell lids on.
The final optimized reagent compositions are shown in Table L.2.
Table L.2 Optimized compositions of pyridine and pyridine derivativereagents.
Reagent Pyridineorpyridine
derivative cone. (%)
[NaOH]
(mM)
[1120]
(M)
pyridine 50 3.6 1.6
l-(3-pyridylmethyl)urea 2.5 5 12
isonicotinamide 20 10 1222
APPENDIX M GAIN FACTORS FOR PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE DETECTORS
The relative PMT gain for three different PMTs including PMT1 (Hamamatsu,
R3892), PMT2 (Hamamatsu, H5783P-04), and PMT3 (photodetector of Aminco-
Bowman luminescence spectrometer, Series II) are illustrated in Table M. The
relative gain is used to normalize signals acquired on a given fluorometer to one PMT
bias voltage.
Table M Relative gain factors for three PMTs.
a
PMT bias
voltage (V)
PMT2 setting (V)
b PMT1 PMT2 PMT3
dialreadout S/S(460) S/S(300) S/S(500)
200 223 446 0.017
300 335 670 0.039 1.0 -
370 413 826 - 4.7 -
400 447 894 0.33 8.4 -
460 514 1028 1 -
500 559 1118 1.8 4.4.2 1
540 604 1208 - - 2.1
600 671 1342 7.0 - 5.7
640 715 1430 - 11
700 783 1566 23.2 -
760 850 1700 - - 57
840 939 1878 - 148
aFor each PMT,, the gain factor was calculated as the ratio of the fluorescence signal
at a given PMT bias voltage (S) to the fluorescence signal at PMT bias voltage of 460
V; S(460) for PMT1, 300 V; S(300) for PMT2, and 500 Y; S(500) for PMT3.
bWith the final version of the electronic unit, the setting is the number displayed on
the readout that provides the voltage in column 1.